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the present time our stamp duty on hire-
purchase agreements is very much below
standard, and it is proposed to correct
this position by increasing the present
rate to 1 per cent. The estimated bene-
fit to Consolidated Revenue is £160,000 for
a full year of operation.

The measure is primarily intended to
levy duty only on agreements under which
the ownership of the goods does not pass
absolutely at the time of the agreement.
Instalment-purchase agreements, and like
transactions, under which the ownership
of the goods does pass absolutely at the
time of the agreement, are specifically ex-
cluded.

The amount on which duty is payable
is the difference between the deposit or
initial payment, and the cash price of
the goods. Exemption is included for
agreements under which the dutiable sum
is less than £10. Payment of the duty is
to be made by the vendor of the goods,
and must not be added to the price of
the goods or to the charges. Penal
clauses have been included covering con-
traventions of this provision.

The Hon. F. J. S, Wise: Can you ex-
Plain how that will be effective?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I think it
could be effective in this way: The charge
will be on the hire-purchase company and
not on the manufacturer; and surely the
manufacturer will not be in cahoots with
the hire-purchase company to see that the
extra fee is added on to the price of his
goods! If he does so he is working against
his own interests in his competition with
other Airms. I am perfectly certain that
no manufacturer would do that.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You don't think
the hire-purchase companies have any in-
terest in these other companies, or vice
versa?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: There are
penal clauses in the Bill to stop that being
done. The same principle has applied in
other States, and It has been proved that
there has been no increase in the price of
goods.

The Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Who started
hire-purchase in Western Australia?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: Persons en-
gaged in the trade or business of selling
goods, who purchase goods on hire-pur-
chase terms for the purpose of retailing
them, have been given special consider-
ation. Duty on such agreements will con-
tinue to be charged at the existing rates
which are set out in the schedule to the
Bill.

The New South Wales Attorney-Gen-
eral has advised that the penal clauses
and the provision that this duty shall be
carried by the owner or vendor have been
quite successful and satisfactory in that
State.

The Hon. H. C. Strickland: You could
make it effective with price fixing.

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN' There is no
price fixing anywhere at the moment. I
do not think members need have any fears
on that score. Apparently similar pro-
vlsions- in the other States have not had
any effect-and I refer to Tasmania, Vic-
toria, New South Wales and South Aus-
tralia. So I do not see why the provision
should have any effect here.

The Hon. H, C. Strickland: How can
you prove that it has had no effect?

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
On motion by the Hon. F. J. S. Wise,

debate adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT-SPECIAL
THE. HON. L, A. LOGAN (Midland-

Minister for Local Government): I move-
That the House at its rising adjourn

till 2.30 p.m. tomorrow.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned ait 8.58 p.m.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
CAUSEWAY AND NARROWS BRIDGE

rraffic Rules
1.Mr. ANDREW asked the Minister for

Transport:
(1) Why are there different traffic

rules for the approaches to the
Causeway and the Narrows
bridges?

(2) Will not confusion be created be-
cause on certain approaches to
the Narrows Bridge the car
ahead has the right of way, while
on the Causeway approaches the
car on the right has the right of
way?

(3) Is he also aware that because of
this rule applying to the Cause-
way, certain motorists take
advantage of the situation, and
though they may be well behind,
but on the right of another ear,
they speed up to pass in front of
the car on the left?

(4) Is he aware that because of this.
much confusion and danger and
many near-accidents are the
order of the day?

(5) Will he take steps to bring some
uniformity into the traffic rules
on the approaches to the city's
two main bridges?

Mr. PERKINS replied:
(1) Traffic regulations applying to

the approaches to both the Cause-
way and Narrows Bridge are
identical and apply throughout
Western Australia. Recent amend-
merits to regulations (vide Gov-
eminent Gazette No, 84. F'riday,

the 30th October, 1959, regulation
No. 190) provide that at any In-
tersection or junction the vehicle
or animal which has entered first
has right of way. Only In the
particular case when two vehicles
approaching from different roads
in such circumstances and at
such speeds that if they continued
they would be likely to collide in
the intersection of Junction is it
necessary for the driver of the
vehicle who has the other on his
right to yield right of way.

(2), (3). (4), and (5). Answered by
No. (1).

NARROWS B~IDGE
Ban on Use by Cyclists

2. Mr. ANDREW asked the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Ts he aware that a large number

of people use cycles as a means
of transport?

(2) Why will cyclists not be permitted
to use the Narrows Bridge al-
though they now use the Cause-
way which is, at present, taking
all of the traffic which will later
be divided between the two
bridges?

(3) Why, in the circumstances, is
there this differentiation as be-
tween the two bridges?

Mr. PERKINS replied:
(1) This is so, but use of cycles on the

Causeway is proportionately
small, and there is no expanding
need for people to cross the river
by this means of transport. A
large number who previously have
used cycles are now using motor
scooters instead.

(2) Unlike the Causeway, the Narrows
Bridge has to serve as a "weaving"
section for vehicles entering from
either end in order that they may
enter their appropriate exit roads
when leaving the bridge. Conse-
quently lane changing, which Is
not essential on the Causeway, is
absolutely necessary on the Nar-
rows Bridge. Not only would
effciency in this movement be
lost If cycles were Introduced, but
the "weaving" manoeuvres of
other traffic would be unduly
hazardous to cyclists.

(3) Answered by No. (2).

3. This question was postponed.

LAND RESUMED

Government's Power of Disposal
4. Mr. O'NEIL asked the Premier:

(1) Is the Government empowered
to dispose of land which has
been resumed for purposes other
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than housing without giving the
persons from whom it was re-
sumed the option of repurchase
at the valuation at the time of
resumption?

(2) If so. are any restrictions placed
on the ultimate use of the land
after disposal?

Mr. BRAND replied:
(1) No; other than

for industry and
schemes.

land resumed
town-planning

(2) Answered by No. (1).

CANNING HIGHWAY

Removal of Pedestrian Crossing

5. Mr. O'NEIL asked the Idinister for
Transport:
(1) Have any requests been made to

have the pedestrian-operated
crossing in Canning Highway near
Thelma Street. removed: if so, for
wvhat reasons?

(2) If it is considered that the bank-
ing up of traffic in this area at
peak periods at the Present time
causes a hazard at the Barker
Avenue-Canning Highway inter-
section, is it not Probable that any
such hazard will be removed when
a considerable volume of traffic
on the highway will be re-routed
via the new Kwinana Freeway
after the 13th November, 1959?

(3) Were these lights installed prim-
arily to Provide a safe crossing for
children from the Como School
and a nearby convent on the west
of the highway to a large shopping
centre on the east side?

(4) If consideration Is being given to
the removal of the lights in ques-
tion, would he consider as an
alternative making them operative
during the hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
as this would have the effect of-

(a) serving the Purpose for
which they were apparently
installed; and,

(b,) obviating dangerous traffic
bank-up at the evening
peak?

Mr. PERKINS replied:
(1) No.
(2) It is not considered that there

is any consistent "banking up" of
traffic in this area at peak periods.
However, conditions will be some-
what freer in this area subsequent
to opening of the Swinana Free-
way.

(3) Yes.
(4) Answered by Nos. (1) and (2).

SNAILS
Eradcation

6. Mr. KELLY asked the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Is he aware that snail nuisance is

more widesprcad and much more
destructive in the metroplitati area
this year, than has been experi-
enced in former years?

(2) As thousands of Pounds are being
wasted annually by householders,
market gardeners and others, and
in parks, greens, and public gar-
dens, in an endeavour to arrest the
spread of this destructive pest, will
he give consideration to instituting
an all-out drive, similar to the
system adopted in eradicating
Argentine ants?

Mr. NALER replied:
(1) No. Fewer inquiries have been

received this year than in previous
years.

(2) A very efficient snail bait is readily
available. Its efficiency lies in
using the bait only when snails are
active, which is associated with
rain or heavy dew. If this is
used on a night when snails are
active, the number of snails can
be heavily reduced with a single
application. A departmental leaf-
let describing the treatment is
available. Householders are in the
best Position to adopt this treat-
ment. I shall table a copy of the
leaflet, to which I have referred.

The departmental leaflet was tabled.
7. This question was postponed.

TRANSPORT
Passengers Carried by Road, Rail, and

Ferry
8. Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for

Transport:
What was the total number of
passenger journeys in the metro-
politan area for each of the last
five years respectively by-

(a) road services;
(b) rail;
(c) ferry?

(a)
(b)
(C)

Mr. PERKINS
1954-55 ]955-58

73,343,154 70,974,783
9,353.687 11,480.058

468,627 437, 1 8

replied:
195"-7 1957-58

6523327 62,653.077
12,407,353 13.352,88

444,038 442,259

1958-69
50,747,827
13,880. 144

407,274

FLATS FOR PENSIONERS
Provision by Housing Commission

9. Mr. EVANS asked the Minister re-
presenting the Minister for Housing:

When is It expected that further
accommodation in the way of
Housing Commrission fiats for
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pensioners will be available to
meet applications already pend-
ing?

Mr. ROSS HTCHINSON replied:
In the commission's housing pro-
gramme, provision has been made
to provide progressively cottage
flats for pensioner applicants.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ELECTORS
Numbers in Kalgoorlie Areas

10. Mr. EVANS asked the Attorney-
General:
(1) What number of electors reside in

the Kalgoorlie Road Board sec-
tion of the Kalgoorlie Legislative
Assembly district?

(2) 'What number of electors reside
in the Lamington area of Kal-
goorlie. at present included in the
Murchison Legislative Assembly
district?

Mr.
(1)
(2)

WATTS replied:
Approximately 576.
There is no definite boundary of
Lamington area, but the number
of electors in that part of the
Kalgoorlie Municipality within the
Murchison district is approxi-
mately 1,453.

11. This question was postponed.

NARROWS BRIDGE OPENING
Invitations Requested by Members of

Parliament

12. Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Works:
(1) How many members of-

(a) Legislative Assembly;
(b) Legislative Council:

asked for invitations to attend the
opening of the new bridge?

(2) Who are they?
Mr. WILD replied:
(1) and (2) Lists with the following

names thereon were forwarded by
the Clerks of the Legislative As-
sembly and the Legislative Coun-
cil-

Assembly-
1. W. Manning
W. H. Sewell
E. H. M. Lewis
J. J. Rhatlgan

Council-
R. C. Mattiske
J. MA. A. Cunningham
C. H. Simpson
H. K. Watson
3. 0. Hislop,
L. C. Diver
W. Rt. Hall
E. MA. Heenan
Rt. F. Hutchison

G. E. Jeffery
A. R. Jones
F. Rt. H. Lavery
A. L. Loton
J. Murray
H. L. Roche
H. C. Strickland
R. Thompson
W. F. Willesee
F. J. S. Wise
E. M. Davies.

Three of the above names were
submitted since yesterday.

BUSH FIRE BRIGADES

Fitftanee to Purchase Equipment

13. Mr. HALL asked the Minister for
Lands:

As the Chief Officer of the W.A.
Fire Brigade (Mr. C. Harris) and
the Secretary of the Hush Fire
Brigades Board (Mr. Sutherland)
have warned the State that it
could become a tinder-box this
summer, as stated in the Sunday
Times of the 8th November, 1959.
can he advise the House whether
finance will be made available to
registered bush fire brigades to
purchase motorised pumps in ap-
proved areas, if such brigades are
prepared to subscribe to portion
of the cost of such pumps?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
Section 36 (1) (a) of the Bush
Fires Act authorises a local auth-
ority to expend any portion of its
ordinary revenue for the purpose
of purchasing and maintaining
appliances and apparatus for the
prevention, control, and extin-
guishmnent of bush fires. Regis-
tered bush fire brigades should
make application to the local
authority concerned.

BROAD ARROW-LEONORA ROAD

Sealing Programme

14. Mr. BURT asked the Minister for
Works:
(1) Is he aware that sections of the

road between Broad Arrow and
Leonora are in a very bad state?

(2) As people living in districts north
of Kalgoorlie are refusing to
travel south by car because of the
danger and heavy depreciation
involved, and as it has been
proved often that the improve-
ment effected by maintenance
grading of roads lasts only a few
weeks in this area, will the Main
Roads Department commence a
sealing programme of the afore-
mentioned road during the next
financial year?

2966
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Mr. WILD replied:
(1) This road is the responsibility of

the local authority. The Govern-
went has provided substantial
sums to assist with its mainten-
ance.

<2) Substantial works on this road
are contemplated in the 1960-
1961 programme of works, and for
this purpose an overall survey of
the route is in hand.

TRADING HOURS
Breaches by Firms

15. Mr. W. HIEGNEY asked the Minister
for Labour:
(1) Is he aware of considerable Press

and radio advertising which has
been urging the public to buy
television sets after legitimate
trading hours?

(2) Is he aware that a city jewellery
firm in its advertising has been
inviting people desiring diamonds
to telephone the firm before 9 p.m.
for immediate service?

(3) Does he know it is strongly con-
tended in industrial circles that a
small number of traders have
shown a complete disregard of the
law?

f4) Does be consider that unless
strong efforts are made to ensure
the observance of the law, other
traders may be tempted to engage
in irregular practices?

(5) What action has been taken in
above matters to see that the law
is carried out?

(6) What further action, if any, is
contemplated?

Mr. PERKINS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
(3) No.
(4) Yes.
(5) Strenuous efforts have been made

by senior officers by way of con-
ferences with the minority section
of the trade concerned to bring
about a reasonable form of adver-
tising. Occupiers of shops open
after hours have been prosecuted.
Television has the particular
problem of not being able to
satisfy customers until broadcast
commences at 5.30 p.m.

(6) Contact will be maintained with
the trade and the law enforced.

WATER FOR SCHOOLS
Financial Assistance for Independent

Supplies
16. Mr. W. HEGNEY asked the Minister

for Education:
(1) Is he aware that in view of the

severe water restrictions, the
Parents and Citizens' Association

of Tuart Hill Primary School and
I have made representations to the
Education Department for Finan-
cial assistance in connection with
the association's intention to pro-
vide an independent water supply
at considerable cost?

(2) Has he yet referred to my remarks
on this matter as recorded on Page
2322 (No. 16) (Education Esti-
mates) of Hansard, current ses-
sion?

(3) Will he advise what assistance, if
any, he proposes to render in re-
gard to the request?

(4) What was the total cost of charges
for scheme water at this school
for the last year?

(5) Is he aware that the Parents and
Citizens' Association of Mt. Haw-
thorn School desires to Provide an
independent supply of water owing
to restrictions?

(6) As it is possible other schools will
desire to save lawns and gardens
during the present summer, will he
state the policy of the Govern-
ment regarding financial assis-
tance?

(7) If no policy has yet been agreed
upon, will he take early action to
determine same?

(8) Will he advise me of any decision
when made?

(9) Does he consider a deputation
from any parents and citizens'
association advisable to discuss the
subject with him at this stage?

Mr. WATTS replied:
(1) Yes
(2) Yes.
(3) Yes. Funds cannot be Provided

for installing independent water
supplies to all primary schools.

(4) E219. (An interdepartmental
charge).

(5) Yes.
(6). (7), and (8) Owing to a continu-

ance of the same financial difficul-
ties as existed In 1958, the policy
of the Government has not been
changed from that which was re-
ferred to by the member for Mt.
Hawthorn when Minister for Edu-
cation, when on the lath Septem-
ber In that year he wrote to the
P. & C. Association of the
Tuart Hill School stating, "I
regret to advise that the depart-
ment does not assist in the pro-
vision of an independent water
supply at primary schools, except
in those cases where the P. & C.
Associations have developed a
sports oval. in such schools where
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ovals have been established, the
agreement covering the develop-
ment provides that the P. & C.
Association shall pay half the cost
of providing an adequate water
supply. As there is no sports oval
at the Tuart Hill School it is
regretted that the department
cannot agree to your request."

(9) No.

HEALTH SERVICES
Inability of Patients to Pay Cast

17. Mr. HEAL asked the Minister for
Health:
(1) Is it a fact that many hospitals

are being financiaily embarrassed
because some patients, not cov-
ered by the Government's health
scheme, are unable to pay for
medical treatment and hospi-
talisation, thereby leaving large
amounts outstanding in the hos-
pita! accounts?

(2) Is it a fact that in many cases it
is almost impossible to recover
outstanding amounts for treat-
ment and accommodation, and
that hospitals, Particularly those
outside metropolitan areas, are
finding considerable difficulty in
carrying on economically?

(3) Is it a fact that these amounts
when written off or not collected.
pius the expense occasioned in
endeavouring to recover the out-
standing moneys, are forcing up
the costs of hospitalisation for
Paying patients?

(4) Will he have an investigation
made to ascertain whether a suit-
able system can be evolved to
obviate this deficiency in the Aus-
tralian health services scheme,
and inform the House of the re-
sult of the investigation?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) and (2) Whilst hospitals are not

financially embarrassed because
some patients, not covered by the
Commonwealth national health
scheme, are unable to pay for
hospitai treatment, It is true that
these patients cause additional
costs to be imposed on the State
by means of increased hospital
subsidies. Every citizen should be
encouraged to arrange adequate
insurance cover through an
approved organisation. I think
my predecessor, the member for
Eyre, would agree with me that
every emphasis should be placed
on this particular point.

(3) Although hospital costs are affect-
ed by the expenses entailed in
collection, hospital charges to

paying patients--being consider-
ably less than casts--are not
affected.

(4) The national health scheme is
Commonwealth-controlled and
any variation would be a Com-
monwealth matter.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

WATER FOR SCHOOLS
Financial Assistance for Independent

Supplies

1.Mr. W. HEGNEY asked the Minister
for Education:

I know that the Minister would
not consciously mislead me, but I
would refer him to part (1) of
question No. 16 on the notice
paper which reads-

(1) Is he aware that in view of
the severe water restrictions,
the Parents and Citizens'
Association of Tuart Hill
Primary School and I have
made representations to the
Education Department for
financial assistance in con-
nection with the associa-
tion's Intention to provide
an independent water
supply at considerable
cost?

It is recognised that under ordin-
ary circumstances the policy of
the Education Department in re-
spect of assistance for providing
water supplies for schools would
be as mentioned in my letter; but
the scheme water is already avail-
able at the Tuart Hill and Mt.
Hawthorn schools, and the
associations there desire, owing to
water restrictions, to install Inde-
Pendent supplies. is the policy of
the Government such that it will
not, in the circumstances, assist
in the establishment of Indepen-
dent water supplies?

Mr. WATTS replied;
That is what I intended to convey
to the honourable member. It can
hardly be expected that the de-
partment will be in a position to
expend large sums of money on
this work, because the provision
of such supplies would not be con-
fined to those two schools only.

Mr. W. Hegney: That is right.
Mr. WATTS: They would all be affec-

ted. We hope that the present
situation will be a temporary one,
and we could not expect the de-
partment to expend large sums
of money on this work when every
citizen is being affected by the
same situation.
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BOOKMAKERS' TURNOVER TAX
Treasury Department Advice

2. Mr. HAWKE asked the Treasurer:
Did he receive any reports or
advice from officers of the Treas-
ury Department in relation to a
rate of turnover tax beyond which
the smaller off-course book-
makers would not be able to carry
on their business activities?

Mr. BRAND replied:
The Leader of the Opposition
gave me some notice of this ques-
tion. We have nothing written in
regard to the matter, but we have
had discussions with Treasury
officers on the various proposals
put forward. They were Put up
for our consideration; and in
matters of this nature, the Gov-
ernment takes full responsibility
for any legislation which it intro-
duces.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS AND
PROVINCES ADJUSTMENT

BILL
Notice of Amendments

3. Mr. W. HEGNEY asked the Attorney-
General:

Can he indicate what would be
the latest date he would like
amendments placed on the notice
paper in respect of the Electoral
Districts and Provinces Adjust-
ment Bill?

Mr. WATTS replied:
I leave that to the discretion of
the honourable member.

BETTING
Royal Commissioner's Report

4. Mr. J. HEGNEY asked the Premier:
Can he indficate when the Royal
Commissioner's report on betting
will be available to Parliament?

Mr. BRAND replied:
No: but I shall make inquiries as
to what Progress has been made
and when the report can be ex-
pected.

BULK HANDLING ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

First Reading

Bill introduced by Mr. Nalder (Minister
for Agriculture) and read a first time.

TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 4).

First Reading

Bill introduced by Mr. Watts (Attorney-
General) and read a first time.

Second Reading

MR. WATTS (Stirling-Attorney-Gen-
eral) (4.511 in moving the second reading
said: In the normal way I should not be
introducing a Bill to amend the Traffic
Act. But the contents of this Bill have
Particular reference 'LU certain activities
of the Crown Law Department: and the
reason for it is purely because of those
activities-as my honourable friend, the
member for Eyre, I expect has already
realised from the glance he has been able
to have at the measure.

As You are doubtless well aware, Mr.
Speaker, large numbers of persons have
their drivers' licenses suspended and, in
some cases, cancelled for a considerable
Period, or for life. The situation has de-
veloped over a period of Years in conse-
quence of these various happenings that
application has been made to the Minister
for Justice or to the Attorney-General, as
the case may be. for a recommendation to
His Excellency the Governor for the exer-
cise of what has been regarded as the
Royal prerogative of mercy; although
there is some doubt in my mind as to
whether it is a proper application of that
Prerogative to restore the drivers' licenses
to large numbers of persons at a time
considerably before the expiration of the
Period of suspension or disqualification.

Mr. Nulsen: Those applications are very
numerous.

Mr. WATTS: They certainly are; and
they present peculiar difficulties, as I have
no doubt the honourable member is also
aware. It seemed to inc-and, indeed, to
the officers of the Crown Law Department
who have discussed the matter with me
in recent times--that It would be far bet-
ter if an amendment were inserted in the
Traffic Act to enable stipendiary magis-
trates to hear and determine those ques-
tions as to whether or not licenses should
be restored to the individuals who have
been disqualified, or whose licenses have
been suspended.

The situation is that there are un-
doubtedly many cases where the loss of
a motor-driver's license is a far heavier
penalty to some persons than it would
be to others. The person, for example,
who has no other livelihood than that
which involves the driving of some motor
vehicle, and who finds himself-possibly
as a result of one slip from the right path
-without that driver's license, and, there-
fore. without his employment, is in rather
a different position from the person who
has no need to drive a motor vehicle in
order to earn his living.

The position of persons who have more
than two convictions for drunken driving
and who have, in consequence, lost their
licenses for life, has also been the subject
of applications. The information that is
available to the Crown Law Department
in some instances is that these people have
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entirely given up all consumption of al-
cohol, and have maintained that principle
for a period of years. Yet it is quite imi-
Possible for them to drive a motor vehicle
lawfully; and if they drive it unlawfully.
of course, they incur still further
penalties.

I have been extremely unwilling to re-
commend to His Excellency the Governor
that these licenses should be returned be-
fore the period of disqualification or. in
cases to which I referred a moment ago,
at all. Yet there have been brought to
notice cases where, in the absence of
ability to drive a motor vehicle to a limited
extent, grave hardship has been caused to
a man and his family. Thinking back
over the case of a farmer in the southern
districts, who was convicted of drunken
driving, and whose license was suspended
for 12 months, I can recollect my repre-
sentation to my worthy predecessor, the
member for Eyre, that something should
be done to enable that man to drive a
motor vehicle for the purpose of taking his
children to school.

The circumstances were that his dwell-
ing was approximately six miles from the
nearest bus route to the school, which is
about 15 miles from that point. Accord-
ingly he was 21 miles from the school.
There was no-one else on the farm wvho
could drive the motor vehicle, as be had
no employee. His wife was unable to drive
and, in any event, was a sufferer from
rheumatoid arthritis: and if she had had
a license she would have been unable to
manipulate the vehicle successfully. It
appeared, in those circumstances, as there
was no near neighbour, that the six child-
ren of this applicant would have been de-
prived of the privilege of attending school
for approximately 12 months.

The member for Eyre, who was then in
charge of the matter, was greatly in-
fluenced by these difficulties and, finally,
generously agreed that he would recom-
mend to His Excellency the Governor to
return the license, provided that the
farmer in question would enter into an
undertaking in writing, to be prescribed
by the Minister, that he would not use
the vehicle during the time of the sus-
pension of his license, except for the pur-
pose of driving his children to the nearest
bus point. The person in question was
brought before the Minister and signed the
undertaking; and, so far as the memnber
for Eyre and I are concerned, that under-
taking was kept.

But if it had not been kept, that person
was at liberty with the return of his
license, as the conditions then were, and
indeed are now, to drive his vehicle any-
where he liked in Western Australia; be-
cause ,the undertaking only amounted to
an honourable understanding, as the hon-
ourable gentleman and I very well knew at
the time. It would have been far more
desirable if a qualified or conditional

license could have been granted by the
law to that person, to enable him to do
what the then Minister was willing for
him to do; namely, drive his children to
school and, perhaps, drive to the nearest
township for his necessary goods.

That is just one example which came
up; and there have been, in the compara-
tively short time I have been at the Crown
Law Department, considerable numbers of
applications of one kind or another where
this position is involved. The Minister
can recommend; and, in some cases after
due inquiry, as far as he and his officers
are enabled to inquire, does recommend to
His Excellency that the license be restored.
But there are many applications where
no such action is taken at all.

So this Bill seeks to overcome that diffi-
culty; and, with a number of qualifications,
it follows legislation which is in force in
South Australia and Great Britain. I say
with a number of qualifications because
this Bill lays down that the magistrate-as
I will explain later-may grant an extra-
ordinary license upon certain conditions;
whereas the South Australian law, as I
understand it, only provides that a magis-
trate may return the license after due in-
quiry. The lawv in Great Britain is some-
what similar. However, it is considered
that a qualified or conditional license would
be justified in some cases where an ordin-
ary or full license would not be justified in
the circumstances to which I have referred.

The magistrate, in considering this mat-
ter, when it is before him-subsequent, of
course, to the conviction-will have the
benefit of being able to have evidence on
oath; have an officer of the Police Depart-
ment to put up the view of that depart-
ment so far as is necessary; and be able
to examine the applicant himself and form
his own opinion as to whether the cir-
cumostances and the applicant's character
and behaviour since the commission of
the offence which has caused the disquali-
fication or suspension of his license war-
rant his being given consideration.

The position of a Minister for Justice or
Attorney-General in the matters I have
referred to is quite a different one. It is
true, as I said, that due Inquiries are made
to the extent to which they can be made.
Reports are obtained from the Police De-
partment so far as the information is avail-
able to them of what has been happening
since the conviction, and recommenda-
tion is made by one or more responsible
officers of the department before the Min-
ister gives it consideration.

But the minister cannot be so well in-
formed as a magistrate should be able to
be after hearing evidence; nor can he
take evidence on oath: nor can he be
sure that all the information is laid before
him. What Is more, the number of these
requests is, as I have already said, quite
considerable; and the difficulty, rather
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than decreasing, appears to me to be in-
creasing. Therefore, it is high time that
action was taken to place the matter in
the hands of responsible magistrates for
consideration.

T"he Bill provides that where a license to
drive a vehiclc has been suspended, or the
person disqualified from obtaining a license,
or the license is suspended and the person
disqualified, he may at any time after the
date of the conviction or order on com-
plaint duly laid before the court before
which he was convicted or by which the
order was made and served on the Com-
missioner of Police as defendant to the
proceedings, apply to the court for an order
removing the suspension or disqualifica-
tion.

The court if it thinks fit, having regard
to the character of the complainant-that
being, of course, a person whose license
was suspended-the circumstances of the
case; the nature of the offence;, the con-
duct of the complainant subsequent to the
conviction; and the degree of hardship and
inconvenience which would otherwise re-
sult to the complainant and his family if
the court did not make the order; and the
safety of the public generally; may make
an order that the suspension or disquali-
fication or both be removed as from the
date specified in the order; or it may dis-
miss the complaint. Where a complaint
has been dismissed, no further complaint
shall be heard if it is made within six
months after the date the complaint is
dismissed.

Where the court makes an order re-
moving the suspension or disqualification
it shall, if requested by the complainant,
direct the Commissioner of Police on pay-
ment of a prescribed fee, to grant and
issue an extraordinary license. That ex-
traordinary license shall be for a period
not exceeding 12 months from the date
on which it is issued, as the court thinks
fit; and shall also specify limitations
and conditions, including conditions as to
the locality in which the class of vehicle
may be driven under the authority of the
license, the roads on and the hours during
which the complainant is entitled to drive.

Mr. Nulsen: It is really a probation.
Mr. WATTS: Yes. I will give an

example of the last matter-the roads on
and the hours during which the complain-
ant is entitled to drive. There was an
application brought before me to which I
did not accede, where a person had been
convicted of drunken driving. His resi-
dence was in a far northern Perth suburb
and his place of employment was at the
State Electricity Commission premises
south of Fremantle. As this person had a
house in the northern suburb, which he
was buying on terms, he was obliged to
catch no fewer than four public transport
vehicles in order to reach his employment
south of Fremantle; and on returning
home in the evening, he had to catch four
others.

He therefore, through his member of
Parliament, asked that a license be given
him to enable him to drive from his home
to the S.E.C. premises at Fremantle by a
defined route twice a day on five days a
week. This, of course, would enable him
to reach his home far more conveniently
and get home far earlier. He did not wish
to drive at all when he was not employed
on the weekend. It was impossible for
me, in the existing circumstances, to grant
himn such a license. All I could do was to
recomnmend-if I did anything at all-that
the license be returned to him intact to
drive ovet the whole of Western Australia
-and that I was not prepared to do.

Under this measure he could have
applied to the magistrate; and I would
suggest that, in the circumstances, and on
proof of the facts I have mentioned, the
magistrate would almost have certainly
given him an extraordinary license for a
time on probation to drive on limited
roads during limited hours.

Therefore, as between this situation
which exists now where, in certain cases,
a license is restored absolutely-where
indeed any license could be restored abso-
lutely if the Minister and his officers felt
disposed to recommend it to His Excellency
-this seems to be a far better proposition
in that it enables a proper inquiry to be
made by a judicial officer in the light of
the f acts.

The Bill provides that this order having
been made, the commissioner shall give
effect to it, and it may be renewed during
the Period when, under the original con-
viction, the man's license would continue
to be suspended. It also provides that if
while he holds this license he breaks the
Conditions, then he is liable to a penalty of
£100; and, in addition, the extraordinary
license is to be cancelled and he is to be
declared disqualified.

Mr. J. Hegney: Could you explain para-
graph (d) ?

Mr. WATTS: A license is issued under
section 23 of the Act. It is issued in the
normal way when one applies for a driver's
license: and a person will not be allowed
to apply for an ordinary driver's license
until the expiration of the time during
which his original disqualification is made.
To give an example: A person is disquali-
fied for, say, three Years. He applies to a
court in six months: and the court gives
him an order saying that he can have an
extraordinary license to drive from point
A to point B for the next 12 months, which
can be renewed at the end of that 12
months. He cannot get an ordinary license
until the expiration of three years, but he
will get an extraordinary license if the
court will grant it to him. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

On motion by Mr. Nulsen. debate ad-
journed,
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B3ILLS (2-FIRST READING

1. Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 3).
Introduced by Mr. Watts (Attorney-

General).
2. Special Holiday Bill.

Introduced by Mr. W. Hegney.

STATE FORESTS
To Revoke Dedication

MR. BOVELL (Vasse-Minister for
Forests) [5.141: I move-

That the proposal for the partial
revocation of State Forests Nos. 4, 9,
14, 16, 22, 28, 32, 33, 47, 49, 5 1, and 52.
laid on the Table of the Legislative
Assembly by command of His Excel-
lency the Governor on Tuesday, the
10th November, 1959, be carried out.

Applications are made to the Conservator
of Forests, from time to time, for portions
of the State forests for purposes other than
for use by the Forests Department. Con-
sideration is given to those applications;
and the acting Conservator of Forests, in
the absence of the Conservator of Forests-
who is overseas--has on this occasion
recommended that parliamentary approval
be obtained for the revocation of a number
of areas of State forests.

There are 12 areas in all; and, for the
benefit of members, I tabled the proposals
yesterday. I trust that those concerned
have taken the opportunity of perusing
them. Area No. 1 is adjacent to the north-
east of the Collie townsite. Approximately
240 acres are required for industrial pur-
poses. The second area is about two miles
north of Wilgarup where approximately
160 acres of poor forest has been applied
for by a landholder In the locality.

Area No. 3 Is about five miles north-
east of Waroona. Here approximately 27
acres of dieback country has been applied
for by an adjoining landowner. Also ap-
plied for by an adjoining landowner Is
Area No. 4. This is approximately nine
miles west of Cookernup. Approximately
32 acres of poor forest land is to be ex-
changed with the landholder for approxi-
mately 30 acres of undeveloped timbered
country.

Comprising approximately 4 acres, which
has only a very small quantity of timber,
is area No. 5 which is about half a mile
north-east of Carilla. This also has been
applied for by an adjoining landholder.
At Pickering Brook. area No. 6, covering
approximately 66 acres, is required as a
recreation reserve for a golf course.

Area No. 7 is about six miles south-west
of Donnybrook. Approximately 81 acres
of land were cleared many years ago in
error by the then adjoining landholder, and
has now been applied for by the present
adjoining holder. No doubt you, Mr.
Speaker, have some knowledge of that
particular area.

In area No. 8 there are 31 acres of poor
forest which, together with an area of
20 acres of Crown land, is to be exchanged
with the adjoining landholder for approxi-
mately 60 acres of undeveloped timbered
country. This area is about 12 miles south
of Busselton. About three miles north of
Walpole is the location of area No. 9.
Here approximately 130 acres of non-tim-
bered land has been applied for by an
adjoining landholder. Area No. 10 is about
three miles north of Kirup. Here approxi-
mately 28 acres, which run along a gully
and carry only a small quantity of timber,
are to be exchanged with an adjoining
landholder for 20 acres of undeveloped
freehold land surrounded by State forest.

About 12 miles north-west of Cuballing.
area No. 11 comprises approximately 105
acres of poor timbered land which has been
applied for by an adjoining landholder
who is to cede approximately 30 acres of
mallet country for inclusion in State forest.
The last area, No. 12, is about 11 miles
south-west of Highbury. Approximately
143 acres of open flat carrying very little
timber of value has been applied for here
by an adjoining landholder.

Subject to parliamentary approval, this
land will become Crown land and the
necessary action will be taken by me as the
Minister for Lands to have the areas made
available for selection for the purposes I
have stated.

MR. GRAHAM (East Perth) [5.191: 1
have perused the papers in connection
with the proposed excisions from State
forests and have no objection to raise in
connection with them. As members are
aware, this is a motion that is submitted
to Parliament annually. I might Indicate
that the areas which affect members on
this side of the House have already been
pointed out to them; -and accordingly,
they are probably in a position to make
their contribution forthwith If that be
their desire.

I said that I have no objection whatever
to the proposition. My principal reason
is that competent officers-highly trained
and eminently qualified professional
foresters-have examined these areas and
have also had regard for the convenience
of the individual or the necessity of the
occasion: and the Conservator of Forests.
as custodian of our forest wealth, has given
his approval for the excisions. I only wish
that the Government would be guided by
the same qualified officers in connection
with timber matters generally and not be
tempted to embark upon the procedure
which it has recently announced of the
appointment of a committee consisting of
an ex-Forests Department officer-I
suppose about No. 101 down the family
tree and of no educational attainments--

Mr. Bovell: A person of very high in-
tegrity.
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Mr. GRAHAM: -and possessing a very
limited forestry experience and in a most
humble capacity: an orchardist-who has
no. training or experience whatever in
forestry matters: and the third member
of the triumvirate, a licensed tnry -
who knows how to run survey lines, to
measure angles, take sun and star obser-
vations, classify land, and the rest of it.
but who has no practical experience what-
ever of asessing timber or knowing tim-
ber potential or the state of the forestry
and timber industry.

This committee will override the auth-
ority of not only the Conservator of Forests
but also the Director of Agriculture, the
Soil Conservation Officer, an engineer of
the Water Supply Department, the econ-
omics research officer of the Treasury De-
partment, and, I fancy, one other member.
These last-named comprise a committee
of six known as the Land Utilisation Com-
mittee on which there is only one forester.
Each one of those men is a specialist in
his own right; and they have examined
the merits of some hundreds of thousands
of acres and have determined, not neces-
sadly by vote but by resolving after the
fullest discussion and analysis, whether
the lands should be made available for
selection and development, or whether
they should be retained as part of the
forestry estate.

I do not desire to pursue that matter
any further; because I daresay, Mr.
Speaker, that whilst it is relevant to tim-
ber and forestry matters, it is not alto-
gether pertinent to the proposal to make
these several excisions, which total ap-
proximately 1,000 acres. My thought in
the matter was that the Minister, now that
he has for the first time made submissions
at the behest of the Forests Department,
after a full examination has been made
by it, might be guided in his future acti-vities by listening to those who are in a
position to know, instead of calling in ex-
traneous supernumeraries who have not any
qualifications of a worth-while nature: or,
if they have some qualification, it pales
into insignificance measured against that
of the highly-trained and experienced offi-
cers of the Forests Department.

Mr. Brand: Would you agree that there
is some problem in relation to agricultural
versus Forests Department lands?

Mr. GRAHAM: No; I would not. If I
can pursue that subject for a moment, I
would like to say that I have already
indicated that there is a committee of six
highly-placed Government officers, of
whom only one is a forester.

Mr. Brand: Is he the chairman?
Mr. GRAHAM: No.
Mr. Brand: Who is the chairman?

Mr. GRAHAM: I fancy the Surveyor-
General is the chairman. There is only
one forester on that committee; and it
there is the professional head of the Lands

Department, the professional and admlnis
trative head of the Department of Agri-
culture, an engineer of the Water Supply
Department, a Treasury official, and the
soil conservation officer, surely the forestry
vrIewpoint. on the score of numbers Is- out-
weighed five to one! In other words, the
cards are stacked against the retention
of areas for forestry and timber purposes.

Notwithstanding the fact that that com-
mittee has been in existence for -a number
of years--and, I should say, overall has
done an excellent job-it is apart alto-
gether from the decisions of the Forests
Department for excisions such as we are
considering at present. I think it is the
height of stupidity to call in some other
people who cannot be compared with the
officers of the Forests Department and
these other highly-placed Government offi-
cials; and it could be that irreparable dam-
age will be done to the best interests of
the State.

Mr. Hawke: Is this agriculture versus
forestry a bit of a political problem in the
Minister's own electorate?

Mr. GRAHAM: I think that is what it is-
a political problem rather than an actual
Problem. I would hazard a guess that if
this committee of three which the Minister
has appointed recommends to him the re-
lease of some of these lands, contrary to
the wishes of the Forests Department it-
self, within the course of a few Years
great Portions of that land will revert to
the Crown and some of it will revert to
the Forests Department. He is probably
aware of the fact that privately-owned
land which has been Partly developed is
being repurchased by the Forests Depart-
ment at present.

Mr. Perkins: At a reasonably attractive
price. The land has been put on the
market.

Mr. GRAHAM: That is So. And the
Forest Department, from a forestry view-
point is able to offer for the land far more
than the potential farmer, which proves
it is a better forestry proposition than a
farming proposition. It is astounding how
few people are able to appreciate forest
wealth when they see it. Let us never
forget that our forest industry is worth
something in excess of £12,000,000 a year
to the State. It must be remembered that
only a limited Portion of our State is suit-
able for timber development.

As I have said on many occasions, it Is
probable that more People would be sus-
tained over a given area under better
living and social conditions if that land
were retained for forestry and sawnilliog
Purposes and subsidiary industries, than
would be the case if the land were made
available for settlement.

Unfortunately the crop which grows on
our forest country grows so slowly. It
takes on the average perhaps a century
or more to reach a stage of sufficient
maturity to be harvested. It seems so
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much more dramatic and appealing, for
electoral purposes, to allow the bulldozers
to go in, so that developed farms can be
seen in a couple of years, with stock graz-
ing, crops growing, and so on; but it is
difficult for a layman to see any great
improvement or growth of timber in per-
haps a generation.

However, it is necessary for us to have
timber; and it is a strange thing that.
notwithstanding the extensive and increas-
ing use of steel, concrete and plastics in
our modern life, the consumption of timber
per head of population is actually increas-
ing. I must confess that I am at a loss
to understand where all the timber Is being
used; but statistics indicate that more tim-
ber is being used. When we reach a stage
where our population is a bit larger than it
is now, and we have some industries pro-
ducing newsprint, building boards and so on
from our forest products, the consumption
of our native timber per head of population
will increase by a further large percentage.
You have been most indulgent, Mr.
Speaker, and I have no objection to the
passing of this motion.

MR. BOVELL (Vasse-Minister for
Forests-in reply) [5.33]: 1 wish to thank
the member for East Perth for his recep-
tion of the motion as it stands. However,
he strayed widely from the subject of
State forests and discussed sparsely-
timbered Crown land. I wish to assure you,
Mr. Speaker, and members of this Chamber.
that the persons who have been appointed
to the tribunal have been appointed for
their impartiality, honesty, and integrity.
They have been appointed to a tribunal
which was promised to the electors by the
Premier in his policy speech, which was
subsequently endorsed by the electors.

The licensed surveyor, as the member for
East Perth chooses to call him, is the
divisional land superintendent of the Sur-
veyor-General's Department and is one of
the senior executive officers of that de-
partment, with 32 years' experience of land
classification in Western Australia. Mr.
Walton, the forestry officer, has had 24
years' experience in forestry matters, in-
cluding most phases of forestry. Mr.
Moulton is a member of an old family in
the South-West, and has no territorial
ambitions. He is farming a property which
was originally selected by his father in the
Bridgetown district; and I repeat that all
these members of the tribunal were selected
for their impartiality and integrity.

Mr. Graham: I hope you can say the
same thing about members of the Land
Uitilisation Committee.

Mr. BOVELL: I have already dealt with
the matter of comparisons in answer to a
question which the member for East Perth
posed to me last week. It was never the
Premier's intention that the tribunal should
be composed solely of forestry officers, or
of farmers, or of any people who would

have only one aspect of this problem in
mind. It is the responsibility of every
Government to see that the natural re-
sources of the State are used to the best
advantage. This State's greatest need is
Population; and it is necessary to utilise
sparsely-timbered Crown land for agricul-
tural purposes. The terms of reference ex-
clude, in the main, dedicated State forests;
but I am sure this tribunal will contribute
something very worth while to the economy
of Western Australia,

I regret that the member for East Perth
felt it necessary to refer, in such language
as he used, to the members of the tribunal,
who are held in the highest esteem in the
communities in which they have resided
and worked all their lives.

Mr. Graham: I know it is embarrassing
to you.

Mr. Hawke: No wonder the Minister
looks red in the face.

Question Put and passed.
On motion by Mr. Bovell (Minister for

Forests), resolution transmitted to the
Council and Its concurrence desired there-
in.

BETTING CONTROL ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 5th November.

MR. HAWKE (Northam) [5.361: This
Bill aims to amend the Betting Control
Act, for the purpose of enabling higher
rates of turnover tax to be applied to the
turnover of off-course bookmakers. This
measure and the one immediately follow-
ing it on the notice paper are, of course,
directly linked; and they provide--together
-that the existing flat rate of turnover tax
shall be increased from 2 per cent., by
varying stages up to a maximum of 312
per cent.

The first increase proposed is from 2
Per cent. to 21 per cent.: and that will
apply where the annual turnover does not
exceed £50,000. The next increase sought
is to 3 per cent.; and that will apply where
the turnover exceeds £50,000 but does not
exceed £100,000. The next proposed rate
of tax is 341 per cent., which will apply
where the turnover exceeds £100,000 but
does not exceed £150,000. The final rate
of tax, 3U per cent., will apply where the
turnover does exceed £150,000 in any one
year.

When the proposals contained in these
two Bills were published, on the day fol-
lowing their introduction to this House by
the Treasurer those concerned and the
public generally were given a somewhat
wrong impression. They were given to
understand that the rate of 21 per cent.
would apply on the first £50,000 of turn-
over, irrespective of how big the total turn-
over in any one year might be.
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Mr. Brand: I did not intend to convey
that.

Mr. HAWKE: I think the Treasurer ex-
plained the Bills quite clearly to the House.
However, the public--and Particularly
those most closely concerned in the mat-
ter-were given a wrong impression of how
the proposed new rates would apply. I
would have thought the Treasurer, or one
of the Treasury officials, would have had
published a correction in that regard; in
fact, until the Treasurer interjected a
moment ago. I had concluded that he had
tried to have a correction published, but
that the newspaper responsible had tailed
to publish it.

Be that as it mnay, the fact is that the
Press report of the proposals was incorrect
on the important point to which I have
referred: and as far as the public generally
are concerned, I believe that those mem-
bers of the Public who were interested
would still-if they continue to think about
the matter-have in their minds the in-
formation which was given to them by
the newspapers. The correct position, as
I understand it, is that the varying rates
of tax as set out in these measures will
apply over the total income or the total
turnover.

In other words, the 2J per cent, will
apply on a, turnover of £:50,000 or less.
The 3 per cent. will apply on a total turn-
over which exceeds £50,000 per year but
does not exceed £100,000; and so on,
through the remaining brackets as set out
in these Bills. The Treasurer told us
today, in reply to a question which I asked
without notice, that Treasury officers had
not submitted to the Government or to
the Treasurer himself any written report
or advice by way of suggestion as to what
might be the maximum increase in turn-
over tax that each particular group of off-
course bookmakers might be able to carry
without having to go out of business.

The Treasurer told us this afternoon
that no written report or advice of any
kind had been submitted to him in this
matter by officers of the Treasury. He
went on to say that he had discussed the
suggested increases at the time with the
appropriate officers of the Treasury De-
partment: and he finally told us that the
proposals in the legislation were provisions
for which the Government accepted full
responsibility. That last information was
quite superfluous. Obviously, any Gov-
ernment which introduces a Bill into
Parliament must take full responsibility
for the contents of the measure.

In order to judge the proposals in these
Bills accurately and safely, we should have
before us some expert financial opinions
in relation to the extent to which the pro-
posed taxation will be borne, particularly
by off-course bookmakers with the smaller
turnovers. We all know enough about the
burden of taxation to realise that there Is
a limit beyond which the imposition of

taxation has the opposite effect to the one
which is desired. In other words, if any
type of taxation goes beyond the safety
point, the person who is called upon to pay
that tax cannot pay it, because the busi-
ness he is operating will not carry the
heavy burdens which are imposed upon It.

Sir Ross McLarty: That seems fair
enough. But where does the honourable
member think he would get this expert
opinion?

Mr. HAWKE: I think it should be ob-
tained and made available to us from
among the appropriate officers in the
Treasury Department. There would be at
least one officer there, and probably more,
who would concentrate very largely upon
this sort of work. It would be a full-time
job for him. He Would have detailed in-
formation of the total turnover of each
off-course bookmaker; he would have de-
tailed information of the expenses of each
of them; he would have a very accurate
idea-I think-of exactly how much added
turnover taxation each of themn might be
able to carry.

We all remember very clearly-those of
us who were here in the last Parliament-
how excitedly some Ministers in the pres-
ent Government used to talk about this
problem. We have clear recollections of
the talk indulged in about the totalisator
machine paying a tax of 13 per cent.
and still continuing to function. The
assertion which was made on the basis of
that argument by those concerned at the
time was that off-course bookmakers
should be able to pay a tax of 13 per cent.
on turnover and continue to operate, bal-
ance their accounts, and make sufficient
Profit to carry on successfully. Those
of us who were in the last Parliament will
clearly remember that sort of proposition
being put forward by some of the members
in the present Ministry.

Mr ' Court: Was it ever put before you,
as a suggestion, that they should be taxed
at 13 per cent?

Mr. HAWKE: It was put forward as a
suggestion that they could pay, and the
Minister was one of those who had most
to say about it.

Mr. Court: The anomaly was men-
tioned that the totalisator was capable of
paying better odds on a larger number of
races and was still able to carry a charge
of 13 per cent.

Mr. HAWKE: I am not talking about
what the totalisator paid by way of odds
and what someone else paid by way of
odds. I am talking about a point that
was hammered out here year after year,
by way of argument, that off-course book-
makers could still pay a tax of 13 per
cent. and carry on their operations suc-
cessfully because the totalisator was able
to do it. The point made by the Minister
for Industrial Development was one of
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the arguments which was used-if I re-
member rightly-to buttress up that
assertion.

Anyone with any practical knowledge of
the matter would know that one cannot
compare, with any safety, the position of
a bookmaker-whether he is off course or
on course-with the position of the total-
isator. Anyone who knows anything worth
while about the situation is aware that
the totalisator never loses on any race. It
cannot possibly lose: because when all the
investments have been made on the total-
isator by the punters on a particular race,
the officials who are in charge of the
totalisator machine subtract 13 per cent.
of the total investments and only the
balance is paid back by way of dividends
to the punters who have backed the win-
ning horse and to those who have backed
the placed horses.

As we know, the tax of 13 per cent.
taken from the totalisator is distributed
in part to the Government and in part to
the racing or trotting club concerned. it
does not matter whether the horse in a
race is 3 to 1 on or 5 to 1 on so far as the
totalisator is concerned. It still does not
lose-because it cannot lose.

However, it is quite a different proposi-
tion with bookmakers. If a horse is priced
at 3 to 1 on or at some similar short
Price, and all the punters back that horse
with the bookmakers off course and on
course, but back no other horse to win, and
the horse that is backed wins, obviously
the bookmakers lose heavily. So I em-
phasise again that -any comparison be-
tween the totalisator being able to pay 13
per cent. taxation and still being able to
continue successfully, and the ability of
bookmakers-whether they operate on
course or off course-to pay 13 per cent.
and still be able to operate successfully,
is as silly as anything could possibly be.

In view of what I have just said, I was
tremendously interested in something the
Treasurer had to say in his speech because
it was so surprising to hear these words,
which I will now read, coming from such
a source. I quote-

It Is all very well for the critics
to say thlat a 10 per cent, tax should
be imposed: or that some percentage.
plucked out of the air, should be ima-
posed. One will appreciate that this
is tax on turnover; and for the book-
maker with a turnover of £400,000. a
tax of 5 per cent. to 10 per cent. on
his turnover represents a colossal
amount.

Mr. Brand: That was fair enough.

Mr. HAWKE: I think so. I am not say-
ing that it is not fair comment. I am
saying that I was surprised, and almost
amazed, when I heard it coming from the
Treasurer; because, in the last Parlia-
ment, he argued the other way.

Mr. Brand: What other way?

Mr. HAWKE: The Premier argued that
because the totalisator could do so much.
the bookmakers also could carry so much.
Without having made a check, I would
think that what the Treasurer said along
the lines I have just Quoted would be
much in line with what the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition said in the last Parlia-
ment on more than one occasion when re-
plying to the silly assertions which were
made at that time by some of the Minis-
ters in the present Government.

Let us have a look for a moment at the
point I raised earlier; namely, the point
about our having to debate and decide
these proposals without having any expert
Information about them. I quote again
from the Treasurer's speech as follows-

The Under Treasurer and his offi-
cers spent many hours-indeed, I
should say days-to arrive at a form-
ula which we considered would be rea-
sonable in all the circumstances.

One could easily be led to the belief that
the Under Treasurer and his officers had
put forward the proposals in these Bills
as being proposals which could be applied
and, when in operation, would be fair and
reasonable to the different groups of off-
course bookmakers. However, from what
we have discovered this afternoon, I think
it is correct to say that that would not
be the position.

Partly what did happen was that tihe
Treasury officers-at least in discussions
with the Treasurer-perhaps suggested
two or three alternatives which would be
considered by the Treasurer. Doubtless he
would take them to a meeting of Cabinet
to be reviewed by the Ministers, and each
Minister would have his say, and finally
all the Ministers would decide upon the
different rates of turnover tax to be ap-
plied.' If the Treasurer is in a position to
tell us, he should know, for certain,
whether the appropriate officers in the
Treasury Department consider each group
of off-course bookmakers has the capacity
to meet the financial obligations to be im-
posed by these proposals, especially in
view of the knowledge they have of each
off-course bookmaker's transactions.

As the Treasurer gives us no "assurance
in that regard, we are led to conclude that
the appropriate officer or officers in the
Treasury Department have not given an
opinion or an assurance along those lines.
So clearly the proposals in these Bills have
been decided upon by the Ministers them-
selves. They have worked them out; and,
indeed, they have considered that they
are fair and reasonable and appropriate
in all the circumstances.

Mr. Brand: That Is right.
Mr. HAWKS: The ministers are per-

fectly entitled to think along those lines.
In addition, as the Premier said earlier
today, the members of the Government
take absolute and full responsibility for
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these proposals, which is something they
cannot avoid, anyway. I am in some
doubt, because I have no expert informa-
tion on the point, as to whether the in-
creases in turnover tax proposed to be
Placed upon the smaller bookmakers are
capable of being carried by them. It will
be noted that an increase of almost 100
per cent, is to be applied to the smallest
off-course bookmaker. In other words,
his turnover tax is to be increased from 2
per cent. to 2* per cent-an increase of
practically 50 per cent. I think I said
100 per cent. a moment ago.

It does not matter whether the small
off-course bookmakers concerned are
doing business to the extent of £50,000,
£40,000, £30,000, or £20,000 a year: they
will still pay an increase of almost 50 per
cent. in the turnover tax-from 2 per cent.,
which now operates, to 2* per cent. The
increase goes on to 3 per cent, in the next
bracket, 31 per cent, in the following
bracket, and 31 per cent. in the final
bracket. Without the expert information
and knowledge which it is very desirable
that we should have, I think these pro-
posals will sock the small bookmakers very
considerably, and not place a very great
additional burden on the top men.

Mr. Brand: That is not what the top
men say.

Mr. HAWKE: We know what they say.
We have often admitted to each other
in this House that nobody likes paying
anything additional to the Government.
We would be safe in saying that no-one
likes Paying anything at all to the Gov-
ernment. However, one thing about which
we can be sure without much doubt, is
that bookmakers with an annual turnover
in total of £50,000 and less will have a
very hard struggle to pay the 2j per cent.
tax. The less their turnover is under
£50,000, the harder will be their struggle.

Some of them will not be able to
carry on and will be knocked out of
business altogether. I suggest that the
bookmakers who will be knocked out will
be mostly those operating In country
towns, which are small in size and which
barely justify the existence of an off-
course bookmaker, on a. profitable basis
to himself; and perhaps those in larger
country towns, where two bookmakers now
operate, but where, under this proposed
increase in the turnover tax, only one will
survive.

I suggest that in towns where there are
now two off-course bookmakers, and where
one will survive, punters who desire to do
business legally in those towns will 'be able
to do so. The one bookmaker who has
been knocked out will become a. casualty;
while the other, who is able to continue
operations, will be all right, because his
business will increase. In that situation
he will do well.

But what about the towns with only one
bookmaker, and where he is knocked
out of existence? In those instances there
will be no licensed off -course bookmaker
operating. I suppose the Minister for
Works will say that the people in those
towns can ring Up the bookmaker in the
larger towns along the track; but not all
punters can do that.

Mr. Brand: There are a number of situa-
tions like that at present.

Mr'. HAWKE: There are. There are
small towns in which no bookmaker is
operating.

Mr. Brand: In some towns they have
operated, but have since ceased operations.

Mr. HAWKE: That is so. To the extent
to which towns will be left without book-
makers. where they are now operating,
to that extent will the Pressure be on for
the illegal bookmaker to come into the
game again. Once such a situation gets
a bit of a run, all sorts of difficulties can
be created-difficulties which none of us
wish to see develop.

The total additional tax to be obtained
from the Bills which are now before us to
increase the turnover tax is £191,000. That
Is the additional turnover tax which it is
estimated will be received in a full year
if these measures come into operation. of
this £191,000. the racing clubs and trotting
clubs are to receive £11,000 and the Gov-
ernment £180,000. In other words, the
Government is to receive Practically the
whole of this additional taxation. So it
cannot be said that this proposed substan-
tial increase in the turnover tax on off-
course bookmakers is to be imposed for the
benefit of racing clubs, trotting clubs.
trainers, owners, jockeys, or any of those
people. This is almost entirely a proposal
to benefit Consolidated Revenue.

Mr. Brand: The percentage turnover is
the same as under the existing Act.

Mr. HAWKE: I am not talking about
the Percentage turnover; I am talking
about the total amount of additional money
which will be received as a result of the
application of the higher rates of tax on
turnover. I remind the Treasurer again,
in case he has forgotten, that the amount
is estimated at £191,000 approximately.
That is not chicken feed; it is big money,
even In the language useI in the racing
game, and certainly In the language used
in th racing game in Western Australia.
Of that huge amount, the racing and
trotting clubs are to receive £11,000, and
the Government the balance of £180,000.
So, clearly, these Proposals to increase the
turnover tax are put forward to benefit
Consolidated Revenue.

In this connection the Treasurer cannot
trot forward the Grants Commission and
threaten us with some suggestion that the
Grants Commission might, could, or would
impose certain Penalties upon us unless
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this additional tax was imposed, collected,
and paid into the Consolidated Revenue
Fund. If I might be allowed a few seconds
to refer to the position of the Grants Com-
mission in relation to taxation in Western
Australia, I would say that the Grants
Commission has never tried, and I am sure
will never try, to work out the taxation
policy which the Parliament of this State
should implement. That is a sovereign
right which belongs to this Parliament;
and all members of the Grants Commis-
sion, present and past, have had very great
respect for the sovereign rights of Parlia-
ment.

I want to make a brief reference to the
other two of the four Bills which are now
before us, in connection with taxation to
be levied on off -course bookmakers, and
with a brilliant new tax which is to be
imposed on off-course punters. I hope
that with your indulgence, Mr. Speaker
-because it is necessary for us to get a
complete picture of everything involved in
this matter-I am permitted to do that.

The Bill relating to the stamp duty pro-
poses to increase the present duty of 1d. on
each ticket issued by an off -course book-
maker to lid., where the bet recorded on
the ticket does not exceed £1; and to 3d.,
where the bet recorded does exceed £1.'The other proposal, which the Treasurer
referred to as the investment tax, pro-
vides that 3d. must be paid by the Punter
where the bet does not exceed £1, and 6d,
where the bet does exceed £1.

This proposal to increase the stamp duty
is estimated to bring in another £54,000.
The Treasurer told us that the whole of
this amount will go into Consolidated Re-
venue. Here again we have a situation
where nothing at all is to go to the racing
clubs. This increase in the stamp duty on
betting tickets issued on off-course wager-
ing is to go completely into Consolidated
Revenue.

The investment tax is estimated to yield
£264,000 in a lull year. Of this amount,
Consolidated Revenue is to get £65,000, and
the racing and trotting clubs are to receive
£199,000. It is remarkable that the Treas-
urer has resisted the temptation to put
both hands into this tax and grab a sub-
stantial portion of it for the Consolidated
Revenue Fund.

if we take all these Proposals together,
we will find that the Consolidated Revenue
Fund is to benefit to the extent of £309,000
from the increases, while the racing clubs
are to benefit to the extent of £199,000
in a year. At this stage I do not want
to discuss the principle of the Proposed
new investment tax on off-course punters,
except to say that in Principle it is a very
rugged kind of taxation, the application of
which will have the net effect of reducing
off -course punting.

The increase of £54,000 in stamp duty
will have to be paid by the off -course book-
makers. In addition, I should think that

after the investment tax was applied, the
off -course bookmakers would find a situa-
tion developing where they were also pay-
ing a substantial part of that tax. So we
can see the sort of situation which would
be developed In the case of the small book-
makers; their turnover tax would rise from
2 per cent. to 21 per cent.: they would pay
increased stamp duty; and they would pay
a portion of the investment tax. All in all.
many of these bookmakers would find it
very difficult to continue.

Debate adjourned tili, and Mr. Hawke
given leave to continue his speech at, a
later stage of the sitting.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p~m.

ART GALLERY BILL
Conference Managers' Report

MR. WATTS (Stirling - Attorney-
General) [7.30]: I desire to report the
result of the conference on the Bill. The
managers met at 6.45 p.m. It was reported
that the Minister for Mines was unable to
attend owing to ill-health. The managers
present therefore resolved to adjourn to
another day and time to be fixed. I move-

That the report be adopted.

Question put and passed.

BETTING CONTROL ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from an earlier stage
of the sitting.

MR. HAWKE (Northam) [7.33): I desire
briefly, and towards the end of what I have
to say, to refer again to the amount which
the Consolidated Revenue Fund will receive
from the two proposed tax increases, and
the next investment tax; and I wish also to
refer to the amounts which the clubs will
receive from the investment tax and the
proposed increase in turnover tax.

Consolidated Revenue will get an addi-
tional £180,000 from the proposed increase
in turnover tax; it will receive an addi-
tional £54,000 from the proposed increase
in stamp duty; and it will take £65,000
from the proposed investment tax, making
a total of £309,000 for a full year.

The clubs will receive £11,000 from the
proposed increase in turnover tax of
£190,000, and £102,000 from the proposed
new investment tax, making a total, addi-
tional, for the racing and trotting clubs
of £199,000.

I suggest to the Treasurer that the
Government should get whatever it thinks
is reasonable for the clubs from the in-
creased turnover tax-not the heavy in-
creased turnover tax proposed to be made
on the smaller bookmakers-and from
stamp duty.
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11 think the new investment tax should
not be agreed to by members, but should
be defeated at the second reading stage,
because there is no fairness in that tax
at all; it is bordering on a vicious sort
of tax. After all,- the punters provide all
the nioneY to keep racing going, and to
keep the bookmakers, on-course and off-
course, going. They lose money all the
year round-nearly all of them-and it is
pretty savage to come forward now and
put more burdens, to the extent of an
additional £264,000-more than a quarter
of a million pounds-on them.

I think that tax should be defeated; and
the Government should raise whatever
additional revenue it thinks the clubs
should receive from some increase in
totalisator turnover tax, and from some
increase in the stamp duty on betting
tickets.

It is true that under the Government's
total proposals the racing clubs and trot-
ting clubs will benefit financially to a
substantial extent because they will re-
ceive much additional income from taxa-
tion. The great problem which the
racing clubs face-particularly the W.A.
Turf Club-is that of small patronage at
the race meetings that are staged. We
have discussed this problem here many
times in past years. and I have clearly
set out my views for the falling off in the
number of persons who go to race meetings,
especially those held in the metropolitan
area.

.In MY opinion, two of the main causes
are, firstly, the large amount of money
tied up in hire-purchase agreements, which
places a heavy weekly or fortnightly com-
mitment on the wages or salaries of work-
ing people on smaller incomes and, con-
sequently, makes it impossible, financially,
for them to go to the races; because get-
ting to the races, staying there, and get-
ting home again is, altogether, an ex-
pensive business. No man and wife can
go to the races on a Saturday afternoon,
back their fancies, and have a cup of tea.
or a drink of beer-whatever it might be-
and then return home for a sum of money
much less than £3. Even if they set out
from home with that amount, they would
be battling to get home again on that
expenditure.

The other main cause for the falling off
in patronage is, in my opinion, that young
people are not interested in horses; cer-
tainly they are not interested in horse-
races in the metropolitan area particularly.
Young people these days have been born
into a motor age and not into a horse

age, and they are not inclined to gamble:,
certainly they are not inclined to gamble
on horse-races.

Sir Ross McLarty: More and more of
them are engaged in other kinds of sport,
as you have said before.

Mr. HAWKE: Yes. Young people these
days are attracted to other sports; and it
is a good thing, because they participate
in those sports. They become active in
them and they get all the physical exer-
clse, team work, and so on from these
sports that they need. I have said here
on more than one occasion that there would
not be one member of Parliament who
would not say that it would not be far
better for young people to be associated
with these other sports, especially if they
could be associated with them actively, In-
stead of going to the races every Saturday
afternoon.

Recently-perhaps three weeks ago-
a motor-sports race meeting was held at
Caversham, and the total number of
people who attended that meeting was at
least 15,000. On the same afternoon about
2,500 people, at the most, went to the
horse-races in the metropolitan area. So
the problem of getting people to attend
race meetings is a difficult one indeed.
However, the Government has decided, as
a matter of policy, to give the racing clubs
and the trotting clubs-especially the big
racing club in Western Australia. the Turf
Club; and the big trotting association, the
one in Perth-very large sums of money
under this proposed legislation; and cer-
tainly the amounts of money proposed to
be paid to the clubs should enable them to
balance the ledger each year for at least
some years to come. The Government is
entitled to take wvhatever steps it desires
to take in that direction, provided a
majority in both Houses of Parliament
agree.

As I think there is adequate justification
for increasing the tax on bookmakers'
turnover, I shall certainly at the second
reading stage support this No. 1 Bill
and also the No. 2 Bill. I shall oppose
the No. 3 Bill, which is the measure dealing
with the investment tax on punters; and,
depending on what happens to Bills Nos.
I and 2. by way of amendments in Com-
mittee, I will, in connection with Bill No.
4, shape my attitude. Therefore, I sup-
port the second reading of the Bill.

MR. TONKIN (Melville) [7.44]: In view
of my recent experience, and in view of
the fact that there are people in Parlia-
ment and out of it who lend a willing ear
to perjurers who are prepared to jump
to conclusions and concoct stories, I am
fully appreciative of the risk I run in
speaking in this debate. But if I were not
convinced of the absolute injustice of the
Government's proposal, I would not say
a word. As, however, I am convinced-
and as there is a responsibility upon some-
body to put the other side-I am pre-
pared to take whatever risk there is. But
I would hasten to assure those who think
otherwise that I do not own any S.P.
shops; I have no financial interest in any
of them, and never did have; and I am
never likely to have any.
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Taxation should be just and equitable:
and with regard to the levying of taxa-
tion, it would be a good thing for mem-
bers to read a little of Adam Smith who,
many Years ago, set down the canons upon
which taxation should be Imposed. There
is a very oft-quoted statement by a man
called McCulloch, who was an authority
on taxation, and It has particular applica-
tion to the present situation. Mculloch
said-

When you abandon the plain prin-
ciple of proportion you are at sea with-
out a rudder and compass, and there
Is no amount of injustice you may not
commit.

I think that has peculiar and particular
application to the present situation. It
was clear from the answer given by the
Treasurer this afternoon that the Govern-
ment did not adopt the suggestions of the
Treasury. Therefore, the proposal before
Parliament represents what the members
of the Government think, Let us have
a look at that. There is only one man in
Cabinet who has sufficient knowledge of
racing to be able to gii'e a worth-while
opinion.

Mr. May: I wonder who that Is?
Mr. TONKIN: So it is not to be won-

dered at that the proposals are unfair,
unreal, and unsound. Although the Gov-
erment is the creature of The West Aus-
tralian, that is no reason why it should be
intimidated by it, because The West Aus-
tralian is not governing the country; the
Government is supposed to do that.

Mr. May: Supposed to.
Mr. TONKIN: And the Government has

a responsibility to all the people it governs
to do the fair and just thing. We are
told by the Premier that after discussions
with Treasury officials-dscussions which
lasted for hours and days--"we arrived at
a formula which we considered reason-
able." Who are "we"? It was not the
Treasury officials. So after consultation
with the Treasury officials the Govern-
ment, ignoring the advice of those officials,
arrived at a formula which it considered
reasonable.

What was the Premier's next statement?
He said-

So it is a. fact that in introducing
this legislation we are experimenting.

He confirmed that with this statement-
We will be able to see, by the end

of December, 1960, how effective, how
just, or how unfair or unreal is the
legislation which we hope will go on
the statute book as a result of the
introduction of this measure.

So he admits that he does not know;
he admits he is groping in the dark: in
other words, he hasn't a clue as to whether
it is fair or reasonable. But he will try it
out; and, by the end of 1960, if there are
any survivors he will say, "It was not too

bad;" but if there are no survivors he will
say, "It's just too bad; it didn't work."
Is that the way to apply taxation? To
experiment and see whether the people go
under in the meantime? Or should it be
imposed in a way that it Is fair, Just, and
equitable, having regard to the capacity to
pay?

I would have thought that before em-
barking upon a step of this kind the Gov-
ermnent would attempt to get some expert
information, as the Leader of the Opposi-
tion suggested the Government might do;
and there is plenty of it available. A regular
report is issued by the Betting Control
Board of South Australia. In that State
there is a turnover tax and a winning bets
tax, and there Is both on-course and off-
course betting; although I admit that off
the course it is very limited.

Because of the fact that in South Aus-
tralia there Is a winning bets tax and a
turnover tax, it is necessary to record every
bet which is made, and the winning bet
that is paid. It Is only a matter of de-
ducting the amount paid back to bettors
for winning bets, and upon which they
pay tax, from the amount of turnover to
find how much is left in the bookmakers'
bags before they pay their expenses; in
other words, to find their gross profit. I
could give that problem to any child in
the sixth standard and get the right
answer-"What is the gross profit of book-
makers? Subtract the amount paid back
to bettors of winning bets from the total
amount wagered by the bettors, and the
difference is the gross profit."

We hear all sorts of comments about
percentages. If we refer to those reports
we can find out what the percantage is.

I happen to have with mue reports of the
Betting Control Board in South Australia
which show figures for the two years.
1955-56 and 1957-58. These figures show
that instead of bookmakers making a large
Percentage of gross profit, the percentage is
comparatively small-very small-and
compares closely with the figures which
bookmakers in this State submitted to the
R oyal Commissioner. A little later on I
shal quote some of these figures to prove
my contention.

Heavy taxation upon anybody has a
most detrimental effect in ways which
cannot be foreseen. The Government
proposes to impose an investment tax upon
punters-the people who already provide
all the money which gives the bookmakers
their income; which feeds the racehorses
and pays for their training; which pays
for the upkeep of the racecourses; provides
the salaries for the people engaged; pays
salaries for the people engaged in the
totalisator; and gives substantial sums to
the Government by way of revenue. The
money for all that comes from the punters
-not from the bookmakers or from the
owners who do not bet, but it all comes
from the army of punters who, year after
year, get back less than they wager.
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There have been some exceptions to that.
I foutnd a case in South Australia where
in one year the punters in the grandstand-
the enclosure-in South Australia got more
back from the bookmakers than they
wagered. So that year the bookmakers
actually last money. But that is a rarity;
and one could be uaost as sure as one
is that the sun will rise each morning that
each year the big body of punters will get
less back from the bookmakers than they
gave to them during the year. In other
words, the turnover will exceed the amount
returned to punters, the difference being
the gross profit which remains with the
bookmakers, and from which they make
their living.

Where inquiries have been held to find
out what is responsible for the falling off
in racing, it has been found that a decline
in racing has commenced as soon as an
impost has been put upon the people who
go to the races. In Queensland, back in
1936, a Royal Commission was appointed
to inquire into certain matters relating to
racing and gambling. I propose to quote
from this report to give members some of
the commission's opinions. At page 14 of
the report, in referring to the betting tax,
it states--

Till 1923 betting in Queensland had
received no legislative recognition and
even betting on the course was prob-
ably illegal, as betting off the course
has always been. By the Racecourses
Act of that year provision was made
for the Government licensing of book-
makers registered by principal clubs
on payment of an annual fee.

I want to give the fees of the bookmakers.
I quote-

The Finance Act of 1930 also con-
tained a provision enabling the book-
makers to collect tax.

That is a special tax which this Act im-
posed: and it was a tax of Is. from the
person making the bet. The Act enabled
the bookmakers to pass the tax on to the
patron, and they took advantage of that.
The report goes on-

The effect has been to increase the
cost of racing to the average racegoer
thereby causing great discontent
among this section of the community
with a subsequent serious falling-off
in racecourse attendances. Evidence
was brought before the commission in
Sydney which indicated that a 10 per
cent tax on winning bets had had a
similar effect on racecourse attend-
ances in New South Wales.

if the unbiassed person will refer to the
history of racing In Western Australia he
will find that the decline in racing in this
State started when the McLarty-Watta
Government imposed a winning bets tax
on the punters in this State. The report
goes on-

It is worthy of note that Mr. God-
frey Morgan. M.L.A., who was a mem-
ber of the Government responsible for

the increase in tax, gave evidence be-
fore the commission, in which he
advocated its total abolition.

There is a change of heart I A man
who had been a member of the Govern-
ment responsible for imposing the tax,
because of his experience advocated its
total abolition and expressed the opinion
that the increased tax was bringing into
being a number of betting shops through-
out the whole of Queensland which would
not have been there if the increased tax
had not been imposed. There is plenty of
evidence to suggest that when we add to
the impost already placed on the patrons
of racing, and make it more expensive to
them than it already is, fewer of them go.
So the revenue falls. Some people have
the idea that bookmaking is always a
flourishing business, whether a man is on
the course or off it; and once he is in that
line of business his income is assured and
he has no worries.

I have here a cutting f rom' a Melbourne
newspaper which I happened to see when
I returned from abroad some time ago.
As members are aware, I was in Melbourne,
and this paper was in circulation; I hap-
pened to buy a copy in which I saw this
article. The heading is, 'Bookies Bent but
not Broke". It then asks, "Why have 37
bookmakers retired this week from field-
ing at Flemington, Caulfield, and Moonee
Valley?" A fair question. Thirty-seven
bookmakers had retired and had not re-
newed their licenses. The article states-

Here are the reasons two of them
gave yesterday. Mr. Jim Coughlan,
former rails fielder, said crippling
turnover tax and other charges.
Bookies are a dying race.

It was because of crippling turnover tax.
It then says--

Mr. Phyl Moon, licensed bookmaker
for 4'7 Years-Too much expert infor-
mation for punters in the newspapers.

In other words, the punters were winning
more, which meant that the bookmakers
were winning less. Let us add the two
together.

Mr. Brand: That is fair enough; but
it is hard to swallow.

Mr. TONKIN: I did not write it.
Mr. Brand: I know; but you would be

going some to catch up with it.
Mr. TONKCIN: I am prepared to accept

that th~e margin of Profit is smaller today
than it was previously, because the people
who are wagering have more -success than
they had Previously, although not enough
to make them show a profit. But they lose
less than they did, because they have more
aids to assist them.

It is an undoubted fact that the punters
who stay away from the racecourse and
bet lose much more than those who attend
the racecourse. It could be proved beyond
doubt by a reference to the figures. The
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reason is not difficult to see. The punter
on the racecourse is able to follow the
educated money, and to be possesed of in-
formation which is not available to the
man off the course.

Because of this information which is
available to him-some regarding the con-
dition of the horses, which he is able to see
for himself; information from owners,
trainers, and jockeys, which is available on
the course-it is shown clearly that the
punters on the course, although they still
lose, lose less than the punters off the
course. That is why it is a fallacy to say
that punters off the course are not making
any contribution to racing; they are mnak-
Ing a bigger contribution to racing than
the punters on the course, because it is
from the losses of the punters off the
course that the off-course bookmakers
make their profits, and get their turnover,
upon which they pay a much larger sum
to the Treasury.

If the puzaters off the course were not
going there, that source of revenue would
dry up, because the majority of them have
never been to a racecourse and have no
intention of going to one. Nearly seven
times as many bets that are made off the
course are bets of under £1, compared with
bets over £1. To put it another way: For
every bet off the course which exceeds £1,
there are nearly seven bets made which
are under £1. These people who would have
used up their money in expenses before
they had the chance to make a wager
would not be much good on the racecourse.
That point should not be lost sight of.

Trhese figures to which I refer are very
illuminating. I would like first to quote
from the report of the 3rd September, 1956,
to the Premier of South Australia from;
the Secretary of the Betting Control Board
there. Under the paragraph, "Moneys paid
to bettors by bookmakers" we find the
following:-

Amounts returned by bookmakers
to successful bettors before deduc-
tion of tax on winning bets totalled
£29,022,086, wvhich was equal to 96.68
per cent. of the investments. The
return to bettors during 1954-55 was
equal to 96.04 per cent. of the invest-
ments. Consequently the total gross
profit made by bookmakers during
1955-56 was 2.32 per cent. as com-
pared with 3.96 per cent, the previous
year.

Mr. O'Connor: Is that on course or off
course?

Mr. TONKIN: That is the whole lot, on
£29,000,000 turnover. The figures show
that the gross profit in the shops off the
course is approximately 6 per cent. higher
than the gross profits on the course-and
I would remind members that there are
very few shops there, so one cannot place
as much reliance on the figures as one
would if there were a large number in-
volved. But the experience in the few
ought to be repeated over the many. To

offset the higher gross profit off-course,
there is a much higher rate of expenses,
because of the high rents that have to be
paid and the larger amount of staff that
has to be used in order to do the volume
of business required.

Mr. Court: Would that more than offset
what they have to pay for a license on
the course?

Mr. TONKIN: Most decidedly; there is
no question that the expenses of the off-
course bookmaker are considerably higher
than those of the bookmaker on the
course.

Mr. Court: Row sure can you be of that?
Mr. TONKIN: From the figures I have.

Everybody who owns Premises-and I say
that because I have yet to find the excep-
tion-wants to charge the occupant, if he is
a bookmaker, four or five times what he
would get from anybody else. Some of the
rents being obtained from premises
bookmakers are absolutely out of all pro-
portion.

Mr, Brand: Don't you think they bring
that on themselves by making the high
bids they do for available sites?

Mr. TONKIN: They may do; but that is
no justification for a landlord to fleece the
occupant, Merely because be happens to
be a bookmaker.

Mr. Brand: None whatever; but he places
his own value on a site set aside for a
betting shop.

Mr. TONKIN: I have seen oil companies
do that. In Victoria Park I have seen
them Pay three or four times more for a
site than would be expected of an ordinary
Person.

Mr. Brand: If they were going to rent
the land they would be asked to pay three
or four times the value.

Mr. TONKIN: Surely the Premier will
admit that the bookmaker is considered
fair game; and that if one compares the
rented Premises occupied by bookmakers
with the rents of all other premises, one
will find that the rents for the bookmakers'
Premises are far higher. I do not think
there is the slightest doubt about that.

Mr. Court: What about the charges the
on-course bookmaker has to pay?

Mr. TONKIN. I have not very much time
to go into all this detail. But to start
with, the bookmaker on course has not
got to ring up anybody. The telephone
bills for off-course bookmakers are astro-
nomical. There is one expense to start
with. As the Premier indicated, he is
experimenting. He is more or less groping
in the dark; and if it can be shown that
his basis is entirely wrong, I hope he will
be fair enough to admit his proposals need
recasting.

All I am trying to do is to put the
information before the Premier in the hope
that he will be man enough to have a look
at it:, and, if ha is wrong, to admit that
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he is wrong. After all, I do not think any
one of us wants to impose this taxation
by trial and error, and Wait until 1960 to
see if anybody is left in the business. Of
course, if it is the Government's desire
to tax these people out of existence, and
get rid of them that way, I would not ask
for any reconsideration, because I have
no doubt that this measure will go a long
way towards achieving that objective.

But I think it is an unfair and improper
way to do it. I know it is the way The
West Australian advocated, because it said,
"Tax them until it hurts." When we tax
People until it hurts, we want to drive them
away. The West Australian has made it
clear more than once that it thinks all
these shops should be closed. So naturally
that newspaper would advocate a rate of
taxation which is savage and punitive,
with the object of putting these people out
of business.

If that is the Government's intention.
we should know about it so that we can
accept it. But I do not believe that is the
Government's intention. I am prepared
to say that the Government honestly be-
lieves that this rate of taxation is not
unfair and unjust. I think it believes that.
But I do not think it has sufficient in-
formation to enable it to judge the matter
properly. I am afraid it entirely dis-
regarded the advice of the Treasury,
although I do not know. I can only judge
from the answer the Premier gave today;
and he has had many opportunities of
denying it. but has not said a word. So
I think we must accept the fact that the
Treasury is not happy with these rates. I
do not expect that it could be.

Knowing they were in a spot, the book-
makers made available their taxation re-
turns; and I have seen a copy of the
information that was sent to the Minister
for Police. This showed the returns of
over 100 bookmakers-giving their income,
showing theft expenses, and finishing up
with their net income. The position as I
see it is that if we do not accept the
figures of gross and net income which the
bookmakers have submitted, we are saying,
in effect, to the Commonwealth Commis-
sioner of Taxation, "You do not know your
job. You are allowing a number of men
on high incomes to put in false returns
and get away with it." I am not prepared
to say that; and I do not think the Pre-
mier is prepared to say that. If we are
not, we must accept the fact that these
returns are authentic until the Commis-
sioner of Taxation says otherwise. If we
do, then we cannot escape the conclusion
that the proposed increase in taxation
cannot be borne without, in some in-
stances. almost completely wiping out the
income. It has to be one way or the
other. We have to say that we do not
accept the figures, in which case we tell
the commissioner for Taxation that he
does not know his job and is having it

put over him: or if we accept the figures.
we have to agree this taxation cannot
work.

I referred earlier to the fact that there
is a fluctuation in the profits made by
bookmakers according to the experience
of punters on the course. I took these
figures from the South Australian report,
and I find that in 1955-56 the percentage
of gross profit of bookmakers in South
Australia on course was less than a half
Per cent. For the same year, off course.
it was 6.9 per cent., proving my earlier
contention that punters off course lose
more of their money than punters on
course.

For the year 1957-58 the gross profit
of bookmakers on course in South Aus-
tralia was 4.66 per cent.; and, off course,
it was 10.67 per cent. So roughly the
gross Profit off course is about 6 per cent.
higher than the gross profit on course.
One feature of this taxation to which the
Leader of the Opposition referred, and to
which I shall refer at greater length on
the appropriate Bill, is in connection with
investment tax. This is a case of socking
the smallest punter; because, of the
£264,000 which the Government expects to
raise from this tax, it is going to take
£204,000 from the bets of less than £1 and
£60,000 from bets over £1. That is the
Government's proposal.

This special tax upon the punters who
go to off-course premises in order to bet-
those whose bets are less than £1-will
contribute £204,000 of the £264,000 which
the Government hopes to get from this
tax. In other words, the body of bettors
who have their 5s. each way are going
to provide more money than the Treasurer
anticipates getting from the increased tax
on turnover from the bookmakers. That
is going to be pretty hard to justify.

It would not be so bad if all the money
were going to the racing clubs; but the
Treasurer is going to take a proportion
into the Treasury. Just imagine trying
to justify to the 5s. each way bettor that
of the £204,000, he is going to pay some of
it into Consolidated Revenue. The tax
is completely indefensible. Most members
saw a copy of a circular letter which the
bookmakers had prepared. I do not accept
anything that is sent to me without ana-
lysing it and trying to check it.

I have applied to this such checks as I
am able to do because of the information
in my possession. I found no discrepan-
cies at all in those Places where I was
able to check. For example, in this cir-
cular letter it says, "Our submissions cover
the year to June, 1958, during which period
the average bet was 18s. Id. During the
Royal Commission, it was disclosed that
approximately 12.4 per cent. of total bets
were in excess of £1." That is absolutely
right on the Government's own figures--
on the figures used by the Treasurer. When
showing the total amount he expected to
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receive from the increases in stamp tax If members will take the trouble to work
information was supplied which enabled
a calculation to be arrived at to Prove
that that 12.4 per cent, of bets over E1
was correct.

The bookmakers have set out In this
circular what their expenses are; their
gross profit: what it costs on existing rates
for turnover tax: what it costs for every
other item; and their percentage of net
profit. On these figures it is as clear
as a pikestaff that the proposed rates of
tax cannot be borne. The Government
has no hope whatever, even on the rates
it proposes, to achieve the amount in
taxation it expects to get.

The turnover tax on existing rates was
lower this financial year than last. If the
argument that attendances at the race-
course are falling off because people are
going to the betting shops is correct, one
would expect the turnover in the betting
shops to increase. But the turnover was
down last year in the off-course premises-
not to the same extent as on course, but
it was down nevertheless.

In addition, the amount received by
the Government by way of turnover tax
was down, as a reference to the report
will show. I have the latest report from
our own Betting Control Board which
shows clearly that the turnover off course
was down-and down substantially com-
pared with that of the previous year. One
point that the Government overlooks in
regard to this tax is that one wager is often
taxed several times. So the turnover tax
has to be multiplied.

Take a wager made with a comparatively
small bookmaker, where a sum of £ 500
is wagered-and that does occur. Usually
the bookmaker wvho takes such a bet be-
cause he wants to keep the client's busi-
ness, has no intention of holding the
whole wager himself; and the most he is
prepared to risk is, say, £50. So he holds
£50 and passes on £450 to a colleague.
When he takes a bet of £500, on the exist-
ing rate of tax he has to pay £10 turnover
tax. He has already held £50 of the bet
back; so the most he can win if the horse
loses is £40.

What is his liability? Supposing the
horse is a 2 to 1 chance, his liability is
£100, with a chance of winning £40. So
he is laying 5 to 2 about a 2 to 1 chance.
He will end up in the bankruptcy court
if he does much of that business. What
happens to the money he has passed to
another bookmaker-the £450? The book-
maker retains £50 or £100. He has to pay
turnover tax on the £450 at the current
rate and he Passes the £350 or £300 to
the next bookmaker who pays turnover
tax at the current rate on that sum. He
then hands some on to another bookmaker
until the risk is spread; but each time
it goes on, turnover tax is paid. There-
fore, with large wagers, the turnover tax is
paid several times.

out what the possibility of Income is,
commensurate with the risk involved, they
will find it becomes, under the new pro-
posals, a completely impossible proposi-
tion; because, in the final analysis, the
reason the bookmakers, as a body, beat
the punters. is that on a matter of mathe-
matics they cannot do anything else.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber has another five minutes.

Mr. TONKIN: If we can take the chance
of winning and relate this to the chances of
losing, if the chances of winning exceed the
chances of losing, obviously one must win
in the long run. If a person engages in
the pastime which enabled our troops
abroad to spend so much time in a way in
which they were not bored-I refer to the
Australian game of two-up-one will realise
that there the chances are even. One has
Just as much chance of getting a head as
a tail; and the odds are even money. But
let any man go into the game prepared to
bet 5 to 4 against heads or tails for any
length of time and see how long he will
last; because he is betting 5 to 4 against
an even money chance.

There is no need to argue the point about
this; it is only a question of finding out
what the figures are. I suggest to the
Government that it should not wait until
December 1960 by the trial and error
method to see whether this is a fair and
equitable method of taxation. It should
have it examined before it imposes the tax
-examined by men who are in a position
to know. I say to members of the Govern-
ment with all respect: There are very few
of them who are in a Position to know; yet
they disregarded Treasury advice in con-
nection with it-the expert advice which
was available was overridden by men who
themselves are not equipped with the
necessary knowledge and experience to
compile a fair and equitable system of
taxation.

Mr. Hawke: Mr. Speaker, would I be in
order in moving an extension of time for
the Deputy Leader of the opposition?

The SPEAKER: Yes; in one minute's
time.

Mr. TONKIN: What Government would
attempt to impose income tax by this slip-
shod method; or any other tax for that
matter? In truth, it did not know what the
result would be. It hoped it would be all
right, but it would wait a year and find
out! I know there are some people who
regard the bookmakers as pariahs, but
a Government is not entitled to levy heavy
taxation because It holds that opinion:
the bookmakers are getting their income
legitimately under the law, and there is
no justification for punitive taxation. It
should be fair, equitable, and just.

If the Government does not alter these
rates, before very long it will become mani-
test, at the expense of these people, that
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they are unfair and unjust. What is the
good of the Government then realising
that it made a mistake? Would it not be
fair, reasonable, and Australian to have a
look at it beforehand? Get someone else
who knows about It to investigate the mat-
ter. Do not take any notice of what I say
about it. Do not accept my figures, but
get someone who is in a position to know.

Mr, Court: Who would you suggest
really knows?

Mr. TONKIN: To start with, I would
say at least one officer in the Treasury. I
would confer with the Betting Control
Board. The Government has never sought
the slightest assistance from the board in
any way. it has never Invited Its opinion.
I would think that in a matter of this
kind the Government would have attemp-
ted to gather information from the places
where information was available.

The SPEAKER: Order! The. honour-
able member's time has expired.

Mr. J. HEGNEY: I move-
That the honourable member's time

be extended.

Motion put and passed.

Mr. TONKIN:, I pose this question: Was
the Betting Control Board consulted in
connection with these rates of taxation?

Mr. Brand: No.
Mr. TONKIN: The answer is "No." I

am astonished. The very people who are
dealing with this matter, who have
intimate knowledge of the returns which
are submitted, and 'who would be in aL
position to make Information available
were not consulted.

Mr. Court: Why do you suggest a Treas-
ury officer would have knowledge of the
racing game?

Mr. TONKIN: Because the Treasury
officers go to the bookmakers and examine
their sheets. They know the number of
tickets that the bookmakers write, the class
of tickets they write, and the volume of
business they are doing. They are in a
position to check their expenses. They
would know what rents they pay, what
they have to pay Tate's Press for the In-
formation made available; the amounit of
telephone bills: and all information suf-
ficient to enable anyone with any account-
ancy experience to arrive at what a reason-
able gross profit on the turnover would
be.

Mr. Hawke: Don't forget the broadcast-
ing bill!

Mr. Court: That Is contrary to your pre-
vious argument. You were advocating a
person with a knowledge of the racing
game.

Mr. TONKIN: No I was not.

Mr. Court: You said only one person
had that knowledge.

Mr. TONKIN: I am advocating a per-
son with a knowledge of bookmaking and
with punting experience which neces-
sarily means, of course, a knowledge of
the racing game. How many members of
Cabinet would have any appreciation of
the turnover of winning bets in connec-
tion with the various off-course shops?

Mr. Court: Not too many, I hope!
Mr. Hawke: The Minister for Works

knows the difficulties of punters!
Mr. TONKIN;- How on earth can they

properly assess what is a fair impost
under the circumstances?

Mr. Brand: With a certain amount of
commonsense I hope!I

Mr. TONKIN: That is no good. We
want experience and knowledge.

Mr. Brand: No commnonsense though?

Mr. TONKIN: Yes; that Is wanted, too.
But there is no surplus of that in the
Cabinet.

Mr. W. Hegney: You sure said a mouth-
ful!

Mr. Brand: That is only a matter of
opinion.

Mr. TONKIN: If there were, the
Treasurer would not submit a proposition
which he has admitted is an experiment
and in connection with which he said
that we will wait until December, 1960,
to see whether it is unfair, unjust, and
unreal. I would have thought that some
steps would be taken in the meantime to
make certain that what was being done
was not unfair, unjust, and unreal.

Mr. Brand: We knew for certain that
when we introduced this measure that
would be claimed.

Mr. TONKIN,. Now the Treasurer is on
his old story. He jumps to any conclu-
sion. and lends a willing car to any talc.

Mr. Brand: Oh no!
Mr. TONKIN: Experience proves it.

That is the risk one runs if one dares
oppose a proposition which the Govern-
ment introduces. No credit is given for
an honest approach or an attempt to pre-
vent the Government from creating an
injustice.

Mr. Brand: We did not expect that
when this measure was submitted it would
be accepted.

Mr. TONKIN: Try to be a little fair!
Mr. Brand: I am being fair!
Mi. TONKIN: The Treasurer is cast-

ing a slur on mec to start with!
Mr. Brand: I had no thought of cast-

ing a slur on you.
Mr. TONKIN: That is how it appears

to me.
Mr. Brand: You are awfully wrong;

very, very wrong. I was not referring to
what you were saying at all.
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Mr. TONKIN: It is a strange thing
that the Treasurer should make the re-
mark when I was talking.

Mr. Brand: The bookmakers for a start
would oppose this measure.

Mr. TONKIN: I have endeavoured to
present facts regarding this matter and
to submit for consideration figures which
are readily available and which will enable
the Government, If it desires to do so, to
arrive at what is a proper and reasonable
rate. I believe, as the Leader of the Op-
position said, that the off-course book-
makers can pay an increased turnover
tax; but I am as sure as I stand here that,
with the increased stamp duty and the in-
creased turnover tax, their incomes will
not stand it.

Mr. Brand: What amount of turnover
tax do you think they could stand?

Mr. TONKIN: In my opinion the abso-
lute maximum--and this does not apply
to all of them-would be another 1 per
cent. What we have to keep in mind is
that this proposed rate of taxation will be
the highest in Australia. The highest to-
day is 21 per cent, and that applies in
Tasmania on somne wagers. But we are
proposing to impose 3+ per cent. Is it not
a strange thing that the Playford Govern-
ment, which has had a turnover tax and
a winning bets tax; and the Tasmanian
Government, which has imposed substan-
tial taxation on bookmakers on and off
course, have not seen the possibility of
getting more money from this Source and
have not increased their taxation?

Mr. Brand: Tasmania has imposed the
21 per cent.

Mr. TONKIN': The population of South
Australia is considerably greater than
that of Western Australia; yet the Western
Australian Government proposes to take
from racing-that is, from the punter-
more money than is taken from the South
Australian punters. There are consider-
ably more people in that State. and yet
the Government proposes to take out of
racing here a sum of money which exceeds
the taxation imposed on racing in South
Australia.

Mr. Brand: In South Australia they
take the money off course.

Mr. TONKIN: It is still money which is
coming from people who are supporting
racing; because we should not lose sight
of the fact that all the money-and it
does not matter who is getting it, whether
it is in the income of the bookmaker, or
in the stakes being paid for the winners
of races--comes from the patrons of rac-
ing, whether or on off the course. The
patrons off course are at present making
a bigger contribution to racing than the
patrons on course because of the greater
sum they are paying in turnover tax
through the bookmakers. When the book-
maker pays turnover tax, he still has some

income left, and he got the lot from the
punter. So the punter is the one who is
providing the money, part of which the
Government gets and part of which goes
to the clubs.

Mr, Crommelin: With Your knowledge
of this subject, would you say that the
estimate on page 2 of this document we
have received is fair and reasonable?

Mr. TONKIN: I think it is.

Mr. Crommelin: In other words, the
smaller bookmaker would be better off than
the bigger bookmaker.

Mr. TONKIN: My opinion is that the
bookmaker who has a turnover of less
than £1,000 a week could not possibly
stand any further impost. Members will
know that in the early stages of the
licensing of off -course betting, the Betting
Control Board would not consider-and
still does not consider-the granting of a
second license unless the turnover of the
existing bookmaker exceeded £3,000 a
week.

Mr. Brand: Do you agree with the
advice of the Betting Control Board in
all matters?

Mr. TONKIN: That is a hypothetical
question.

Mr. Brand: I am referring to the
matter of taxing. Do you agree with any
suggestions that they put forward?

Mr. TONKIN: If the Treasurer will
give mue a specific suggestion of the board
I will say whether I agree with it or not,
but I am not going to say I agree or other-
wise with suggestions with which I am not
familiar.

I was saying that when attempts were
made to obtain a second license in some
country towns and in certain districts in
the metropolitan area, the board would
not grant such license unless there was
sufficient turnover to ensure that the
bookmakers would obtain at least £1,500 a
week. The belief of the board Is that on
the existing rate of taxcation a turnover of
£1,500 is essential to provide a livelihood.

Mr. Crommelin: The Leader of the
Opposition told us that he thought the
smaller bookmaker would suffer more
severely; but according to this document
we have received, the bigger bookmaker is
going to suffer more severely.

Mr. TONKIN: I cannot quite see that
Point. Although the gross profit rate is
shown higher in the case of the smaller
bookmaker, that does not prove the point
at all, because we have to take the per-
centage on the volume of business. A man
might starve on 5 per cent. of £1,000;
whereas he will wax fat on a I Per cent.
of £1,000,000. Therefore we have to have
regard to the volume of business as well
as the percentage rate of gross or net
profit shown.
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There is sufficient information available
-not opinions, but information; opinions
differ with the individual-to enable the
Government to come to the right decision
in this matter. The Betting Control
Board ought to be consulted as to whether
it still thinks a turnover of E1,5i.0 on the
existing rate of tax is essential to enable
a man to make a livelihood. If that is so,
it is foolish to impose more tax on a man
who has a smaller turnover than that.
That Is a decision which a kindergartner
could make.

This is not something we have to guess
about. Ask the Commissioner of Taxation
whether he Is satisfied the Government is
in a position to do this! Ask him is he
satisfied that the returns being submitted
by these bookmakers are not false; and if
he says that he is satisfied, then I think
the Government has to use these returns
to enable it to come to a decision and
assess what the expenses are and what
will be left over after this additional im-
post of taxation is made. We do not have
to be clairvoyant or a magician to get the
right answer from that information. All
we need is the basic information, which
the Government has neglected to obtain.

I would hope that, without recrimina-
tions, suspicion, or inhibitions, members of
the Government would prove themselves
men enough to take a second look at this
matter and get the necessary information
before deciding what should be done, in-
stead of groping in the dark and attempt-
ing to get a solution by trial and error.
That method is all right if one is playing
with peanuts: but what justification can
there be for using that method, unless
it is the Government's intention to put
these men out of business? I say that
almost half-not quite half-of the book-
makers operating are men whose turnover
is less than £50,000 per year.

Mr. Crommelin: They would be better
off under the new proposals.

Mr. TONKIN: If a man half dead is con-
sidered to be better off than a man three-
quarters dead, yes. If members examine
the income of these bookmakers, it will
be seen that they have very little chance
of survival. I have here information which
I will make available to any member who
wants to see it, although I do not wish
to disclose publicly the name of the per-
son concerned.

This is the return from a licensed
bookmaker operating in Perth-handed
to me indirectly-and his gross income is
shown here as £13,354 for 1958-59. That
is a substantial gross income. His general
expenses, of which he has given a list,
amounted to £6,820, to which is added the
taxes £3,408, leaving him with a net profit
of £3,125 from a gross income of £13,354.
The increase In taxation now proposed is
estimated to cost him another £2,328, so
that his expected net profit for 1959-60.
from the gross Profit of £13,354, will be

£737. What man is going to continue in
business, risking such a large volume of
money, for a return of £14 a week?

Mr. Lewis: Have you examined his gen-
eral expenses?

Mr. TONKIN: I have, and I will be
Pleased to show them to the honourable
member if he is interested. He can exam-
ine the list for himself. I suggest that
this is a ruinous position. The items are
shown clearly here: and I am prepared
to say that they can be verified, and that
all the necessary information can be made
available. That is an illustration of what
is likely to happen. Of course, if the
Government Is determined, it will go ahead
despite anything that might be said by
anyone; but if it wants to be regarded as
a Government of responsible men, it will
have this situation examined in the light
of the information that is available if
the Government asks for it.

If the Government finds that the pre-
sent proposals are unfair and unjust it
can then effect some alteration. I pro-
Pose to support the second reading of the
Hill, in the hope that it will be possible
to effect amendments during the Com-
mittee stage; and in the hope that the
Government will be reasonable, in the
circumstances; but I would prefer the
Government to defer further debate on
this measure and have another look at
the proposals and what they involve. If
the Government will do that, I am pre-
pared to make available such knowledge
and information as I have to any officer
who wants to discuss the matter with
me. I will assist in any way possible with
all the knowledge and information that
I have been able to gather over a lifetime.

I will offer that knowledge and In-
formation in the most helpful way, trust-
ing that, as a result, it may be possible
to do what is fair and just for everybody.
I am satisfied that increased taxation can
be borne by these people; but not to the
punitive extent that this Bill proposes.

MR. BRADY (Guildford - Midland)
[8.50]: I rise to appeal on behalf of the
punters, because I feel that the action of
the Government will have a very drastic
effect on them if this investment tax is
imposed. I am surprised that the Govern-
ment has brought down this legislation, in
view of the remarks of the Deputy Leader
of the Government on the occasion when
the legislation was first introduced in 1954.
I will read out what he then said, for the
benefit of new members and perhaps of
some of the older members also. I am
sorry the Deputy Leader of the Govern-
ment is not present in the House at the
moment; but on that occasion he said-

I must express some surprise that it
has always been, in the last 16 years,
a member of the party which now
comprises the Government of this
State, who has been responsible for
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legislation having for its objective
either the same or something similar
to that applying to this Bill. The
first was a private member's Bill intro-
duced by the late Mr. Marshall; then
we had a Government Bill introduced
by the then Minister for Lands, the
Ron. F. J. S. Wise; a still further
Government Bill introduced by the late
Mr. Marshall, when Minister for
Mines; and now this measure intro-
duced by the present Government. It
seems to me that to offer up legislation
of this nature which, as far as I can
see, will result only in legalising the
preying upon the people by a section
of the community which does little to
justify its existence, is the antithesis
of what I have always understood
were the ideals of the Labor Party.

The Deputy Leader of the Government
continued in that strain; and I am amazed
to see the Government now bringing down
legislation which actually endorses what
the Labor Party did in 1954, with the Inten-
tion of cashing in on it. In my opinion,
it is utter nonsense and dishonesty to have
talked in that strain then and for the
Government now to do what it proposes.
The present S.P. betting laws are only a
means to an end. I am one of those who
believe that a man's money can be spent
in better ways than on betting.

However, in view of the fact that the
Government in 1954 legalised betting and
the Present Government is carrying it on,
I must speak up for those whom I think
can ill afford the impost now being placed
on them. We must remember that betting
and racing now comprise a legalised
industry from which the Government is
raising money by way of taxation. I think
that it is daylight robbery-and I use those
wvords deliberately-for the Government
now to impose this tax on top of all the
other taxes it has imposed over the last
three or four months. It is only a few
weeks since the Government brought down
a Hill to reduce the entertainments tax
for certain sections of the community; but
now it Is imposing this investment tax on
punters who wish to get some amusement
from punting either on Saturday afternoon
or during the week.

On behalf of the punters in my elector-
ate. I say again that what the Government
proposes to do is nothing less than daylight
robbery. The Government proposes, by
way of this tax, to take more money into
Consolidated Revenue. It is going to build
up Its Consolidated Revenue from a scheme
which it feels is not in the best interests
of the community, to quote the words used
by Government members in 1954.

I do not know whether the figures given
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
tonight were right or wrong; but I think
it is possible that the Government may
have picked out one bookmaker who is

making more profits than the average-
and possibly in ways in which the average
bookmaker would not attempt-but I would
remind members that one swallow does not
make a summer. In all walks of life we
find that the majority of businessmen will
adopt fair methods of conducting their
business; yet there is always the snide
underhand individual, who will adopt
unjust and unfair methods in order to
make more profits.

I can remember hearing of a publican
years ago, who used to make his barmen
sign for the union rate of wages on Friday
night, and then take back £1 from each
of them. I also knew a businessman who
did the same thing with his shop assis-
tants; and those two men could probably
prove that they made more profits than
their competitors, although not by honest
means. It is possible that in isolated in-
stances bookmakers are making more profit
than has been disclosed: but I think that
on the average these men try to play the
game is far as possible under the existing
law. They realise that they have something
more, in Westerni Australia. than their
counterparts have in other Parts of Auts-
tralia or elsewhere in the world: and they
wish to play ball and retain it as far as
possible.

For the Government to impose the pro-
posed rates of taxation will be to cripple
the industry. I doubt whether the racing
clubs or trotting clubs will derive any
benefit from the crippling of the S.F. men;
and in the long run the Government will
find that it has killed the goose which laid
the golden egg. Racing is often referred to
as the sport of kings, but I think the chair-
manl of the Betting Control Hoard re-
ferred to it as the sport of kinks.

I know opinions differ in regard to the
racing game: but It would appear that the
charges made by racing clubs are such as
could only be paid by kings. The charge
for a man to go into the enclosure is
greater than the average working man can
afford: and to that extent he is driven
away from the racing game. I do not
follow racing, but in order to observe
directly what goes on I sometimes go to
the races, although I very seldom have a
bet. I observe what is going on, and I
know that in the main it is not the working
man who is carrying the racing game on.

There may be half a dozen reasons why
business and professional men follow rac-
ing; but the average working man does
not follow it, because he cannot afford to
go into the enclosure. The last time I
took a relative to the races it cost me £l
for his entrance charge and race book. Of
course I got in free on a member's pass;
but I repeat that no working man today
can afford to pay £1 to go to the races,
because that sum would give him an after-
noon's entertainment in an S.P. shop. For
11 he could have eight bets for 2s. 6d.
each; and for that reason I oppose this
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proposed investment tax. If a man has
eight 2s. 6d. bets In an S.F. shop under
this legislation-

The SPEAKER: Order!I There is far too
much reference being made to other Bills.
The honourable member must confine his
remarks to this Bill.

Mr. BRADlY: The Premier discussed the
other legislation and I think I am entitled
to debate the matters with which I am
dealing; because they are all tied up with
the revenue that is to be raised. A man
having eight 2s. 6d. bets and paying a
3d. tax will Pay 2s. in the t1, while a man
with plenty of money having a bet of £1
or more. will only Pay 6d.

That is definitely wrong. The man who
can afford to invest the greater amount of
money should have to pay the greater
amount of tax. On Melbourne Cup day I
beard of a man, who had been given a
racing tip, placing a £25 bet on a horse
over the telephone. Surely it would be un-
fair for him to Pay a tax of only 6d. when
the small punter has to pay 3d. for a 2s. Gd.
bet. I want to protest strongly against
the method of raising this tax which the
Government intends to impose on the man
who frequents the 82P. shop.

In my electorate there are many men
who prefer to place their bets in an S.P.
shop for various reasons. Firstly, I do not
think they would desire to go to the race-
course. There are large numbers of rail-
way men who are on morning and after-
noon shift, which includes Saturdays; and
they are unable to go to the races. There-
fore, they have no alternative but to
patronise the S.F. shop. Also, the family
man who is anxious to do his few Jobs
around the house that he cannot do during
the week finds it very convenient to have
his bet at the S.P. shop.

Further, there are many people who are
purchasing cars and household items on
time payment, and they cannot afford to
pay £1 to enter a racecourse. AS everyone
knows, £350,000,000 annually is being spent
on goods bought under hire purchase. A
large percentage of that amount is being
spent by the workers in my area, and they
can afford to patronise only the S.P. shops.
Also, we have a great deal of unemploy-
ment in our midst at the present time.

Although it Is almost ironical, it is strange
to relate that those who have a bet on
Saturday afternoon include men who are
unemployed. When we ask how they can
-afford to have a bet, invariably the answer
given is that they cannot do very much
with, say, only 2s. ad. in their possession;
but if they place it on a winning horse,
they have a chance of multiplying it
several times.

Another group of men who favour plac-
ing their bets at the S.P. shops are those
who are engaged on contract work at the
weekend. I have no personal Interest in S.P.
betting and I do not know a horse from a

goat, but I still believe that the man who
wishes to have a bet at the S.F. shop
should be entitled to do so without being
taxed for the privilege. I am aware that
the S.P punter does not contribute any
tax at the moment, whereas the race-
course Patron is obliged to pay an entrance
fee.

Nevertheless, the racegoer enjoys many
advantages that are not available to the
man who frequents the S.?. shop. He can
study the racing charts in the bookmaker's
ring and watch how the betting is pro-
gressing. He can obtain information on
the chances of various horses. He can
discuss the prospects of any horse with its
trainer or the jockey. Undoubtedly, he
enjoys many advantages that are not en-
joyed by the man who makes his bet in
the S.P. shop. The S.P. Punter is also
betting under a handicap because he can
only obtain starting price.

Unlike the man who Patronises the race-
course, he cannot enjoy the advantage of
obtaining long odds for the horse he
fancies. Therefore, the man who Patron-
ises an 5.?. shop is indirectly paying the
entrance fee because he is unable to enjoy
the same advantages as the racegoer. That
is another reason why the Government
should have a further look at its intention
to tax the S.P. punter. If the Government
insists on imposing this investment tax, it
will find that, in the long run, it will lose
money, compared to the revenue it Is re-
ceiving now.

I believe that the S.P. bettor-if this
Bill is passed-will refuse to enter a bet-
ting shop because he will object to paying
an investment tax on his bets. If that
does happen, the Government, instead of
gaining revenue, will lose it. In addition,
the bookmakers who are now in business
will be forced to give up their shops be-
cause of their reduced turnovers. There-
fore, the situation will develop in such a
way that ultimately the Government, in-
stead of obtaining additional money for
the Purpose of subsidising the racing clubs
and increasing its own revenue, will be
denied a great deal of the revenue It is
receiving now.

I am disappointed and surprised that
the Government has introduced this tax-
ing measure before the Royal Coirnis-
stoner has Presented his report. This
seems to indicate that the Government
will not have a great deal of regard for
what the Royal Commissioner Is likely to
recommend in his findings. Apparently
the Government has come to the conclu-
sion that the easiest way Out is to impose
a tax slightly in excess of the existing one
imposed on bookmakers, despite the fact
that only a few Years ago it held the
opinion that those connected with the
racing game could carry double the exist-
ing rates of taxation. It seems to me that
the Government is quite content to raise
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the tax only slightly because it considers,
by so doing, that it will not upset too many
people politically.

I realise with regret that the Govern-
ment could have saved the State a great
deal of expenditure by not appointing the
Royal Commission, because the Govern-
ment could have achieved the same results
by the introduction of this legislation. I
am absolutely disgusted at the attitude of
the Government in introducing these Bills
before the report of the Royal Commission
has been tabled. Therefore, if I can do
anything to assist In the defeat of this
measure, I intend to do so.

MdR. WILD (Dale-Minister for Works)
(9.8]: The approach to this measure by
the Leader of the Opposition was quite a.
leavened one. But unfortunately, the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, tried to
treat us like a lot of children; he tried to
teach us a lesson in a manner similar to
that to which we have become accustomed
over a number of years. A point made by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition was
that consideration of an increase In the
turnover tax was given by members of a
Government who had little knowledge of
racing, with the exception of one member.
I have no doubt the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition was referring to me.

However, there is at least one other
member of the Government-the minister
for Health-who follows racing occasion-
ally. I think I can throw that remark
back in the faces of the Opposition by re-
minding it that when it was the Govern-
ment and decided the tax should be 2 Per,
cent. on turnover, two or three members
of the Cabinet at the most, patronised the
races.

What was more outstanding, the mem-
bers of that Government appointed to the
office of Chairman of the Betting Control
Board a man who had attended race-
courses only on a few occasions. I have
nothing to say against the appointment
of that man, because he is quite a, good
friend of mine. Yet the previous Govern-
ment appointed to that office an ex-
Cabinet Minister after he had lost his
seat in this Parliament; and, as I have
said, he had hardly been on a racecourse
in his life.

On the few occasions that man visited a
racecourse, he used to make a joke with
me by saying, "How do I place a bet on
the totalisator?" I mention this fact
merely in defence, because we have been
twitted on making the decision in regard
to an increase in the turnover tax when
only about two of the Cabinet Ministers
who have made the decision have any
interest in racing. Apparently the mem-
bers of the Opposition seem to forget very
readily its appointment, as Chairman of
the Betting Control Board, of a man who
knew little or nothing of racing.

I agree with the Leader of the Opposi-
tion when he says that to Some extent
it must be hit and miss as to whether the

amount shall be I per cent., 2 per cent.,
3 per cent., or 4 per cent., or whatever we
decide to make it. All we have to go on is
our experience over two years. Certain
things, however, came out before the Bet-
ting Royal Commission recently which were
impossible to believe. Those of us who
walk around with our eyes open, and who
perhaps go to the races occasionally, or to
an S.P. shop, and see what is going on.
can only say that the figures presented to
the Royal Commission as being the true
income of S.P. operators were utter piffie.

There were more lies told at that Royal
Commission in five minutes than are told
in the whole of Western Australia in one
week by the entire population. I say that
with a full knowledge of what it means.
There was more perjury committed at that
Royal Commission than I have ever
thought or dreamed could be committed.

When it comes to the question of thle
figures presented by the S.P. bookmakers
showing the incomes they are making, I
agree with the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition that it is difficult for us to
know whether they are true or not. The
figures are put in by these people; and
I have not the slightest doubt that if the
Taxation Department found them to be
incorrect, they would be on to them like
a ton of bricks.

We must ask ourselves, however, whether
men will offer to pay £4,000 and £6,000 for
a betting shop which has a life of 12 to
16 months? Are they going to pay £3,000
for a vacant block of land alongside a
hotel which has not even been built? Can
they pay these amounts if there is nothing
in the game? The figures presented to the
Royal Commission indicate that most of
these fellows in the low income group are
working at a loss. It just does not add
up.

Accordingly, when we had figures pre-
sented to us, and after we had worked out
figures for ourselves, we did what we
thought was best. While there is some
difficulty in obtaining a differentiation be-
tween the £50,000 group and the £100,.000
group, together with the various gradua-
tions-it may Create hardship to some
individuals in the group-I would say, by
and large, that some of them were expect-
ing to be taxed a lot more than this.

As a matter of fact, a piece of paper
name into my hands only a night or two
ago, as did one into the hands of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. This
piece of paper was from bookmakers who
suggested to me that, because they were
in the low Income group, Mr. Healy and
Co., in the £400,000 class, could pay 6-41 per
cent. This man and his colleagues were
prepared to be in the Jack Club. In effect
they were saying, 'Do not touch us; but
have a go at the fellow at the top." Later,
a bookmaker came to see the Premier and
myself and wanted to make representations
to us. When my Leader indicated that
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he thought the fellow with the low turn-
over could not afford an increased tax,
that bookmaker said, "He is better off than
the big man; I would recommend your
making him 3 per cent." So it is hard to
arrive at a fair and equitable tax. My
mind goes back to the old S.F. days, though
this also took place during legalised bet-
ting.

If we could have had this evidence pro-
diuced before the Royal Commission we
would have found that there was hardly a
bookmaker in this State who was not pay-
ing 2s. in the £ for bets given by stewards
in the clubs and men working in shops and
so on. Only this morning I was talking
to a man in Fremnantle. He happens to
employ labour; and he said that until
licensed betting came in, he had four em-
ployees in his shop who were agents of
S.F. bookmakers. They all got 2s. in the
£ for business that they rang through.

Mr. Jamieson: That is not straight-out
betting.

Mr. WILD: They got 2s. in the £ on
whatever business they could get.

Mr. Evans: Those bookmakers did not
pay a license fee and stamp duty.

Mr. WILD: They had to do a lot of
other funny things to keep themselves out
of gaol.

Mrii. Evans: They could pay more than
2s. in the £.

Mr. WILD: The honourable member will
have an opportunity to get up in his place
and hold forth In the interests of the
bookmakers of Kalgoorlie.

M%. Evans: I do not have to hold faith
In the interests of bookmakers at all.

Mr. WILD: The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition made great Play about the small
bookmaker who takes a bet of £500 and
then starts to lay it off with other people.
I do not want him to get away with that;
nor do I want the House to believe that
the small bookmaker ever gets bets of
£500. There would hardly ever be a £500
bet laid in this State, and that has been
the case for some time.

Mr. Tonkin: Don't talk nonsense!1
Mr. WILD: There are about only half

a dozen bookmakers in Western Australia
who would accept such a bet. Is the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition going to
tell me that men who may be holding only
£500 or £1,000 of an afternoon are going
to run the risk of taking bets of £500 and
possibly not being able to lay them off ?
It is piffle to talk like that. I admit the
small bookmakers frequently take mare
money than they can hold, but they get
rid of it. But it is piffle to talk about the
small bookmakers taking bets of £500.

Mr. Tonkin: It is not. It has occurred.
Mr. WILD: That is where we must agree

to differ. Like my leader, I agree there
should be an increase in tax.

Mr. Evans: The Taxus Rangers!
Mr. WILD: We did have a look at a con-

siderable number of these scales of taxa-
tion; and, in the light of the circumstances
presented to this State in the last few
months, together with the evidence that
was produced before the Royal Commis-
sion, and things that we have heard, we
decided on the scale contained in the Bill.

We hear of men paying £3,000 for vacant
blocks of land. Some have paid as much
as £4,000 and £6,000 for betting shops. If
the racing and trotting clubs have been
denied their revenue we have only ourselves
to blame, because we created and legaised
the betting shops. I venture to suggest,
however, that had the present Oppositionl
been the Government, it would have done
the same thing as we propose to do in this
Bill.

The statement has been made that the
scale of taxation may have to be varied
in 12 months. I would think, however,
that if the Royal Commissioner indicates
a continuation of S.F. betting, and if ho
recommends a scale of taxation, it will be
higher than the scale submitted by the
Treasurer today. I support the Bill.

MR. KELLY (Merredin-Yilgarn) [9.19]:
1 gave considerable attention to the
Treasurer's speech when he introduced
this and the other Bills dealing with
betting taxation. He gave a very clear
definition of each Bill in turn; and
bracketed them somewhat in a bunch of
four-' To same extent, each measure runs
into the other. The impression I gain
is that insufficient informed knowledge of
the S.F. business is the background of
thought which permeates the four Bills.
At the end of his introduction, I ques-
tioned in my mind what the Government
was aiming at, because a clear indication
of the intention of the Government was
lacking when the )Bills were analysed.

I asked whether the Premier desired to
reduce the number of S.P. operators, by
taxing the small operators out of existence
completely which would then result in the
reintroduction of the under-cover type of
starting-price operation carried on before
the introduction of the legislation by the
previous Government. Was the Premier
desirous of creating a monopoly for the
large operators? Was it his idea to
discourage the S.P. punters by the severity
of the tax? Were these measures which
he has introduced merely taxing mediums,
under the camouflage of assisting on-
course betting? Were the Bills designed
to eliminate entirely, in a process of time,
the S.F. industry, as this State knows it?
I find it very difficult to assess what the
Government is endeavouring to achieve
by the Bills it has introduced.

It is reasonable to assume that the
greater number of metropolitan bettors in
S.F. shops are people who, in normal cir-
cumstances, do not frequent racecourses.
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Other members dealt with that aspect by
defining more closely the position. I con-
sider that to be the position, and it haes
been borne out over a period of years from
the many contacts with punters in the
erP. shops.

The country patrons of S.P. bookmakers
are in a different category. They have no
other channel to place a bet. Surely the
type of taxation that is being levied by
each of these Bills is very severe on many
country bettors in the S.F. shops. They
are in an entirely different category, be-
cause they have no alternative means of
placing a bet when the occasion arises.

In a Bill of this kind, It is reasonable
to treat the country section of S.F. bettors
on a different basis. However, we find
that the legislation imposes a severity on
all S.F. bettors, but does not impose a
hardship on bettors who attend the race-
courses. Some of the taxes fall particu-
larly hard on the S.P. bettors in country
districts, more so than on those in the
metropolitan ares.

As was indicated this evening, some off-
course bettors have only El to invest on an
afternoon's racing. Very many of them
invest frugally in the moiety of 2s. 6d. a
time, but on each of these bets they are
to be called upon to pay 3d. in investment
tax. The other bettors who are prone to
bet over £1 at a time are to be called upon
to pay 6d. stamp duty on each ticket ex-
ceeding7 £1. Both of these taxes are par-
ticularly severe on S.F. punters, especially
those in the country.

Under the investments tax it is antici-
pated that £264,000 will be collected in a
full year. That is an unwarranted slug on
the small Investor. It is a sectional tax
of a calibre totally unjustified. If we
analyse the tax we will see that it is the
result of warped thinking, because it
is to be imposed sectionally, and is de-
signed-as was mentioned by one member
-to kill the goose that lays the golden
egg.

The Government cannot have it both
ways. If it wants revenue from the S.P.
business, it has the field available; and as
long as the Government exploits within
the ambit of that field in a reasonable
manner, it can expect reasonable revenue.
But if it taxes out of existence the very
people who are providing this taxing
medium, it will not be very long before
the industry is on the rocks. Perhaps that
is the Government's Idea. Perhaps it has
some preview of what the Royal Commis-
sioner will advise and has adopted these
measures as a means of softening the blow.

Of 'the £264,000 from the investment
tax, I understand the racing clubs are to
receive £100,000 and Consolidated Revenue
£65,000 per annum. This is to be derived
from the little punter investing 2s. 6d. to
5s. on each bet. That is, of course, if the

small punter is able to continue betting.
It is not certain in my mind that that type
of person will be able to withstand a tax
of this kind.

The amount which the small investor
will contribute is about 44 per cent. of the
entire cash consideration that is to be paid
to the racing clubs. That is a terrific pro-
portion in a direct sense. Far greater is
the imposition when we realise that he
provides, in a roundabout way, practically
the entire investment. Therefore, on top
of the 44 per cent. he will also accumulate
in other ways a contribution which will be
over 90 per cent, of the entire amount in-
vested. It is extremely unfair to call upon
the small punter to provide a contribution
on such an inequitable proportion. I sug-
gest it would be far more equitable if the
share of that tax to be borne by the punt-
era of this State was reduced by two-
thirds.

We could look at it on a flat rate basis
of 14 per cent. or 14 per cent. in the £
on a particular bet. If that were done,
the Government would still get a reason-
able amount of revenue, but the hardship
would be spread in such a way that it
would not impose a crippling burden on
those who are finding the money that goes
into S.F. betting. I think that would be
reasonable. It would not price these chaps
out of the field; they would still be able
to have their bet without the severity that
this measure is contempiating.

There would be some semblance of jus-
tice if we were to adopt a policy of that
kind. Complete justice would be possible
only if the tax were levied on the entire
field of bettors in the State, and it waf
not confined to S.F. bettors who, tbrougi11
the organisations they support in the mat-
ter of betting, are paying through the flosE
for the accommodation they 'are getting
The new sliding scale is one which I think
has a deal to commend it. I felt righi
through that there was justification in a
sliding scale that could be substantiatec
as being reasonable 'and fair and pro-
duced on a proper formula. However, th(
suggested formula in this Bill is not ac-
ceptable to any section of the community
it is most unacceptable to the pun ters.

Mr. Evans: Most objectionable.

Mr. KELLY: It is totally unacceptable
to the smaller S.F. bookmaker. However
It could possibly be acceptable to the biggei
man who is in a position to meet thE
greater amount of tax out of a very large
turnover. The sliding scale in the Bil
will impose upon the smaller bookmaken
-apart from the punters--a burden thai
will cripple them In a short space of time

I know that we have had figures quotec
to us here: and we have seen brackets o:
figures in the Press over a period of time
There have also been aspersions as tN
their correctness or otherwise, both withyi
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]Parliament and outside Parliament. How-
ever, I would say that the average man in
the S.P. business on a 2 per cent, tax has
not done badly.

We have seen accounts that would in-
dicate that their turnover has not been
very great: that the percentage of profit
was small;. and that after paying the high
rates of tax which they are called upon
to pay, very little was left over. One can-
not 'accept, with any certainty, that that
is a fact. Wihilst I am not doubting the
veracity of the men in the industry, I feel
the long bow has been drawn too con-
tinuously to be very convincing; particu-
larly when we see-as the member for
Dale indicated a little while ago in his
remarks-that large amounts of money
are changing hands in an endeavour to
get various sites long before they become
available for purchase,

These sites are sought after all the time.
both in the city and in country areas: and
undoubtedly they are sought because they
are lucrative. One does not find that
bookmakers will start up in a town where
there is insufficient bookmaking to return
them a decent living. One does not find
any other form of business commencing
In an area and continuing to be run under
the same leadership for a long time unless
that business returns a reasonable revenue.
Therefore, the long bow has been drawn
and the tax rate of 2 per cent, has not
been beyond the average S.P. business.

When we look at the method under
which the scale has been formulated, we
must realise that we are entering a far
higher scale of taxation and imposing it
on a section that cannot aff ord a great
deal of increase. On a small turnover,

per cent, is a lot of money, because we
have to take into account the overheads,
which represent a higher percentage in a
small business-broadly speaking-than
they do in a larger concern where turn-
over is great. Therefore, 2& per cent, im-
poses a greater impost on the smaller man
than 4 per cent. does on a big operator.

I do not know a great deal about the
operators themselves. We have seen that
some have a tremendous turnover. That
may or may not be right. I am not in a
position to verify that statement other
than by what I have read in the Press.
I daresay that almost every member of
this Chamber has an S.P. operator among
his friends who from time to time has
outlined just how he is going. Promn what
we can see of these men, their living con-
ditions are reasonable; they are not
paupers by any means;, and, although
their turnover may be smaller in some
centres than in others, we must come to
the conclusion that there is a reasonable
living under the percentage that has been
operating for some time.

Even if they have been earning a little
more than they should have been, there
would be some justification for a slightly

higher tax. However, among the lower
bracket, there would be a divergence of
opinion as to whether they would be able
to carry a heavier burden or not. I think
opinion would be fairly evenly divided,
which would indicate that there is a neces-
sity to break up the sliding scale into
smaller segments than will be the case
under this Bill.

As I said earlier. I believe the Principle
of a sliding scale is right. That is the
only method of treating this matter orn
an equitable basis. However, I feel that
the Government has been hasty in
bracketing all incomes from £1 to £50,000.
There should have been a much greater
break-up of the figures in all segments.
instead of limiting the divisions to four.
There should have been more like 10, 12,
or 15 divisions. This would bring about
a real figure instead of a suppositions one.
The Government has been hasty in bring-
ing to this Chamber a Bill containing so
wide a division.

I would appeal to the Premier and his
colleagues to study this matter more
closely than they have done. They have
already indicated that they are not certain
how this system is going to operate. We
are not certain either. I do not suppose
there would be one member here who
would be certain. But there is a crying
need for a. sliding scale that will not pro-
duce hardship here, there, and everywhere.
and which will perhaps let a few off with
a small amount of tax.

If we are going to have excessive hard-
ship in some quarters, it behoves this
Chamber as a Pariament, the Government
as the governing body, and the Opposition
in an advisory capacity, to get down to
tin tacks and not be rigid in the matter of
retaining the Bill exactly as it is. Some-
thing workable needs to be evolved which
will not ricochet back on the Government
or Parliament.

MR. EVANS (Kalgoorlie) [9.41): I desire
to make some reference to this debate and
will commence by saying that S.P. betting
or any betting, as a matter of fact, has
always been a social problem. We know that
it is inherent In human beings, this latent
desir'e to invest, to gamble, or to wager. We
know the number of people who will take
lottery tickets; those who will hasten to buy
a ticket in a sweep; and those who will
gamble on two flies climbing a wall in a
room. These facts are undisputed; and
they prove there is a desire in the make-
up of human beings to gamble; and there-
fore any legislation that aims to either
cure or capitalise on this particular desire
must be very carefully, meticulously, and
psychologically constructed.

The legislation introduced into this
Chamber last week by the Treasurer is
completely inadequate, Ineffective, and-
to the general punter-completely un-
acceptable. Unlike the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, who stated that he was
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prepared to support the second reading in
the hope of convincing the Government-
and I am sure that if the Government
stands to be convinced the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition is the one to do it-that
it should accept some amendments: and
somewhat like the Minister for Railways, I
am not prepared to shake hands with a
serpent. I intend to vote against the second
reading, the Committee stage, and the third
reading of these various measures.

I would like to quote from a copy of the
official organ of the Salvation Army in
Australia, The War Cry, of Saturday, the
24th October. This paper, as members will
readily know, is made available by the
Salvation Army to its many racing friends
who are in the streets, mostly on Satur-
days. The particular article to which I
refer is entitled, "S.F. Bookmaker Gets
Captain's 2s." Portion of the article reads
as follows:

An Army Captain (so the story goes),
on his way along a city street, saw a
dejected -looking chap standing at the
corner of a lane. Moved by a sudden
impulse to cheer up the man, the Cap-
tain slipped 2s. into his hand, whis-
pered sympathetically, "Never despair,"
and passed on.

A few days later in the same street
the Captain was surprised by the same
man who, this time, was holding a £1
note. "Hey, Captain!I" he shouted, "I've
got some money for you. Your horse
won! "

That story illustrates the extent to which
the problem of gambling has become a
matter of social concern. This Government
by its foolish introduction of this legisla-
tion will in time-and in some cases in a
very short time-make a complete fool of
the legislation in relation to S.F. betting,
that is now on the statute book of the
State.

We have heard in the last few weeks that
the Conservative Government in the United
Kingdom has, in its wisdom, decided to
introduce legislation to control S.F. betting
by establishing betting shops. I would say
that that would be similar to the system
adopted in this State at present. The
Victorian Bolte Government introduced a
half-baked piece of legislation to try to
capitalise on S.P. betting: and we know
that that piece of legislation is open to
failure because it is not expected to obtain
the Support of sufficient members in the
House.

Do we want to go back to the old regime
where an incident such as the one I have
quoted could easily happen? I do not think
there would be one member in this
Chamber who would like to see the old
regime reinstated under which people could
be charged with obstructing the traffic.
Could anything be more hypocritical than
that? But those charges were made against
people as recently as in the regime of the
McLarty-Watts Government.

I believe it is possible that this Govern-
ment's intention is to kill this legislation,
because in 1948 a Royal Commission was
appointed which made certain recommen-
dations, but the Government of the day
was not game to face up to the problem.
It threw cold water on the efforts of the
subsequent Labor Government which tried
to do something about it. This Government
has been very envious of the way the
present system has been working; and now,
at its first opportunity, it is out to kill the
system by this legislation. When we study
this Bill, we find that the Government is
paying Ip1 service to the call, perhaps, of
its master-The West Australian news-
paper-

Mr. Court: Don't you start that, tool
Mr. EVANS: -for a hand-out to the

racing clubs. I say it is paying lip service
to that call or demand. I agree that the
lacing clubs today stand in need of some
support from those who live on the racing
game: but if the Government were sincere
this legislation would be framed with that
end in view, and that end only. In actual
fact the Government has made this a tax-
ing measure, because niot only will the rac-
ing clubs stand to gain from it, but also
the Treasury.

My deputy leader has tonight expressed
the contention that the effect of the extra
taxation on racing has been that it has
continued to decline in Australia. He men-
tioned the report of the 1936 Queensland
Royal Commission, which referred to a
winning bets tax imposed on bets made on
course in that State. That report stated
that racing in Queensland began to de-
cline from that date.

If we cast our minds back to the time
when during the McLarty-Watts Govern-
men t's reign in Western Australia, it im-
Posed a winning bets tax, we must agree
that racing in this State also began to de-
cline from that day. The Minister for
Works made two statements on which I
feel obliged to comment. He said that in
the illegal days the S.P. bookmakers were
able to pay a commission of up to 2s.
in the £ to the agents who brought bets
to them. That may be true: but my answer
to the statement is that the Iegaised S.P.
bookmaker today often pays much more
than 23. in the 9 when a punter places a
bet with him.

The S.P. bookmakers' overhead today is
terrific. The license fee which he pays is
something that was unheard of in the
illegal days, and it far outweighs what the
S.F. men were alleged to have paid in
commission in the old days. together with
the fines which they paid for their stooges.
There is Id. stamp duty now imposed on
every betting ticket written. The Minister
for Works does not stand to gain any kudos
by making such a ridiculous statement.

The Minister said that more lies were
told in five minutes before the Royal
Commission than were told elsewhere in a
week. Perhaps that Is true; and, if so, the
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greatest contributors to that record would
be his own high priests, Berry and Peat.
Irrespective of what betting tax measures
are introduced, there Is only one person
who pays in the end, and that is the S.F.
punter.

The Labnr Pa~rty hws been charged by
The West Australian and by the friends of
the Liberal Party-particularly during the
election campaign-with being the friends
of the S.P. bookmaker. I do not regard
S.F. bookmakers any more as friends of
mine than I do many of the people who
like to have an interest in betting, and
particularly those who live hundreds of
miles from 'the racecourses, on the Gold-
fields and elsewhere, and who therefore
have no opportunity to attend the races.
Those are the people with whom I am
concerned: and it is they who In the end
must pay any tax imposed on S.F. betting.
We know-the argument was used last
week in regard to the liquor question-
that gambling and the drinking of liquor
are not only a social problem but also an
economic problem.

Mr. Oldfield: Do you think we should
have a referendum on this question?

Mr. EVANS: Were it competent for me
to do so I would move that, if these ini-
quitous measures are passed, they should
not operate unless and until the whole of
the people of the State, voting compulsor-
ily in Legislative Assembly districts, had
approved.

Mr. Oldfield: With the Goldfields in-
cluded?

Mr. EVANS: Yes. I agree that gambling
is an economic problem, because the aver-
age person of limited means-by far the
most common member of the community
today-has only a certain amount of
money left, after meeting his commit-
ments, with which to engage in entertain-
ment, whether it be drinking or investing
money on horses. For that reason, if
further taxation is imposed on the small
man, it will only mean that less money
will be invested.

With increased taxation. the total in-vestment will be lower and in turn there
will be less money collected by the Treas-
ury than the Government expects to
collect. As my deputy leader said, the
passing of this measure would mean that
if a punter wished to Invest £500-it is not
an uncommon sum to be invested, although
the Minister for Works would have us be-
lieve no-one would invest that much in
this State-with a bookmaker with whom
he had been betting regularly, the book-
maker might not wish to hold the whole
£500 and would take only £50 of it, telling
the punter to take the other £450 else-
where, and he would still have to pay the
tax on the £50: whereas if he held £50 of it
himself and passed on the other £450 to
another bookmaker, he would have to pay
the tax on the whole £500.

We have heard statements made and
figures given in regard to bookmakers, one
contradicting the other. We have heard
on the one hand that the bookmakers can
afford to pay; and, on the other, that they
cannot afford to pay a turnover tax be-
yond the present 2 per cent. In Tas-
mantk'ia, Where there are iegallsed uff-eourse
bookmakers, we find that they conduct
their legalised off-course betting in their
shops until midday on a, race day, after
which they close their shops and go to
the course, where they operate as course
bookmakers,

Under the circumstances prevailing in
Tasmania the bookmakers are required to
pay a tax on their off-course activities:
and a similar amount on their bets made
on course. They are in the happy position
of being able to adjust the odds offering
on course, which govern the price paid off
course, and so they can cover their expenses
and still show a workable margin of profit.

Under that happy position we could ex-
pect a huge tax to prevail in Tasmania,
if the argument used by the Government
is a correct one. But the tax prevailing
in Tasmania is 24 per cent., both off course
and on course. The Government used the
argument that the S.F. punter, upon whom
this investment tax is to be placed, using
the bookmaker as a go-between, should be
required to contribute towards the costs
of racing. My argument is that he already
does so. Why? If he is a patron of an
S.F. shop and he invests on horses, either
each way or for a place, he is collecting a
certain dividend, the Place dividend being
governed by the amount of money invested
on a horse at the course.

There is a deduction of 13 per cent. on
money invested on the tote on course, and
then a dividend is declared. The S.F.
punter off the course is Paid the price that
is estimated by the tote operating on the
course. If such were not the case he should
expect to be paid a higher dividend by his
S.F. bookmaker, and the difference be-
tween the expected higher dividend and
the actual dividend is now being passed on
to the Government. The onus rests upon
the Government to pass the money on to
the racing clubs because the bookmaker
is Paying turnover tax to the Government
at present.

We have the argument-and it is a good
one-that the patron who attends the race-
course, and pays his admittance fees to
the club, Is paying for something that he
receives. The S.P. punter does not pay any
admittance fees, but neither does he receive
any service in comparison with what the
Patron on the course receives. First of all,
the patron on the course has the benefit of
lovely surroundings; he can go to the bird-
cage and examine the horses; he can see
the horses on the track; and he can watch
the betting so that he knows when edu-
cated money is being put on for a certain
horse. Hie can watch the tightening and
the other fluctuations irl the betting field.
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As a result of that service, for which
he pays, he is, in the long run, in a far
better Position to win money over a
given period of time than the off -
course Punter, who is in the dark as
to fluctuations in the betting market.
He has no idea whether educated money is
going for one horse or another. Therefore
the person on the course is paying for
something lhe receives; the person who
attends an S.F. shop does not pay admit-
tance mnney; but neither does he enjoy
such facilities as the racegoer does.

Mr. Burt: What about the crook in-
formation you get on the course?

Mr. EVANS: What about some of the
crook telegrams that you get at Meeka-
tharra? We get them in K~algoorlie every
Saturday mornlng-"Thls is the oil".

Mr. Hall: I have not struck it yet.
Mr. EVANS: I have obtained more bad

oil off the course than on it. There is
another argument, and I draw upon my
own personal experience in this instance.
At present the S.F. bookmaker does pro-
vide a good service to the racing and trot-
ting sports.

Mr. Court: This will be interesting.
Mr. EVANS: As members will recall,

the House was not sitting on the Wednes-
day of Show Week, and I took the
opportunity of going to a trotting meeting.
Each Saturday night Z take a keen interest
in the sport of trotting and I peruse the
newspapers and racing papers, and make
certain selections. Sometimes I phone
through to the S.F. bookmaker and place
my investments, and then take my wife to
the pictures or some other social enter-
tainment. When I get borne I turn on the
wireless and listen to the results, and it is
a great form of entertainment for me.
That is maintained because I am able to
bet with an S.P. bookmaker. I am not
able to go to the course because I am in
Kalgoorlie each weekend;, but the first
opportunity I had of attending the actual
sports I took It, and I do not think I would
be Robinson Crusoe in that respect.

I repeat that the S.P. bookmakers are
maintaining an interest in these fields of
sport; and punters--particularly those
who live in the country, and who do not
always have the opportunity of attending
the actual sports themselves-will, because
the interest is maintained, attend the
course when the opportunity offers Itself.

Let us have a look at the actual invest-
ment tax, and this is the one with which I
am most concerned. At the end of the
week, after his hire purchase and other
commitments have been met, a punter may
have 25s. with which to entertain himself.
either at the hotel or an S.P. shop. With
that 25s. he can have ten 2s. 6d. bets; and
Heaven only knows there is plenty of
opportunity to do that, what with races
being held In Adelaide, Perth, Melbourne.
and Sydney! For that service, if this

legislation is agreed to, he will be required
to pay 2s. 6d. in investment tax. There-
fore it will mean that he will be able to
have only nine 2s. 6d. bets, and he will
have to pay through the nose 2s. 6d. in-
vestment tax.

But the person who does not have to
worry about counting the money in his
Pocket, and thinking what his wife and
family may have to forgo, can have is.
straight-out and £1 for a place, or 25s.
straight-out on one horse, and he Days
only a measly sixpence investment tax:
whereas the small man pays 2s. 6d. on an
investment of 25s. If anybody can say
that that is just. I would jump from here
to Binduli.

Let us have a look at an editorial of
The West Australian-t hat friend of the
Liberal Party; its election friend. It is
Particularly friendly to the Liberal Party
on an issue such as S.F. bookmaking. I
can remember the rantings of The West
Australian when our Government was
courageous enough to stand up to public
opinion and do something about the
problem. This is not only an economic
problem, but, in the eyes of the people, it
is also a social one. This is what The
West Australian had to say under the
heading of "Off-Course Bookies are Let Off
Lightly'-

Under the amending betting legisla-
tion the financial position of the rac-
ing clubs and the yield to the Treas-
ury will be improved, but at the ex-
pense of punters more than of those
lucky People, the S.F. bookies.

I can see that the Premier has been trying
to Interject and I shall now Invite that
interjection.

Mr. Brand: I was going to say "Did the
Kalgoorlie Miner publish this article"?

Mr. EVANS: Not that I know of.
Mr. Brand: 1 thought they were closely

associated.
Mr. EVANS: It is a day behind. This

was printed in The West Australian on
Monday and, although yesterday's issue of
the Kalgoor lie Miner is in th6 office, there
is no mention of this itemn. The article
goes on-

In levying the betting shop turnover
tax on a sliding scale-

This is a jumping scale and not a6 sliding
one-

between 21 per cent, and 31 per
per cent., the Government Is doing
better than its predecessor.

The Increased turnover and betting
ticket taxes to be paid by the s.p.
bookmakers are estimated-

and this is very Important-
-(on the 1958-59 basis) to produce
an extra £245,000 in a full year. The
new Investment tax on bets, which
is to be paid by the punter and will
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be the main source of off-course fin-
ancial aid for the club, is expected
to yield £254,000.

If those figures are corret-I am not
in a Position to say whether they are or
not; but I will assume that thcy arc-it
can be seen that a total revenue of
£509,000 will be collected. Yet, according
to that editorial, the amount to be paid
to the clubs will be only £210,000. What
is to happen to the remaining £299,000?
Is9 that to be grabbed by the Government?
If the Government is sincere, I should
think that the racing clubs would be en-
titled to a fair return from this tax in
order that, in turn, it can assist those
who depend on racing for their liveli-
hood.

Is the Treasury justified in making this
further grab at the expense of the small
punter? We have been told that this in-
creased turnover tax is expected to re-
turn £245,000, but the clubs will receive
only £.210,000. Even then, there would be
a surplus of approximately £35,000 with-
out any investment tax being placed on
the punter. But, oh, no!I The Treasury
must have its grab!l The Betting Control
Hoard provided-and I am sure the
regulation is still in operation-that if an
application is made for a license to estab-
lish an S.P. betting shop in a district where
there is a shop already operating, the
existing bookmaker should have a weekly
turnover of at least £3,000. This would
mean that if a second license were
granted, each bookmaker would have a
weekly turnover of £1,500.

The board considers that that is a. fair
turnover for each bookmaker to enable
him to carry on his business. That is a
very salient point when I quote to the
House the figures that I have obtained
from a bookmaker in Kalgoorlie. He used
last Saturday's figures as a, guide. I am
prepared to table these figures because
no doubt they will find their way to the
Treasury and the Premier will be afforded
the opportunity of checking them if he
so desires. Before quoting them, I would
remind the House that it should be borne
in mind that the Betting Control Board
has laid down that a bookmaker should
enjoy a weekly turnover of £1,500. The
figures supplied by this Kalgoorlie book-
maker, however, show that his holdings
for last Saturday amounted to only
£993 Ils. On the existing scale of turn-
over tax he would be required to pay
£19 17s. 6d. on that amount.

on the 1,407 tickets that he wrote out, he
had to pay stamp duty of id. on each,
which totalled £5 17s. 3d. The total amount
paid in turnover tax and stamp duty was
£25 14s. 9d. Under the proposed scale,
on a turnover of £.993 ilIs. he would be re-
quired to pay £32 6is. On his last year's
figures, his turnover would bring him
within the proposed 3* per cent. tax rat-
ing. It must also be remembered that

his turnover was £600 below the minimum
requirement set down by the Betting Con-
trol Board.

He wrote out 388 tickets which would
necessitate the payment of 3d. stamp
duty on eacoh, This would amount to a
total of £4 16s. 6d, He also wrote out
1,121 tickets requiring a stamp duty of
lid, on each; totalling £7 Os. lid. There-
fore, the aggregate of his total taxes
would amount to £44. In addition, 386
tickets bore the 6d. investment tax, total-
ling £9 13a., and 1,121 tickets, bearing
stamp duty of 3d. each amounted to
£14 Os. 3d., which gave a grand total of
£23 13s. 3d.

If I were permitted, I would wager that
no bookmaker will be able to collect 100
per cent, of the investment tax. The
bookmaker is supposed to pass this tax
on to the punter, but I do not like his
chances of his getting it back. I can
assure the Premier that the effect of this
legislation on some of the Kalgoorlie bet-
ting shops will be that those who have
only a small turnover will be required to
carry on-if it Is possible for them to do
so-without the services of one of their
employees who is engaged to keep the shop
open during the week. Yet this is the
Government that was going to make more
employment available!

If the betting shops so affected are
forced to dispense with the services of
these men, the bookmakers will be re-
quired to work a total of 63 hours a week.
That is a dastardly lowering of economic
working conditions. It will bring back
those conditions which vanished in the
dim, dark ages. Many pleas have been
made to the Premier tonight; and perhaps
if enough are made to him he may soften
and listen, because a problem that is
listened to becomes one that is half solved,
and there is no doubt that this is a prob-
lem.

Therefore, I make a special plea on be-
half of the bookmakers in my electorate;
and, in pleading for them I am also plead-
ing for the punters because they are the
People who keep the bookmakers in busi-
ness. In making this plea, I wish to make
a comparison between the charges that
are borne by the bookmakers on the Gold-
fields and those that are met by the book-
makers in the metropolitan area. I am
informed that, at present, Perth book-
makers pay 30s. a week for the broadcast-
ing of races by the commercial broadcast-
ing stations. This has been the custom
ever since the national broadcasting sta-
tion refused to broadcast all Eastern
States race meetings beyond the boun-
daries of the State In which the meeting
is held; the only exception being the
broadcasting of important race meetings,
such as the Melbourne Cup. This charge
amounts to £78 per annum for the book-
makers in the metropolitan area.
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On the other hand, the Kalgoorlie book-
makers are required to pay 50s. for each
broadcast made on Saturdays and they
are required to pay again if there is a mid-
week race meeting which justifies its
being broadcast. This represents an ex-
penditure of £208 12S. 6d. by the Kalgoorlie
bookmakers as against the £78 Paid by the
metropolitan bookmakers. The Kalgoorlie
bookmakers are also required to pay a Por-
tion of the charge for telephone calls that
are made from Tate's Press. For this ser-
vice the Perth bookmakers pay £5 a week.
but the Goldfields bookmakers Pay £6 a
week. As a result of the Commonwealth
Government's budget and increase in tele-
phone calls recently, Tate's Press came to
the bookmakers' association on the Gold-
fields and said that increases were immin-
ent. They off ered them a choice as to
how they could operate in the future.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber has five more minutes.

Mr. EVANS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
think I can conclude in that time. If the
bookmakers desired to carry on with the
services they were receiving, they would
be required to Pay more. There is no
doubt that they are being hit to leg; and
if they are being hit to leg, so, likewise, is
the small punter. Those figures I have
mentioned are recorded in Hansard. The
Premier has been speaking to someone else
and has not been listening to me, but I
hope he will Pay some attention to these
figures when he reads his copy of Hansard.

Do not let us regard the bookmakers as
one class; let us see whether we can find
those who operate uinder extraordinary
conditions. I can assure the Treasurer
that the bookmakers on the Goldfields and
other country areas will have to pay more
by way of expenses than will those in the
metropolitan area.

Mr. Brand: I1 have plenty of book-
makers in my own area. I know all about
it.

Mr. EVANS: In conclusion, I would like
to refer to something that has been passed
on to me by certain bookmakers. If the
Treasurer is interested he may have this
aspect examined. I refer to the fact that
a big bookmaker could write a bet of
£:100 on a normal Saturday-that is, In one
bet-and would be required to Pay a cer-
tain figure on that as stamp duty. The
small bookmaker would possibly need 30
or 40 bets to attain the same result and
would pay by far a greater amount in
stamp duty. If the Government could
charge stamp duty Per £100 invested it
would be more equitable and more just.

I cannot support these measures at the
present time. I would support a measure
that would give the clubs a reasonable and
justifiable return, but I will not stand for
legislation that would give the Government
a greater grab and hit the punter to leg. I
regard this legislation as harsh, uncon-
scionable, and unwarranted. If the Govern-
mnent sought to amend existing legislation

I would commend it. The present legisla-
ion is brought down with a view to putting
an end to these businesses for all time. I
am not concerned with the "amend-ers"
but with the "end-ers"; and if the Govern-
ment is not prepared to listen to advice, It
can wallow in its own folly. I hope this
legislation will become bogged down, so
that this tax will not be imposed on the
small punter who is least able to bear it. I
oppose the second reading of the Bill.

[The Deputy Speaker (Mr. Crainmelin)
took the Chair.]

MR. OLDFIELD (Mt. Lawley) [10.24]:
Although we are only discussing the
Betting Control Act Amendment Bill,
there are four Bills before the House, all
of which are relevant, and three of which
are taxing measures. I fully appreciate
that under the strict rules of debate we
can only deal with the measure before us:
but I think you will agree, Mr. Speaker,
that for all practical purposes of this de-
bate it would be rather difficult to discuss
the overall picture without touching on
the measures which are to follow. I trust
therefore, that you will bear with me and
allow me a certain amount of latitude in
making this second reading speech on the
Betting Control Act Amendment Hill.

When introducing the measure, the
Treasurer mentioned the estimated revenue
that would accrue to the Treasury during
the forthcoming 12 months from the pro-
posed taxes. I have very grave doubts
whether the estimate made by the
Treasurer will be reached. In fact, I am
concerned about the possibility that the
Treasury will not receive any more in the
aggregate than it is receiving now as a
result of the falling off in turnover, because
of these measures.

During the past week I have taken the
trouble to investigate the ramifications of
S.F. bookmaking, the expenses incurred in
the industry, together with the interchange
of money as between bookmakers, punters,
totalisators, and on-course operations
generally. I did so because on a previous
occasion when we had a measure before
the House to increase the turnover tax
from 11 per cent. to 2 per cent, on on-
course bookmakers, it was noticed both by
myself and by other members that at that
stage there was no outcry from the book-
makers. We received no approaches; nor
were any advances made complaining about
that increase. Nobody seemed to be greatly
concerned about it, which indicated that--
after the Act had settled down and the
bookmakers had been in operation for some
time-they realised they could pay this
additional i per cent; they were prepared
to do so in the hope that some of It at
least would find its way back into the
racing industry.

It is remarkable that when this measure
hit the House I was approached by book-
makers from my electorate, together with
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bookmakers in my old electorate, and also
by bookmakers with whom I have tome into
contact through football and other sport-
ing activities. As I said earlier, I took the
trouble to investigate this matter in the
short time available. I understand that in
the past it has been common practice for
bookmakers to accommodate their clients
for almost any amount. If a client came
along and wished to invest £100 on a horse,
the bookmaker would accept the bet,
whether his business was large enough or
not to accommodate the wager. He would
then decide to hold £10 or £20 of it, and
reinvest the remainder with other opera-
tors. Turnover tax was paid on all that
money; not only on the £100 but each
time it was laid off. This would mean that
the £100 laid off could have grown to £200,
and accordingly the Government actually
received not 2 per cent, but 4 per cent.,
because the wager had doubled itself.

The original operator who had to pay
the 2 per cent. on the £100 finished up with
only £10 or £20 of that amount. If he kept
£20 he actually paid 10 per cent, on his
holding; if he held £10 he paid 20 per cent.
of his actual holding. I am given to under-
stand that a good deal of that sort of
business will cease. The small operator
will now have to refuse his client and say,
"I am sorry I cannot accept your wager
because it is too big for my book.
You will have to find somebody else
with whom to place it." This will
mean a resultant loss to the Treasury.
I do not know whether or not that will
come about; only time will tell. The
Premier stated this was experimental or
exploratory legislation. I hope the experi-
ment will not prove too costly to the
Government, but that it will Prove to be
successf ul.

I consider the stamp duty-better termed
"the ticket tax"-is a most unfair imposi-
tion on the small S.P. operator. The re-
sult of trading in this type of business runs
to a pattern. As the turnover rises, so
does the average bet. The imposition of
th'ese taxes could have the effect of bring-
ing about a situation which we have tried
to avoid, and in regard to' Which The West
Australian expressed some fear. That fear
was also voiced before the Royal Commis-
sion. The fear is that the S.P. business
will finish UP in the hands of a few large
operators. These Bills could go a long
way to bringing about that state of
affairs.

I now want to point out how the ticket
tax is unfair to the small S.P. operator.
The only fair tax which can be imposed in
this industry is one on the turnover, or
alternatively, a tax on the actual profit.
If we take into consideration the ticket
tax we will find that operators holding up
to £1,000 per week are taking bets which
on the average amount to 8s. As the hold-
ings rise from £1,000 to £2,000 per week,
the average bet increases to 10S. When
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the holdings rise from £2,000 to 3,000 per
week, the average bet also rises, until
finally on a holding of 3,000 per week the
average bet is l6s.

In respect of the operator holding
£5,000 a week, the average bet is £2. On
a holding of E8,000 a week, the average
bet rises to £2 l0s.; while on the holding of
£16,000 a week it increases to £3 10s. per
bet. On the bets which average between
8s. and 16s., the stamp duty payable by
the bookmaker is lid. There is also the
bet over £1 for which the bookmaker is
liable to pay 3d. per ticket. Let us take the
S.P. operator holding £500 a week. There
are a few in this category in the metropoli-
tan area, and many in the country dis-
tricts. On holdings of £500 a week with
the average bet at 8s., the additional stamp
duty of id. per ticket will mean an ad-
ditional £2 10s. to be paid per week by
the operator.

The operator holding £1,000 a week will
have to pay £5 more per week in stamp
duty on the tickets. These increases of
£2 10s. to £5 per week may not appear to
be very great; but when they are added to
the turnover tax, the cream is taken off
the business.

The operator holding between £1,000
and £2,000 per week, with an average bet
of 10s., will have to pay an additional
£8 per week in stamp duty. The operator
holding between £2,000 and £3,000 will
only have to pay an additional £7 a week;
that is where the unfairness comes in,
because the operator holding less will have
to pay an additional £8 a week; in other
words, the man holding £1,000 more will
Pay £1 less a week in stamp duty.

The S.P. operator holding £5,000 per
week, with an average bet of £2, will pay
3d. stamp duty on each ticket. In this
case he will pay an additional £20 per
week. The operator holding £8,000 per
week will pay an additional £26 per week.
Lastly, the operator holding £16,000 a
week will pay an additional £35 a week
in stamp duty on the tickets.

I inquired why the average bet increased
as the turnover increased, and why
the average was not the same throughout
the S.F. industry. The cash transaction
over the counter in all the establishments
averages out about the same; but some
bookmakers make a feature of phone bet-
ting. When the turnover increases greatly,
it is mainly brought about by a large pro-
portion of Phone bets.

The average phone bet is generally much
higher than the average cash bet over the
counter. As the turnover increases, the
operators concerned are in a position to
accommodate the bigger punter without
having to lay off the bets, at a cost to
themselves. That is apparently the reason
for the variation in the average bet in
the different categories of the holdings, and
why the average bet is 8s. on holdings up
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to £1,000 a week, and why the average
is £3 10s. per bet on holdings of £16,000
Per week. All these figures can be checked
at the Treasury; they are available to the
Government. It Is only simple mathe-
matical calculation to work out the ad-
ditional cost to the various categories of
B.P. bookmakers.

The S.P. bookmaker holding £500 a week
will have to pay another £3 1s. a week
turnover tax. The operator holding
£1,000 per week will have to pay another
£7 10s, per week, based on an increase of J
per cent. in the tax. The operator holding
over £1,000 up to £2,000 per week will have
to pay 1 per cent. more per week, and
that will be an additional £10 to £20 per
week in turnover tax, The operator hold-
ing between £2,000 and £3,000 per week
comes under the 31 per cent, category:
he will have to pay an additional £25 to
£37 10s. according to his holdings. There
is a further category in respect of hold-
ings over £3,000 per week, for which the
increase is If per cent. on the turnover.

It appears that both the Treasury
officils and the members of the Govern-
ment consider that 31 per cent. on turn-
over is the absolute ultimate which the
industry can stand, so they stopped at
that figure. The operator holding £5,000
a week will have to pay an additional £75
on turnover tax. The operator holding
£8,000 a week will have to pay an addit-
ional £120; and the operator holding
£16,000 a week-I understand there is only
one in that category-will have to pay an
additional £240 a week in turnover tax.

When we add the additional turnover
tax to the additional stamp duty which
is payable by bookmakers on tickets, we
find that the operator holding £500 per
week will have to pay £8 5s. more per
week. That may not seem a great deal,
but we must remember there is not a large
profit on a holding of £500. There are
many expenses to be met, including rent,
telephone charges, broadcasting fees, and
wages. The broadcasting fees are based
pro rata to the holdings, so these book-
makers pay their proportion. I under-
stand that the racing information service
supplied to the operators, known as Tate's
Press, is based on a uniform rate. They
all pay the same and there is no differ-
ence in the amount payable by the small
or large operators.

The small operators in the country and
In some parts of the metropolitan area,
holding £500 a week, do not derive much
profit after paying all expenses. The
addition of £6 5s. a week to their expenses
could in many instances be the difference
between continuing in or going out of the
business. I personally know of one book-
maker who was formerly operating in
Carnamsh. He went out of business four
or five months ago. He told me that on
holdings of £500 a week he was only able
to make £15 profit, and that he would
be better off working on wages for the
road board.

So he turned up all the attendant risks.
He may have been a bad bookmaker or
he may have been inexperienced. It may
have been that there were not many
workers in the town, and the business was
not offering on that account, and he had
to stand the risk of some of the farmers
who, once in a while, liked to have a large
bet. They may have caught him. The
man holding £500 to £1,000 would have
to find £12 10s. more per week. I do not
suggest for one moment that this would
Put him out of business, but it would take
the cream off it; it would reduce it from
where it was a good thing to something
really not worth while.

In other words, it would reduce the per-
son who was enjoying a net profit of £30
to £40 to £20 or £25 per week, because
he would have to find £10 to £15 more
to cover his expenses. That person would
probably feel that with the amount of
worry and money involved the busi-
ness was not worth while, The man hold-
ing £1,000 to £2,000 will have to find an
additional £15 to £28 per week. The man
holding £2,000 and up to £3,000 will have
to find an additional £32 to £44 per week.
For £5,000 and over the figure is £95 per
week: for £8,000 it is a further £146 per
week; and for £16,000 it is a further £275
per week.

For the Purpose of argument I will take
the man holding from £2,00 to £3,000,
who will have to find £32 to £44 Per week,
according to his holdings. If he can afford
to pay it and still stay in business, this
must be a lucrative game. From taxation
returns which have been shown me, I do
not think the bookmaking business is as
lucrative as that. As I said before, it will
not put them out of business--they will
continue to operate-but they will refuse
a lot of the unprofitable type of business.
The chap holding over £3,000 will try to
reduce his turnover to just below that
figure; and the operator whose turnover is
£3,000 will endeavour to reduce it to just
below that figure in order to gain the
advantage of one quarter per cent.

I have quoted these figures because I
think they are worth studying; and they
may be of benefit to us in 12 months'
time, when we will probably be discussing
this measure again because the Act expires
in December next year. In addition to the
turnover tax, there is a ticket tax which
will badly affect the small bookmaker. As
I said earlier, the only really fair method
of taxation in regard to an Industry such
as this is one on turnover and turnover
only.

Another concern which I have is this:
the proposals could well leave some of the
small country towns without the service
they now enjoy. If I remember correctly,
when the Betting Control Act was first in-
troduced into this Chamber one of the
arguments advanced was that it would
provide for country punters--for those
who lived too great a distance from the
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metropolitan area to attend the races. It
was also said that it would cater for those
People who could not afford to travel any
great distance. Therefore, In its wisdom
P arliament decided to pass the legislation.
so that country punters would not have to
bet Illegally; they were enabled to bet
legitimately with bookmakers and with
some respectability.

The extra £6 or £10 per week will take
the cream off the business, and some book-
makers may go out of the game. We must
remember that in some country towns
there are no policemen permanently
stationed; and in some others, there Is
only one policeman. Therefore, it would
be a simple matter for a bookmaker to
close his doors and continue operating
illegally, as was done before the passing of
the Betting Control Act. We could find
an upsurge of illegal betting in many
places.

When this Bill was introduced, it was
stated that the main purpose of the In-
creased money to be taken from the
punters and the bookmakers was to assist
racing. I feel that the ticket tax on the
small punter could possibly restrict betting
and make some people give it up. So it
would result in less turnover and on-course
revenue. In some cases it might have the
effect of driving some of the big punters
to the racecourse because the off-course
bookmaker would not want to accom-
modate them and keep laying off with the
increased turnover tax. There might also
be resentment against the ticket tax and
people might go to the course to avoid it.

That reminds me of the time when a
Government I supported imposed a win-
ning bets tax, which was subsequently re-
pealed. It was found that the winning
bets tax tended to drive men away from
the course, which goes to show that once
this sort of tax is commenced, the punter
resents it. The winning bets tax probably
contributed as much towards the decline
in attendance at the course, and a decline
in the wagering on course as anything
else has ever done because it drove the
big punters off course. We had this spec-
tacle: A man might have been losing £100:
and on the last race he backed the last
winner and won £100. but instead of break-
ing even he had to find £2 10s. ticket tax
or 2& per cent.

A lot of people resented this, especially
the big punters who had big wins as well
as big losses. They found it was costing
them £10 to £E15 per week for this tax and
their money found its way off course where
the tax did not apply. I Point this out
because what has happened in the past
may happen again. If the tax on the
punter is to chase him to the racecourse
and thereby revitalise the V~ort I hope
it has its desired effect.

The idea of the Government taking this
additional money from off-course punters
and bookmakers with a view to handing

it back to the racing industry in order to
revitalise It Is commendable; but I am
afraid that the Government is taking out
too much for the Treasury. I feel that

tha i soetIng which has contribU
to the decline of racing-the Treasury has
been taking too much money from the
industry.

Nobody will ever convince me that where
large sums of money are being wagered off
course and on course that it Is not all
part and parcel of the same money.
Eventually this money goes round in a
cycle. The owners, drivers, and on-course
punters bet on their horses off course
through their commission agents. A lot
of off -course money also finds its way back
to the course. Where the gambling indus-
try is concerned, it is going on all the
time-it is something which Is continual.
if Governments, at certain points, grab
more than their fair share of money, the
amount going around in the circle becomes
less and less.

The Treasurer himself no doubt took
part in his Army days in the great Aus-
tralian game called two-up: or, if he did
not actually play, he no doubt witnessed
it. This game, if it was played long
enough, always resulted in the one
person getting the money and that was
the ring-keeper. in regard to this tax, the
one person who will finally obtain all the
money will be the Treasurer. it must end
that way if this system operates long
enough.

I am therefore disappointed that fur-
ther assistance Is not going to be given to
the clubs. I doubt whether passing the
money back to the clubs or the authori-
ties is going to do much good, because they
may not spend it in the way which was
Intended. They may put some into ad-
ditional stakes but not the lot of it. I
feel that the greater the amount of money
we can keep circulating, the sooner the
industry will get back on its feet. The
people who derive their livelihood from
racing-the trainers, jockeys, bookmakers,
and racecourse staff-are all dependent
upon the punter. He is the person who
pays.

However, if we take too much of the
punter's money and do not give suffi-
cient back to him, it might deter him from
going to the course. It is like the one-
.armed bandit which is retaining 60 per
cent. as against one which is retaining
only 20 per cent, If the punter is broke
in one day on his week's pay, he might
not come again the following week; but
if he can play for a week on his wage,
with the Treasurer still obtaining the
same amount, the punter will be happy
because at least he has had a week's fun
instead of only one day's fun. Therefore
if we keep the money circulating instead
of taking too much of it, we will be bet-
ter off. The more we take in taxation
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the sooner the punter is going to become
dissatisfied and disappointed and find some
other avenue of entertainment.

I speak not as a race-goer or trotting
patron, because I do not attend. Recently
wre had overseas parliamentary visitors
and I agreed to take three or four of them
to the trots; but such are about the only
timnes I go. However, I do speak with
some experience of totes and on-course
racing; because Prior to my entering Par-
liament, I was working for six years on
the tote. Also I spent many years in
the produce game during which time I
used to call weekly on very many horse
and trotting trainers in the metropolitan
area. Therefore I do have a fair knowledge
of the subject, about which I could tell
many tales.

In supporting the second reading, I have
certain reservations. I would like the
Treasurer to have another look at these
figures and give us an assurance that at
least it is not going to have an adverse
effect on racing and trotting and also
that it is not going to put a lot of small
operators out of business and ultimately
finish up with a few big people in the
game.

The provision tends to give the Turf
Club a greater proportion of the new tax
than it actually deserves when consider-
ing that club in comparison with the Trot-
ting Association. I feel it is a bit unfair
to the Trotting Association. The present
system is fair and equitable. However, it
appears that the Turf Club, because of
maladministration, has got itself into
bother, and therefore legislation has been
introduced which will give the squeakiest
wheel the most oil.

In comparison with the Trotting Asso-
ciation, the Turf Club is possibly fortu-
nate in that it has the support of The
West Australian newspaper; so much so
that every time there has been a, com-
plaint about off-course betting, mention
has been made about not enough money
being taken from off-course bookmakers.
All is reported about gallopers, but there
is not a word about the trotters. The West
Australian devotes about three pages to
racing and about half a page to trotting,
although attendance figures prove that far
more people frequent trotting meetings
than race meetings. I will agree that pos-
sibly more people bet off course on the
gallops, which at least illustrates that the
trots have an attraction, because the
people who wish to bet on the trots at-
tend the meetings to do so. I believe that
this is because the Trotting Association
has made some effort to make its sport
attractive. Its administration is sound,
anid it has not been squealing. No paper
has been advocating Its9 case.

However, in the meantime the Turf
Club was given a band-out by an action
of the previous Treasurer, totalling about
£58,000, which it has received because

people have been staying away from the
course. I criticise the fact that a body
of men has been told that for every per-
son who has stayed away from a meeting.
in comparison with the attendance at the
corresponding meeting the previous, year,
it would be subsidised £1. That action
could result in the club being subsidised
for 4,000 or 5,000 people who used to at-
tend.

I suggest that the Turf Club should do
something about putting its own house
in order. It should take a leaf out of
the book of the Trotting Association, That
association got down to work. Its corn-
inittee was there to work and not just
because of the social standing or prestige
which committee members felt might be
gained. The Turf Club should seek com-
mittee members not because of their social
standing or the fact that they come from
old families in the North-West or else-
where who seem traditionally to be ex-
pected to be leading lights in the Turf
Club; but hard-headed businessmen who
could make the game of racing clean and
attractive and provide decent stakes. Of
course, decent stakes can be provided only
if sufficient people are attracted to the
course. Hut now we have this legislation
to assist a club which is trying to conduct
three racecourses and Prepare a fourth
at Hullsbrook; whereas I understand that
there are only two or three in Sydney and
about three in Melbourne.

I am not a trotting fan and have no
brief for the trotting club; but at least
it has created what is one of the show
places in Australia as regards night sport-
ing events. I understand that Gloucester
Park was the first night trotting establish-
ment in the world, or at least in the
southern hemisphere. In considering the
legislation before us, we must bear in
mind that we cannot go oni assisting the
Turf Club at the expense of the Trotting
Association; because the Turf Club already
has many advantages, among which is
having first bite at the pay packet on
Saturday; because the trots only get those
people who have sufficient money left after
attending the races. I support the second
reading and trust that some amendments
will be made to the measure during the
Committee stage.

ME. COURT (Nedlands.-Minister for
Railways) C11.21: I wish to comment briefly
on this measure, mainly because of the re-
marks of the Deputy Leader of the Op-
position; but before dealing with his com-
ments specifically I wish to put forward
my own view regarding these taxing
measures generally. I feel that the ap-
proach adopted by the Government is a
logical one-

Mr. May: You wouldn't be a member
of the Government if you didn't think
that.
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Mr. COURT: I will explain why I con-
sider it a logical approach. I agree that
it is extremely difficult to know exactly
what Is the scientific formula that should
be adopted so far as these taxing measures
are concerned; because no-one but a fool
would say that anyone, apart from the
bookmakers themselves, really knows what
the true profit, flgurcs arc; and they are
about the last people who would want to
tell us.

Mr. Jamieson: You could say that about
any business at all.

Mr. COURT: There are yardsticks by
which most businesses can be measured;
but this is one that has no foolproof yard-
stick, and we are to a large extent deal-
ing with the unknown. We must therefore
make deductions by commonsense methods,
as to what is the appropriate tax; and
on this occasion the Government has seen
fit to introduce a graduated tax so far
as the bookmakers are concerned, on what
must surely be a commnonsense approach-

Mr. May: Yes, on information not avail-
able to it. Why don't you find out the
facts?

Mr. COURT: The approach is that the
bigger bookmakers must be able to stand
more than the small ones in the way of
taxation. The Cry from members opposite
tonight has been all for the small book-
makers; and that principle has been ack-
nowledged by the Government in the form
of the graduated tax.

Mr. Jamieson: It is a pity you would not
apply such a taxing formula to other
avenues of business.

Mr. COURT: Surely the honourable
member appreciates that income tax is
on a graduated scale and heavily weighted
in the higher brackets?

Mr. Jamieson: But not to this degree.
Mr. COURT: In addition to the prin-

ciple of the graduated tax so far as the
bookmakers are concerned, the Govern-
ment has introduced a tax generally re-
ferred to as the investment tax, in respect
of the off-course punters. It is hard for
anyone to argue logically that the punter
should not pay something to the sport
which off-course betting has done so
much to ruin. If the off-course punter
went out to the racecourse or the trots
he would have to pay an admission charge
and entertainment tax, and he would take
it for granted and think nothing of it,
Members opposite seem greatly concerned
that the Treasury will not raise the tax
which it expects to raise-

Mr. Tonkin: That Is absolutely certain.
Mr. COURT: The honourable member

says it is absolutely certain-
Mr. Tonkin: And you will not have to

wait long to find out.
Mr. COURT: Let us examine it fairly

and squarely. If the reaction of the off-
course punter to the investment tax is

adverse, he will either stop betting off -
course and indulge in some other sport,
or he will go to the racecourse.

Mr. May: He may not, and the race-
courses will be putting up their shutters.

Mr. COURT: it this hypothetical off-
course punter decides to go to the race-
course, the racecourse will lose the large
proportion of the tax which that punter
would have paid had he continued to bet
off-course; but it will have the compen-
sating factor of his attending at the
course, and so cannot complain.

Mr. Jamniesorn: Can you guarantee that
they will go back to the course?

Mr. COURT,. I am not arguing that
they will, and I do not care either way:
but if they do, the courses will lose the
proportion of the tax that the punters
would have paid as off-course bettors; but
as against that, they will have the at-
tendance of these punters at the course. If
the punters decide not to bet at all and
to give up racing and go swimming in-
stead, we should all cheer heartily and
not worry about the Treasury and the
few shillings it might lose. So why shed
tears because some of these people might
give up betting-

Mr. Jamieson: They might only bet on
the Eastern States races.

Mr. COURT: The honourable member
obviously favours Eastern States racing
only; but if we are to have racing, surely
we prefer to have local racing!

Mr. Jamieson: Evidently the punters
don't.

Mr. COURT: Under this investment tax
measure it is provided that the Turf Club
and the Trotting Association will get the
lion's share; and that is a logical ap-
proach, because it is really charging the
punter something for the facilities that
are being Provided, and giving some re-
imbursement to the Turf Club and Trot-
ting Association for the attendances that
they should normally expect; because,
after all, they provide the wherewithal
which makes off-course betting Possible.

I wish now to come back to some of the
comments of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition; because he has a phobia about
the South Australian set-up, and I well
remember that he and I had a difference
of opinion on this question when the mat-
ter was before the Chamber on a previous
occasion.

Mr. Tonkin: But you would not name a
figure then,

Mr. COURT: That was a different oc-
casion. I am speaking of the time when
the question of South Australia was under
discussion in this Chamber between the
honiourable member and me. It is pertin-
ent to look back at the observations made
at that time.
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I refer members to page 1509 of Hansard
of the 23rd October, 1956. At that time
the question of the South Australian bet-
ting reports was under discussion and the
Years 1954, 1955, and 1956 were the years
then before the Chamber. I pointed out
that there is a great difference between
the S.P. set-up off-course in Western Aus-
tralia, and the betting activities In South
Australia and Tasmania. It is important
to understand and acknowledge the differ-
ences; because in the difference between
the Western Australian set-up and the
South Australian set-up Is the logic of
the 8,P. bookmakers in Western Australia
paying a higher tax than in any other
State.

Just by way of interpolation1 my atten-
tion has been invited to the fact that in
Northern Ireland the tax on bookmakers
is 7 per cent. That figure was advised
by a member of the parliamentary delega-
tion who passed through Perth recently,
so one must accept it as being reasonably
correct. I understand it is a fairly new
tax, and I just throw that in for good
measure; because, apparently, they are
not daunted by the percentages that we
apply in this State; and, in fact, they have
gone up much higher.

Mr. Evans: I wonder how the license
fees and stamp duties compare.

Mr. COURT: The situation in South
Australia and Western Australia is so dif-
ferent, and I invite the attention of mem-
bers; to the report of the Betting Control
Board in South Australia for the year
ended the 30th June, 1957. On page 9
of the report is Part VI, which is a sche-
dule showing the percentages of results to
bookmakers, and herein lies the key to the
great difference between the two States:
and the Position has not changed
markedly since the matter was the subject
of controversy in 1956, so far as the rela-
tive precentages are concerned.

These are the percentages of gross profit
on turnover in South Australia on-course
operations: Par local racing it was 2.35 per
cent., local trotting 4.73 per cent., local
coursing 3.31 per cent., all on-course local
meetings 2.87 per cent. The next figure
is particularly interesting. The percent-
age for interstate was 9.77 per cent.-that
is still for betting on the course. The total
for all on-course operations in South Aus-
tralia was 4.10 per cent. Now we turn to
the premises operations in South Austra-
lia.

Mr. Heal: Is that gross or net profit?
Mr. COURT: They refer to it as the

gross profit. As regards premises opera-
tions, the figures are as follows:-Local
racing 3.64 per cent., interstate racing
13.18 Per cent., and total all premises bet-
ting 7.85 per cent. It is a great differ-
ence, and I think the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition dwelt on this when he
made his own contribution earlier tonight

-the fact that the grass Profit percentage
in South Australia was higher in the pre-
mises than for the on-course activities.

Mr. Tonkin: I said about 6 per cent.
higher.

Mr. COURT:- Yes.
Mr. Evans: Have You seen the licensed

Premises in Port Pinie and compared them
with those in Western Australia?

Mr. COURT: We then turn to the rela-
tive activities in the two States, and we
have to bear In mind that the two profit
earners in South Australia are Interstate
racing, whether It be on-course or off-
course, and premises betting. If we take
Part I of the report we find an analysis
of the South Australian Betting, and there
they have a total betting activity on-
course and off-course of £29,932,394-
nearly £30,000,000. But the sum total of
all premises bookmaking and betting In
South Australia is only £655,633-not
£1,000,000. It Is comparatively unimport-
ant in their scheme of things. And we
have to bear in mind that premises book-
making is by far the more profitable and,
furthermore, Eastern States betting is
more profitable than local betting.

Mr. Tonkin: But what is your point?
That has already been said.

Mr. COURT: You just listen for a
minute.

Mr. Tonkin: I cannot follow you up to
date. I cannot see your point.

Mr. COURT: I don't expect you to
follow me.

Mr. Tonkin: DEon't start that business.
Mr. COURT: The Deputy Leader of

the Opposition has his mind fixed very
firmly on his own opinion in regard to
this matter, as he had on a previous occa-
sion, and he will not brook any other
interpretation.

Mr. Tonkin: Tell us when you get to
the point, if I don't see it.

Mr. Hawke., Yes, if you get to the point.
tell us.

Mr. COURT: The total turnover in
Western Australia for 1959 was £24,347,433,
of which the off-course turnover was
£17,249,457. That is the profitable part of
the operations. The on-course operations
are less profitable, for reasons which have
been expounded in this Chamber on many
occasions.

Mr. Tonkin: I thought you said the off -
course punter made no contribution to
racing.

Mr. COURT: Who said he did not make
a contribution?

Mr. Tonkin: You did.
Mr. COURT: I would not say the off -

course punter, particularly; but the off-
course betting system has been ruinous so
far as racing is concerned.
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Mr. Tonkin: You said that justification
for the investment tax was that the off -
course punter made no contribution to
racing.

Mr. COURT: He makes no direct contri-
bution.

?&' H{awke: Much!
Mr. Tonkin: The figures you just quoted

show that he pays far more than the man
who goes to the rates.

Mr. COURT: The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition Is so amazing sometimes that
he really worries me.

Mr. Tonkin: There you go again!
Mr. COURT: I have not yet said any-

thing about contributions. I have given the
off-course betting figure for Western Aus-
tralia which was £17,249,457.

Mr. Evans: Isn't that significant?
Mr, COURT: That was out of a total of

£.24,347,433. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has admitted and, in fact, has
submitted to this House that off-course
betting operations are more profitable than
on-course operations. In South Australia
off-course betting is comparatively un-
important-the figure was less than
£1,000,000 for a year. But where those
activities are projected Into Western Aus-
tralia, they become the predominant force.
Actually, it goes further than that because
we have already seen this from evidence
upon which the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition places such reat reliance, in
respect of South Australia-that their
interstate betting either on course or off
course is the most profitable activity; and
we find, In Western Australia, that of the
off-course turnover for 1058-59 Eastern
States racing was 44.47 per cent. of the
total.

Therefore, there are those two great
factors in favour of the S.P. bookmakers in
Western Australia: the great incidence of
off -course betting, which is more profitable
than an-course betting: and the great
incidence of Eastern States betting, which
is more profitable than local racing. Those
two great factors are predominant in this
particular issue in Western Australia, and
they are sufficient justification for the off-
course bookmakers in this State paying
more tax than they do in any other State.
I support the Bill-

MER. FLETCHER (Fremantie) [11.201: I
oppose the tax rate which the Premier pro-
poses to impose by the amendments con-
tained in this Bill.

Mr. Hawke: The Minister forgot to
reach that point he was talking about.

Mr. FLETCHER: I missed the point my-
self.

Mr. Court: I will send the Leader of the
Opposition a certified copy.

Mr. FLETCHER: The whole point is that
the Minister did not make it.

Mr. Evans: There was no point at all.
Mr. FLETCHER: In all seriousness, I

would point out that the Premier has sug-
gested that, by this Bill he will impose the
maximum tax which he considers the
industry is able to bear. In my opinion, he
would have been better advised to impose a
minimum tax oi, say, 1 per cent. and then
review the results of such a tax in 12
months' time, instead of creating a great
deal of damage, which will be created by
the imposition of this excessive tax.

Mr. Court: Are you suggesting that the
existing tax should be halved?

Mr. FLETCHER: Unlike the Minister for
Works, who considered he could not see any
reasoning in the analysis made by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, I thought
that analysis was very informative, There
is a distinction between the case outlined
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and that advanced by the Minister for
Industrial Development. To me, the case
put forward by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition was crystal clear.

Unlike the member for Claremont, I can
appreciate the case for the imposition of a
tax of 2.98 Per cent. on those who have a
turnover of £50,000, as distinct from the
imposition of 1.48 per cent. on approxi-
mately eight times that turnover, which
would be £400,000. The net profit of 1.48
per cent. on a total turnover of £400,000
would be much greater than a profit of 2.98
Per cent. on a turnover of £50,000. I think
It is quite reasonable to expect that the
business with the larger turnover would
carry much greater overhead in the way of
telephone rentals, shops rentals, wages,
etc. There would also be a greater respon-
sibility borne by the bookmaker conduct-
ing that shop. One could compare this
situation with that of the corner shop
competing against Charlie Carter's. The
small corner shop would sell only a few
dozen bottles of tomato sauce every week
compared to say Charlie Carter's, which
would sell thousands of bottles a week.

I am not interested in racing. But I
will argue the merits or demerits of the
case to the best of my ability against those
who have a knowledge of racing. I1
wish to draw the attention of mem-
bers to a feature article which appeared
on page 4 of today's Issue of The West
Australin. It is headed, "Why do People
Gamble?" The article reads as follows:-

Psychologists, both amateur and
professional, have been trying for
generations to explain why people
gamble. One theory is that-

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Crom-
melln): Order! Does the honourable
member intend to relate this article to the
taxing Bill?

Mr. FLETCHER: Yes, Mr. Deputy
Speaker. However, If You refuse to allow
me to read this article, I will merely refer
members to it, because I have made MY
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Point. I think the Government Is exploit-
ing the fact that people will gamble. This
is a dragnet kind of Bill which is tied
up with the other complementary meas-
ures. The taxes proposed in it will rebound
on the public. There is only a limited
amount of spending money available, and
the ordinary man in the street cannot
afford to attend the racecourse. Con-
sequently, we have to recognise that bet-
ting shops are inevitable. They have been
brought about by what one may regard
as "buyer resistance" on the part of the
punter. In other words, those who like
to have a bet create buyer resistance
against patronising the racecourse, because
they are unable to pay the high admission
fee. This has resulted in a drop in race-
course attendances.

I would like to put forward the case of
many retired people. Some members may
take exception to my mentioning pen-
sioners. However, there are many pen-
sioners who own their own homes-even
invalids-who regard S.P. shops as places
of entertainment, because they are unable
to attend the racecourse. The member
for Bunbury is looking at me with a sneer
on his face, apparently implying that I
am exploiting the pensioners to bolster
up my argument, but I am merely quot-
ing a fact.

Mr. Roberts: It was a smile on my face
and not a sneer.

Mr. FLETCHER: I assumed it was a
sneer. It would be typical of the honour-
able member if it were. These pensioners
may lay a bet of 2s. 6d. on a horse; and
if they are fortunate, they might make a
return of 5s. If they do, they often shout
their fellow Pensioner a drink and consider
they have had a good day. The only
trouble they get into is when they return
home late. I only wish the public would
devote more attention to serious matters
instead of racing. Apparently the majority
of the public are not conscious of the
fact that this Bill will impose an extra tax
on the S.P. bookmaker; but, in effect, the
punter will Pay it. If the public were
better acquainted with politics and knew
political form as well as they know racing
form, the members opposite would he in
perpetual Opposition.

Mr. Hawke: They would have to go out
'working for a living.

Mr. W. A. Manning: What would the
member for Fremantle be doing?

Mr. FLETCHER: I did not hear that
interjection, but probably Hansard did- In
all probability it was not funny. At pre-
sent the public are being taxed on drink.
cigarettes, tobacco, and bets; and, In addi-
tion, are being attacked. Apparently, the
Government considers them to be easy-
game. The &-P. shops at present in exist-
ence are in great public demand, but these
proposed taxes could close many of the
smaller betting shops.

Unlike the tax on hire-purchase agree-
ments, which the vendor is Supposed to
asbort, the SFP. bookmaker conducting a
small betting shop could be driven out of
his business by being forced to absorb the
betting investment tax. For example, his
clerks could become so busy that they
would not have time to deduct the Gd. or
3d. tax trout the punter's winnings. As a
result somebody who wished to bet with
them might do so on the condition they
did absorb it. If the smaller betting shop
did not fall into line, it would go out of
business, and the people I have mentioned
earlier would suffer in consequence. I
am concerned about the man in the street,
not about the man in the expensive club.
I resent this further imposition of taxa-
tion on the people I represent; and, accord-
ingly, I oppose the measure in its entirety.

MR. MAY (Collie) 111.313: I feel very
loth to intrude on this debate, because I
must admit straight away that I do not
understand the ramifications of betting
and horse-racing, 'and the activities of off -
course punters. Having listened to the
Minister for Railways I now feel that had
he and I been attending school together
at the moment we would have both been In
the same class, because I am satisfied that
he knows as much about the matter as I
do; and that is very little.

What the Leader of the Opposition said
in his second reading speech was that the
evolution of sport in all directions has
been the main cause of the downfall of
the racing clubs. I believe that to be
so; because the younger generation which
would normally be following the older
people who attend race meetings now do
not do that, because they have other
sports to occupy their time. As a con-
sequence, the number of people attending
race meetings has fallen considerably
Irrespective of whether off-course punters
are involved or not.

I feel that the majority of the people
who constitute the off-course bettors are
those who are not in a position to go to
the races in any case. Added to this num-
ber are those outside the metropolitan
area who are unable to attend race meet-
ings, plus those in the country who cannot
attend these meetings every Saturday be-
cause it is beyond their power to do so.
Any knowledge that I may have of this
Industry-as it has been called by some:.
and I suppose it is an industry-has been
gained by conversation with country book-
makers and country people who bet.

I have come to the conclusion that if
this legislation is to be put into effect, Lt
will have the result explained to me last
Sunday morning by people who read the
details of the proposed legislation in the
country edition of The West Australian
on Saturday morning. These people con-
vinced me that at least some of the coun-
try bookmakers would go out of existence,
and that a considerable number Of people
who bet at present will cease doing so.
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Gambling being almost hereditary
amongst Australians, they will find some
other method of satisfying their desire to
gamble, or it is possible that we may find
the betting business will again go under-
ground. On the other hand they may find
an outlet in two-up schools, gaming
houses, and things of tha ane Ia
convinced, at least by the circles in which
I move on weekends, that this legislation
will have a disastrous effect on the present
income of the Treasury from off-course
bookmakers and their bettors generally.

I have no doubt about that. I will
not quote figures as has been done by
other members, because I maintain that
one can make figures do anything one
wants, I was surprised when the Minister
for Railways said that nobody Is able to
compute the income of off-course or on-
course bookmakers. Yet we find that this
legislation and the tax involved in it are
supposed to be based on what is termed
their income. I cannot for the life of
me see how that can be asserted or assessed
by anyone, particularly if it is impossible
for the Treasury officers to ascertain the
correct income of bookmakers. How can
we say with any certainty what Is going
to happen as a result of this legislation
with reference to off-course bookmakers
and those who bet with them?

From my conversation last weekend with
people who deal I n this business every week,
I am convinced that as a taxing measure
this legislation is overloaded against the
off-course bookmaker and the off-course
punter; and, as a result, I am not prepared
to support it. One can imagine the job a
bookmaker will have if somebody comes
along and asks for 2s. for a place treble
on a horse. One only has to consider the
matter to appreciate the time that will be
taken by the bookmaker's clerk to work
out the tax he will have to collect from
the individual concerned.

It will be a pretty difficult job for a
country bookmaker to collect that tax from
the person making the bet. If a person
says, "I want 2s. 6d. on a certain horse,"
and the bookmaker says, "That will cost
you 3d. or 6d." as the case may be, the
punter may well reply, "I am not going to
pay it," This will mean that the book-
maker will have to deduct It from the
amount of the bet placed. I understand
that in a lot of place betting carried out
now the punter receives less than the
amount he invests on the horse securing
a place.

The proposals contained in the Bill will
not bring about increased attendances at
the racecourses. The desired effect on the
off-course bookmakers and punters, as
hoped for by the Treasurer, will not be
gained. Some consideration should be
given to what I am submitting. Person-
ally, I would not mind if races were not
held at all, but I am concerned about the

person who enjoys S.P. punting as a week-
end diversion. If we tax the S.F. opera-
tors and punters out of existence-as I
feel sure these measures will-the Treas-
ury will gain nothing.

As I said when speaking on another
measure recently, there has hardly been
a sitting during this session of Parliament
when there was not a new tax introduced.
People are being taxed here, there, and
everywhere, and they are being taxed out
of existence, as these Bills will tax S..
operators and punters out of existence.
I do not know enough about racing to
speak at any great length on the sub-
ject. I do not want to become entangled
with the figures which have been placed
before us by the off-courra bookmakers
and by the Treasurer when he introduced
the Bill.

As members of Parliament we have a
responsibility to that section of the pub-
lic who Indulge in S.F. betting as a form
of recreation, in the same way as other
people indulge in swimming, cricket or
the cinema. That is their form of week-
end relaxation. We should be reasonable
in our approach and ensure that those
participating in S.Y. betting as a relaxa-
tion should not be penalised to the ex-
tent proposed under the Bill.

The member for Mt. Lawley compared
the attendances at the race club with
those of the trotting club. He expressed
the view that trotting was conducted on
a much better footing. I can see one
reason for that. The sporting events over
the week-end are held in the daytime,
such as cricket, football, and yachting. As
a consequence, the people, especially the
younger generation, prefer to participate
in those sports during Saturday after-
noons.

In the evening, however, other than the
picture shows, there is very little amuse-
ment provided for the people. Naturally
a large number turn to the trotting meet-
ings. These are conducted under very
pleasant conditions in the summer time.
Without betting on the events one can
enjoy a pleasant evening at the trotting
course. One comes more into contact with
the people, and is not pushed around
by people rushing into the betting ring.
Comfortable seating accommodation is
provided as well as other amenities. All
this has a lot to do with the difference
in the attendance at trotting meetings, as
compared with the attendance at the
races. Taking a gener*l survey of the
situation, I feel that is one of the main
reasons for the difference In attendances.

There is another reason for the falling-
off in attendances at races and trots. In
the years following the last war, the in-
come of the people In this country was
higher than It is today. Many of them,
in particular the farmers who received
high prices for their wheat and wool,
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spent part of their income by attending
trotting and race meetings. Today, the
farmer has not the same amount of money
with which to gamble. Farmers. as well
as people in other walks of life, are en-
titled to gamble and to have a drink; but
in these days unless a farmer is well estab-
lished and has a fair holding, he has not
so much money to throw away on horse-
racing, after meeting his farming com-
mitments.

Generally speaking, many factors mili-
tate against the race clubs these days. I
have mentioned a few of the important
ones. I do not consider that if off-course
bookmaking was abolished there would be
any increase in attendance at the races.
Most people who participate in off-course
betting are not in a position to attend
the racecourses. It costs £El for a person
to go on to the course, but how many
people today earning the basic wage, or
a little in excess, can afford to go to the
races?

They cannot afford to go to the
courses, so they decide to spend the £1-
the charge for admission and transport-
on betting with the SFP. bookmaker. If
we go to the races Saturday after Satur-
day we will find that most of the patrons
are the same every Saturday. They con-
stitute a section of the community which
Is able to afford to attend the races. The
great majority of people in the metropoli-
tan area, who are in receipt of a low In-
come, are not able to go to the courses.
The people in the country arc not able to
attend the courses, whether or not they
have the money, because of the distance
involved.

It is my hope that the Government will
see the red light and agree to reduce the
scale of taxes it proposes to impose. That
can be done if the Bill gets into the Com-
mittee stage. It will be a sorry day for
this State If the people engaged in S.
bookmaking are taxed out of existence.
We will be sorry, because It will be the
mneans of bringing about some other form
of gambling.

I reserve the right to decide my vote
on the second reading debate. I warn
the Government that consideration should
be given to the effect of this measure on
the people who will be mostly concerned,
I cannot see how anyone, much less the
Government, can set down a scale of tax
in respect of a person whose income is
not known to him.

I reserve the right to east my vote in
the maniner I think fit at the second read-
ing. Ut the Bill should reach the Commit-
tee stage I hope some of the figures will
be amended In order to bring the measure
Into line with the situation as I know it
to be in the country betting shops and
with the people in the country who enjoy

MR. JAMIESON (Beeloo) [11.51]: A
few moments ago the Minister for Rail-
ways tried to make a point but failed
miserably. However, be made another
point which should be abundantly clear
to every member in this House. He was
prepared to accept figures in the report
of the Betting Control Board of South
Australia in regard to the financial con-
ditions that prevail In that State. In do-
ing that, he accepted the fact that the
returns of those bookmakers were authori-
tative and aulthentic.

On the other hand, he pointed out that
the majority of the bookmakers in this
State were dishonest about the returns
they put In with regard to taxation. The
Minister cannot have it both ways. He
must realise that the attitude of a group
of people in this State would be the same
as that of a group of people in South Aus-
tralia, who were in the same trade or
calling. If the figures submitted in taxa-
tion returns from bookmakers are not cor-
rect in this State, there is every reason
to believe that they would not be correct
so far as South Australia is concerned.

What did the Minister say? He said
that the firms which do the books for the
bookmakers in this State-reputable ac-
counting firms like C. P. Bird & Associates;
Hendry. Rae, and Court: and others-are
prepared to put In false returns on behalf
of the bookmakers to the Taxation De-
partment. I am not sure whether he was
really serious or not when he made that
statement, but that is what he said. We
have reached a sorry state of affairs if
reputable firms such as I have mentioned
are prepared to associate with people who
do not play the game with the Taxation
Department.

As was pointed out earlier in the debate.
it is true that people resent having to pay
taxation; and, in the main, they make
every endeavour to claim all the exemp-
tions they possibly can in connection with
their respective businesses, lfit is all right
to do that, say, In the motor trade or any
other trade, surely it is legitimate so tar
as bookmakers are concerned. I do not
profess to know the ramifications of the
taxation laws, but I should imagine if any
firm endeavoured to falsify the returns of
bookmakers it would not do that firm any
good as it would eventually be found out.

If the Minister is prepared to accept the
returns so far as South Australia is con-
cerned, he must accept those submitted
in Western Australia; as well as those
which were submitted under oath to the
Royal Commissioner who inquired into
this matter so recently.

Unlike the member for Collie, I do not
reserve my right to vote in the manner I
think fit when we reach the second read-
ing; I can say now that I am opposing the
Bill. The small bettor who has a 2s. 6d.
place bet or a 2s. Ed. straight-out bet will

JUIJS ASSEMLY.]
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have to pay an investment tax of 3d. which
is a tax of 10 per cent. That is unreason-
able; it is far too high for such a small
bettor to have to pay. It is scurrilous that
the Government should impose on such a
small range of betting the high rate of
10 per cent. taxation.

Various members have said that the
bookmakers can stand this and somebody
else can stand that; but surely we should
not expect people in the lower income
bracket to pay the rate of taxation pro-
Posed in this measure. Therefore, I oppose
the second reading.

MR. HALL (Albany) (11.561: A lot has
been said which is relevant; and a lot has
been said which is irrelevant. However.
there are two main measures before the
House. One is to amend the Betting Con-trol Act which was introduced by the
Hawke Labor Government; and it should
be complimented for having done so. The
other measure concerns the investment
tax which the previous speaker said would
bring hardship to the small investor.

In regard to the first matter, how much
can the racing game stand? What will be
the effect of the tax upon the racing game?
At one stage a ticket tax of 6d. in the E
was imposed under the Stamp Act, and
the effect of that tax was not too good.
Eventually that tax was repealed. Now,
another tax is to be imposed on the racing
game. As was asked by the Leader of the
Opposition: How much can the people
engaged in this industry stand?

After all is said and done, the money
which the wage-earner has to spend is
tied up with hire purchase; and I would
say that that is the position all over the
world. It is affecting other industries as
well as gambling; and it is making a severe
impact on the economy of all countries.
Bookmakers have to pay high rental
charges, high telephone charges, and high
award rates to clerks; and if there is a
falling off in their business this will have
a severe effect upon them. It is not im-
possible to imagine what will happen if
people are reluctant to pay the investment
tax. Bookmakers will suffer hardship, and
the Treasury and the racing clubs will
receive less income instead of being
assisted.

The country clubs, which I hope will
receive assistance from the W.A.T.C. by
way of reimbursement, will also suffer.
Therefore, there is a light to be watched-
a red light, as was pointed out by the
member for Collie. We believe that these
charges will cause a falling off in book-
makers' business. I have an article here
which was mentioned by the member for
Fremantle and to which the Deputy
Speaker took exception, but I do not
think there should be any Objection at all.
because it deals with gambling, and betting

is a form of gambling. The article is headed
"Why do People Gamble?" and portion of
it reads as follows:-

The intention, announced last week.
of the British Government to give
legalised gambling a trial, can be
commended therefore as at least realis-
tic.

That Illustrates that in England the
Government is trying to establish the laws
which exist at present here. In Victoria the
tote system is doomed. In New South Wales
the system does not seem to be effective
either. Our legislation today provides us
with the right means of catering for the
people, but we have to make sure we do
not ruin the industry-and it is an
industry, taking into consideration all those
who gain a livelihood from it. What is
more, it is a big industry and it should be
protected and looked after carefully.

Pr'om the revenue that Is raised we are
led to believe that a portion will go back to
the W.A.T.C. In today's paper there was
an article about the improvements which
the W.AJX.C. will offer. Part of this
article is as follows:-

The W.A.T.C. committee decided
yesterday that when extra money from
proposed amendments to betting legis-
lation is made available to the club.
modern starting gates will be intro-
duced, admittance charges reduced and
stake money increased.

Other changes Proposed are a reduc-
tion in the Price of beer at courses, the
provision of more feature races to en-
courage owners back into racing and
better amenities for racegoers in the
enclosure and leger reserves.

During and after the war when condi-
tions were lucrative, we heard no complaint
from the racing clubs or bookmakers. In
those days it was a job to get a license.
What happened during that period? Now
we come to the stage when that money
has been spent. No provision was made
for the future. Now they want us to re-
imburse them and to give them assistance.

It was mentioned in the article I just
quoted that the price of beer at the courses
will be reduced. If that were to happen in
the hotels we would have the price control
officers investigating the matter very
quickly.

Dealing with the attack on the small
punter or the person of least possible
means, the member for f'remantle men-
tioned Pensioners. I recently visited a
home to sign some Papers for an old lady.
She asked me to Put a 2s. Ed. bet on a horse
for her on MY way back. She would have
to pay 3d. on that bet. When we look at
the number of old People In homes we find
there are 914 of them In the metropolitan
area, without considering other people who
are infirm and who use the telephone for
their bets. They will pay 3d. tax on a bet
of 2s. 6d. and then if they use the phone



they will have to pay 4d. for the call.
Therefore they will be taxed 7d. on a 2s. 6d.
bet.

The Person who bets on all the races
from Queensland down to South Australia
and then on the local races will have a
terrific tax to pay. It would probably
need a Philadelphia lawyer to work out
the amount at the end of the day. During
the week these People use their spare time
to study the form so that they can have
their little investment at the week-end;
and that is their relaxation.

The investment tax is the core of the
trouble. I wonder what would happen if
we produced a tax on people attending
church. That would be a completely sec-
tional tax. By imposing a sectional tax
we are penalising the person who wants to
have Pleasure, and because it is a sectional
tax I cannot support the Bill.

MR. BRAND (Greenough-Treasurer-
in reply) L12.5 am.]: The member who
had Just resumed his seat spoke about the
People who bet for Pleasure. We are not
endeavouring to stop them in any shape
or form. They will be quite able to bet
if they can afford to, whether they be
big or small bettors-S5s. Punters or £200
Punters. It will be their business entirely.
The honourable member also instanced the
case of an old lady who wanted to have
a 2s. 6d. bet. Dealing with the question
of the investment tax, which I did include
in the explanation of the first Bill, the
Government considered that this tax
should be applied and could be applied
without any great hardship. It will be
3d. on bets up to £1, and 6d. on bets over
E1 on the off-course punter who other-
wise has to pay nothing whatever for the
entertainment-that is, if we like to put
it that way.

The man who puts on his slippers and
a pair of slacks on a Saturday morning
and goes down to have his bet is free to
do so, but we felt that as we required
some contribution to be made to the clubs,
this was the medium through which it
could be achieved. For that reason we
decided that not only would the invest-
ment tax be Imposed in the metropolitan
area, but also in the country. As I ex-
plained, the distribution which will be
ultimately made as the result of the imi-
Position of these various tax measures and
changes, will mean that In most country
centres the amount of money which will
be derived from the tax-based on last
year's figures-will go back to those coun-
try towns and enable the racing clubs In
the Particular districts to offer better class
facilities for the people, and generally pro-vide 'meetings that will be worth while
and well run.

A great deal has been said about the
advice the Government received in regard
to the turnover tax. The Leader of the
Opposition was correct in saying that we
have decided as a Government upon the

increased tax and the change in the
system of the turnover tax. At the time
we dealt with the matter there was in
existence a flat rate of 2 per cent. tax on
turnover on the small man and the large
man, and we felt that there should be
an increase. The point of view of the
Leader of the Opposition was that it would
be a heavy charge on the small bookmaker
or the man with the small turnover.

As has already been mentioned here to-
night, four of the so-called small book-
makers from a large provincial town have
written in and submitted their case, and
they have said that it will be heavy on
the small man but they have suggested
an increase in the scale of taxation up
to 6j per cent. on the big man. It will
be seen on the other side, in the submis-
sion from Mr. Humphrys on behalf of the
bookmakers' association, that it is con-
sidered that the small man will not be
hit as hard as the big man with the big
turnover, and that the latter will ulti-
mately run into a loss.

So there is a great deal of confusion,
even within our own ranks. From the
many inquiries I have made from various
people, including bookmakers, it seemed to
me that the 3 per cent. was expected.
In view of all the circumstances and facts
pointed out by the Minister for Works,
and the ability of bookmakers to pay
heavily for goodwill in the transfer of
betting shops; and the fact that they were
prepared to pay very large sums for sites
for betting shops, not knowing what the
future held; and knowing only that at the
end of 1960 the legislation had to be re-
viewed, and renewed if the Government
of the day so desired, I think these pro-
posals are justified.

I repeat that the people concerned knew
very well that there would possibly be a
change in the taxing system: and the off-
course betting people must bear in mind
that they do not contribute a great deal
towards the production of anything worth-
while in the community because of the
kind of industry or business which It is:
and it attracts attention-

Mr. Rowberry: What do the on-course
bookmakers contribute to the industry?

Mr. BRAND: Very little. I repeat that
this is the type of industry which attracts
attention and should carry heavy taxation.
After consideration, and having put for-
ward many scales which were investigated
by Treasury officers and returned to
Cabinet for discussion, the scale contained
in the Bill now before us was decided upon.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition made
great play on the fact that I said it was
an experiment. Perhaps, in the real sense
of the word, it was indeed an experiment:
because we were not only Making changes
in the taxing rates, but were also chang-
Ing the system and method of assisting
the clubs and of transferring large sums
of money to the clubs.
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We believe that in the ensuing period,
between now and when the Government
of the day must consider a further re-
newal of the legislation, we should have
regard to the facts that will be before us
as the result of the application of the new
law.

In regard to the stamp duty, which has
hitherto been id. per ticket, and in regard
to which the Bill provides an impost of
ltd. on bets up to £1 and 3d. on bets over
£1, again the smaller bookmakers have
made a suggestion-that It should be a6
flat rate of lid. Yet tonight we have heard
members opposite say that this provision
would be an imposition on the smaller
bookmaker because of the many small bets
that he takes. In spite of that, the same
bookmakers are prepared to accept a fiat
rate of lid. For some strange reason, best
known to themselves, they do not like the
idea of 3d. being paid by the man who is
able to risk £1; and so the whole matter
is very confusing.

in the course of any utterances I have
made in this regard, I have made it clear
that the figures I have given to the House
are based on the figures available to us
over the past year. They are all based on
a full year's operations. Admittedly there
has been a decrease in the overall turn-
over in betting in Western Australia; and
I have no doubt that it will decrease fur-
ther; and, if it does, so much the better.
I can assure the House that the Govern-
ment will be very watchful, however, for
any re-establishment of the old order of
illegal betting. Some members opposite
have suggested that the small-town book-
makers will be forced out of business.

Mr. Rowberry: It is possible.
Mr. BRAND: Of course; but is there

any illegal betting going on in towns where
there is no bookmaker? There will be a
careful watch kept on those people. There
are many persons in various parts of the
State who have not off-course betting
facilities, but who can use the telephone
to ring the nearest bookmaker if they are
really anxious to bet.

Mr. Fletcher: You are taking too big
a bite of the cherry.

Mr. BRAND: It is not the desire of the
Government to encourage betting at all;
but if by any chance those who are in-
terested in racing are attracted back to
the course, so much the better. No doubt
a, great deal will be said during the Com-
mittee stage of this Bill-

Mr. Jamieson: If those people do not
go back to the course, the Government will
keep the racing clubs going.

Mr. BRAND: Coming from the member
for Beeloo, that is only a wild guess. He
might well be asked why his own Govern-
ment made the arrangement to keep the
racing clubs going.

Mr. Jamieson: That was a temporary
measure only.

Mr. BRAND: The fact was that the
Treasurer of that day felt he had some
responsibility to help them over a difficult
situation; and he endeavoured to keep
theta going. We cardied that anrangement
on until we were able to place before the
House the present proposals, which it will
accept or reject. It is not the intention
of the Government, in the event of the Bill
being rejected, to keep handing out money
ad Utb to the Turf Club or any other club
by way of subsidy, in order to keep it run-
ning as it is at present. I trust that the
House will support the Bill, because I
believe that the Provisions It contains are
worth supporting.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In1 Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr.
Roberts) in the Chair; Mr. Brand (Trea-
surer) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed.
Clause 4-Sections 16A, 16B and 1C

added:-
Mr. HAWKE: I am more than a little

concerned at the great amount of financial
buttressing which is to be given to the
Turf club, and to a lesser extent to the
Trotting Association, as compared with
the niggardly amount of additional assis-
tance which is to be given to country rac-
ing and trotting clubs. When replying to
the second reading debate the Treasurer
said that it was not the Policy of the
Government to encourage gambling. But
when we get down to brass tacks, we must
admit that both the Turf Club and the
Trotting Association carry on large-scale
gambling activities.

That is their business. Every Saturday
afternoon in Perth the Turf Club Pro-
motes a large-scale gambling effort, and
on most Saturday nights the Trotting As-
sociation does the same thing. What else
do they do at their racing and trotting
meetings? I have said here before that
if the legal right to gamble were taken
from these racing and trotting meetings,
nobody, except perhaps a half-dozen old
enthusiasts who have a real love for
horses, would attend. So obviously the
Turf Club and the Trotting Association
in particular are organisations which exist
almost only for the purpose of organising
great gambling carnivals.

Under these proposals the Government
intends to raise from £8,700 to £183,000
the amount of money which the Turf Club
will receive. That is a terrific increase,
and it is a huge sum for a Government to
hand out to an organisation whose main
Purpose is to promote gambling in the
community. It is a large fortune. The
Government proposes to increase the
amount paid to the Trotting Association
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from £5,000 to £47,000 per annumn. To
enable the Government to do this, off-
course punters will be slugged heavily.
This glamorously named investment tax
will provide the Government with approxi-
mately £260,000 per annum.

Mr. May: They hope.
Mr. HAWKE: That is big money.

whether It is collected in threepences, six-
pences or shillings, and I would think that
off -course punters would have every cause
for objecting to this proposed impost.
They would have every legitimate right
to object to paying it, and doing what
they could to avoid paying It, so long
as what they did was not dishonest.

I thought the winning bets tax was
pretty vicious because It was imposed on
punters who quite often finished up having
a losing day; but because they had a win-
ning bet in one race they had to hand
out the appropriate amount of winning
bets tax on that collection, even though
at the end of the day they found them-
selves on the wrong side of the ledger.
The proposed investment tax on off-course
punters is a losing bets tax as well as a
winning bets tax, and so it is many times
worse than the old winning bets tax be-
cause it slugs the punter when he loses:
and, of course, he loses most of the time.
As was pointed out earlier, he is likely to
lose much more by betting off-course than
by betting on-course, and the reasons for
that are obvious.

When we look at the comparative
amounts which are to be made available
to country racing and trotting clubs, the
injustice of what the Government pro-
poses to do for the Turf Club, and to a
lesser extent for the Trotting Association,
becomes all the more clear and objection-able. We know of quite a number of rac-
ing clubs in country districts which have
gone out of existence altogether since the
war. We also know of a number of courn-
try racing clubs which are still in existence
but which are battling to balance their
accounts. It can be said with complete
Justification that some racing clubs in
country districts have been able to carry
on only because individuals have put
money far beyond their membership fees
into the clubs.

If the Government intends to pay
£133,000 per annumn to the Turf Club, it
ought seriously to consider the justice of
cutting the amount down considerably, and
paying to country racing clubs the amount
taken from the Turf Club figure. Give
them a go! Give them a bit of a lift
and a chance to offer larger stakes! No-
body could possibly justify the payment
by the Government, from tax received, of
£133,000 a year to the Western Australian
Turf Club. It is an outrageous proposal!

Mr. Jamtieson: They will get a new
members' bar out of that.

Mr. HAWKE: New members' bar! They
will not have to adulterate their whisky
out there when they get this £133,000 from
the Government! I hope some of the
Ministers will try to Justify this proposal.
It does not even have any relationship to
need.

I do not know whether the Ministers are
trying to put themselves In big with people
prominent on the turf club. I think it
was the member for Mt. Lawley who re-
ferred to the publicity that racing clubs
received campsared with that received by
trotting clubs. Everybody who is aware
of what Is going on will know the reason
for that. At that time the Chairman of
the Western Australian Turf Club was also
the Chairman of Directors of West Aus-
tralian Newspapers Ltd.

We know that The West Australian has
given the off-course bookmakers a lot of
adverse publicity ever since they were
licensed. The main reason for that is
that Parliament, by the statute that was
passed setting up the betting control sys-
tern, prohibited the off-course bookmakers
from advertising. if that had not been
done, this morning newspaper of which I
speak would have been as much in the
corner of the S.P. off -course bookmakers
as it is in the corner of the Swan Brewery
which, of course, is not prohibited by law
from advertising, and which advertises
very freely in the columns of The West
Australian and the Daily News.

Their immunity from adverse publicity
can be bought from The West Australian
provided the law does not prohibit It. That
is the essence of that situation. No doubt,
when the Estimates are under discussion
and when questions are put to Ministers
in relation to some financial requirement
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund, they
will tell us that the request cannot be
agreed to because the money is not avail-
able. Yet under this Bill the Minister
proposes to hand over £133,000 a year to
the turf club!

This is a bolstering up of one racing club
-which is certainly the largest in the State
-whilst the Government is letting down
the other racing clubs and the other trot-
ting clubs with a wallop. The Ministers
might say, quite correctly, that they are
applying a formula in this matter. If that
is so, let us alter the formula and the basis
of distribution and bring about some fair
play. If the Government proposes to hand
out all this money to racing and trotting
clubs, it should give the smaller clubs a fair
deal.

The CHAIRMAN: The honourable mem-
ber's time has expired.

Mr. HAWKE: Would I have an oppor-
tunity to speak again later on, provided
another member precedes me?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes.

3012
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Mr. TONKIN: I hope the Government
does not consider it is absolutely wedded to
the Proposals in the Hill and will have some
regard for experiences elsewhere and the
fact that increased racing taxation has
resulted in a reduced amount of revenue
from that source.

Mr. Brand: Therefore, we will not have
the money for the turf club or the country
clubs.

Mr. TONKIN: The Government will have
less than the amount it gets now; but if
the taxation is not imposed at such a high
rate it will not create this onerous burden
in such places, and the Government Will
obtain more money than it will under
these proposals. I have here a copy of the
Eighth Annual Report and Accounts of the
Totalisator and Agency Board in New
Zealand. That board has made some
pertinent statements in regard to taxa-
tion on racing and the consequences of
increasing racing taxation. The report
states-

Cost of Betting-Statutory
Deductions

At the present time the various
statutory deductions from totalisator
turnover amount to 17.35 per cent,,which is about 3s. 6d. in the E. These
deductions almost entirely constitute
the cost of betting, and to maintain
any given level of totalisator turnover
they must be replaced from the current
incomes of those people who bet.

Amount of Betting-Reinvestment
and Dividends

The maximum proportion of totahi-
sator investments in any pool available
for dividends is 82.65 per cent. The
amount of money used by the public
in betting on racing Is used more than
once and forms a revolving fund. The
money flows from all the bettors,
through the totalisator, and then back
to them in the form of dividends. This
money is reinvested from race to race
on the course and from race-day to
race-day off the course.

If the Government were to increase
racing taxation, the rates of deduction
would be higher and the amount avail-
able for dividends-and, consequently,
reinvestment-would be less. A reduc-
tion In the amount available for rein-
vestment would therefore depress the
level of turnover.

The equilibrium level of totalisator
turnover is that at which the amount
taken by way of deductions is balanced
by the amount of money injected from
the current incomes of the bettors.
Should the amount of the deductions
be increased because of an increase
in Government taxation, and not
balanced by an increased volume of
injections, then the level of totalisator
turnover would fall.

Consequences of Increased Racing
Taxation

The consequences of an increase in
racing taxation are many and varied.
Since the amount that the public can
and do pay for their betting is limited.
an increase in the level of deductions
will not call forth extra money. This
means that the incidence of an in-
creased racing tax would fall upon the
racing industry. As the totalisator
turnover fell, total deductions would
continue to be of the same amount,
although levied at a higher rate. This
would result in a reallocation of the
deductions for, as the Government's
share of the total deductions increased,
so would the Club's share decrease.

Although the Government's share of
total deductions would be increased, in
the long run the actual amount of
Government revenue would remain at
about present levels. The incomes of
the Clubs would, however, be reduced
owing to the increased share going to
the Government.

The resulting reduction in Club in-
comes would be reflected in a lowering
of the standards of on-course amenities
and of stakes. This would inevitably
lead to a reduction in incomes for
jockeys, trainers and club employees.
Owners would not be able to afford to
race as many horses as today, and con-
sequently the size of fields and oppor-
tunities to bet would be reduced. The
thousands of persons dependent,
directly and indirectly, upon the sport
of racing and trotting would be detri-
mentally aff ected.

The level of turnover of the Totalisa-
tor Agency Hoard would also fall, and
this would lead to a consequent reduc-
tion in Income. The effect of this
would be to replace the surplus, which
is distributed entirely to the Clubs.
Contrary to the popular opinion that
the Clubs are wealthy, it should be
observed that prior to the distribution
of the Totalisator Agency Hoard's
annual surplus, less than 10 per cent.
of the Clubs showed a profit.

An increase in the rates of deduc-
tions would mean that the bookmakers'
margin of profit would be increased.

That refers to illegal bookmakers, of
course, because so far as the law is con-
cerned in New Zealand it is only the off -
course totalisator that is legalised. To
continue-

An increase in the rates of deduc-
tions would mean that the book-
makers' margin of profit would be in-
creased. 'This would give illegal book-
makers further incentives and would
probably result in a further extension
of the present widespread illegal
bookmaking, trotting and the evils
associated with credit betting.
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Those who imagine the off-course tote
is the complete answer are in for a shock
when they see a statement from the
Totalisator Agency Board that there is
widespread illegal bookmaking in New Zea-
land as, of course, those of us who have
been there know very well there is. To
continue the quote-

Supporting evidence for this belief
is available from the case of Singa-
pore, where increased totalisator de-
ductions led to increased illegal book-
making and reduced totalisator turn-
over on the course.

Conclusions
The imposition of further racing

taxes for Government revenue pur-
poses would not be justified, as the
very nature of totalisator betting pre-
cludes a proportional increase in
revenue.

It is obvious that an increase in de-
ductions consequent upon an increase
in racing taxation would, in effect.
reduce the effectiveness of the Totali-
sator Agency Board by further reward-
ing and encouraging the already ram-
pant illegal bookmaker. This would
happen, not because the position de-
termined by Public referendum in
1948 has been reviewed and found to
need alteration, but because the
unique aspects of totalisator betting
had been overlooked.

The point is that as dividends of the
totalisator on the course are reduced it
means that the off-course bookmaker pays
the winning bettors lesser amounts, be-
cause he pays on the tote dividend; and,
therefore, any additional taxation which
results in a reduction of dividend is of
benefit to the off-course bookmaker. That
is why I argued that no attempt should be
made to put an impost on the off -course
punter, because he is already getting less
in his place betting than he ought to be
receiving by virtue of the fact that the
totalisator on course pays substantial
taxes and, therefore, the dividend is lower
than It would be if the taxes were not so
high on course.

If we made our taxes on the course
still higher than they are now the re-
sultant dividend would be lower, and that
would be an increase to the off-course
punter. If the Government is to get more
money to assist the clubs, that money
should come from the off-course book-
maker and not the punter. In deciding
the amount to be imposed on the off -
course punter we must have proper re-
gard to the situation and not impose on
him a figure which it is impossible for
him to Pay. That Is the only matter to
be determined. If it is approached reason-
ably and fairly and information sought
from the People in a position to know,
there is no doubt that the Government
could arrive at the correct figure which
in my view would be substantially less

than this. It would be fairer for the
Government to impose taxation in a way
that The West Australian thought it had,
namely, in a manner similar to income
tax, where, as one's income rises, one pays
a higher level of tax.

Do not impose a higher rate on the
total turnover but, say, from £100,000 to
£150,000 impose a higher rate in excess
Of £100,000; from £150,000 to £:200,000,
impose a higher rate in excess of £150,000;
and so on. The Government will get as
much money as it is getting now and it
will impose a rate of taxation which can
be borne. Its revenue will still be sub-
stantial, and I think it could avoid the
criticism which it must expect at the
moment-that this proposition is unreal
and unfair. That is worth considering, be-
cause I am convinced the Government
feels it is not an unfair rate. On the
other hand I am just as sure it is an un-
fair rate. The only way it could be set-
tled is to have the matter considered by
People who have a thorough knowledge
of the position and who could ascertain
just what the bookmakers are able to
bear and how the tax ought to be applied.
That would be a far more satisfactory
proposition than the one we have before
US.

Mr. BRAND: I point out to the Leader
of the Opposition, who has placed so much
emphasis on the £133,000 to be paid to the
Turf Club, that he lauded the South Aus-
tralian Government, a truly Liberal
Government, in doing the right thing about
price control. That was the glorious
example that State set, he said.

South Australia also set another
example. It collected £1,320,152 from rac-
ing, as against the £1,415,175 anticipated
to be collected in Western Australia,
South Australia returned 43 per cent, of
that money to the racing bodies, but West-
ern Australia is giving back 32 per cent.
to the clubs under the new formula. In
all, this State will return £461,928, includ-
ing the revenue which the clubs now re-
ceive, plus the amount proposed under
the new legislation. In the very conserva-
tive State of South Australia, the Govern-
ment is handing back £566,724 to the clubs.
In Victoria £888,000, or 30 per cent., was
handed back. In New South Wales
£1,291,000, or 30 per cent., was handed
back. In Queensland £227,634, or 41 per
cent., was handed back. In the small State
of Tasmania £269,027, representing 54 per
cent., was handed back. These were the
amounts which were handed back to the
clubs from the revenue derived from both
on-course and off-course betting taxes.

The move in this State is not therefore
extraordinary. The Leader of the Opposi-
tion stated that the Government was not
being fair to the racing clubs in the coun-
try, and he made a sweeping statement
that many country clubs had closed down;
but I do not know of any. In Albany last
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year the club received £117 as its propor-
tion of the tax; this year under the esti-
mated proportion of the new formula, it is
proposed that the club shall receive
£1,609. The Government paid the Ashbur-
ton club £19 last year, and this year we
expect to pay it £169. The Moora club last
year received £21, and this year it Is pro-
posed to pay it £193. These clubs hold one
race meeting a year; and in spite of its
wealth, the Moora club would be happy
to receive £193 this year.

The Northampton club last year received
£36, and this year it is proposed to pay it
£337. Last year the Northam racing club
received £212, and it Is proposed to pay
it £1,926 this year. The Pinjarra club re-
ceived £190 last year, and this year it will
receive £1,728. The Port Hedland club re-
ceived £45 last Year, and this year it Is
anticipated £412 will be paid to that club.
The Kalgoorlie-Boulder club last year re-
ceived £385, and this year it is proposed
to pay £3,495 to that club. The Bunbury
club last year received £392, and this year
it is anticipated £3,562 will be paid to that
club. So it goes on throughout the rac-
ing and trotting clubs in the country.

The Pinjarra trotting club last year re-
ceived £150 and this year it is anticipated
£1,149 will be paid. I mention these figures,
and those relating to the payments made
in the other States, to indicate that, under
the legislation in Western Australia, 75
per cent, of the investment tax is to be
returned to the clubs in order to give them
some assistance to solve the problems they
face as a result of the falling off In at-
tendances--a factor which they contend
has resulted from the licensing of off-
course betting shops in the metropolitan
area and the country towns.

Progress reported.

House adjourned at 12.55 a.7m. (Thursday).
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